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atives might be thought to be "the sophists," Epicurus and 
Cameades. The anti-idealistic tradition simply did not exist 
for him- as a tradition of political philosophy. For it was 
ignorant of the very idea of political philosophy as Hobbes 
understood it. It was indeed concerned with the nature of 
political things and especially of "justice. It was also con
cerned with the question of the right life of the individual and 
therefore with the question of whether or how the individual 
could use civil society for his private, nonpolitical purposes: 
for his ease or for his glory. But it was not political. It was not 
public spirited. It did not preserve the orientation of states
men while enlarging their views. It was not dedicated to the 
concern with the right order of society as with something that 
is choiceworthy for its own sake. 

By tacitly identifying traditional political philosophy with 
the idealistic tradition, Hobbes expresses, then, his tacit 
agreement with the idealistic view of the function or the scope 
of political philosophy. Like Cicero before him, he sides with 
Cato against Cameades. He presents his novel doctrine as the 
first truly scientific or philosophic treatment of natural law; he 
agrees with the Socratic tradition in holding the view that 
political philosophy is concerned with natural right. He in
tends to show "what is law, as Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, and 
divers others have done"; he does not refer to Protagoras, 
Epicurus, or Carneades. He fears that his Leviathan might re
mind his readers of Plato's R epublic; no one could dream of 
comparing the Leviathan to Lucretius' D e rerum natura. 3 

Hobbes rejects the idealistic tradition on the basis of a fun
damental agreement with it. He means to do adequately what 
the Socratic tradition did in a wholly inadequate manner. He 
means to succeed where the Socratic tradition had failed. He 
traces the failure of the idealistic tradition to one fundamental 

3. Ek1114nll, Ep. ded.; LevU.thQn, chaps. xv (94-95), xxvi ( 172) , xxxi (241), andxlYi 
(437- 38) . 
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mistake : traditional political philosophy assumed that man is {( 
by nature a political or social animal. By rejecting this as
sumption, Hobbes joins the Epicurean tradition. He accepts I 
its view that mao is by nature or originally an a-political and 
even an a-social animal, as well as its premise that the good is 
fundamentally identical with the pleasant. 4 But he uses chat 
a-political view for a political purpose. He gives that a-politi-
cal view a political meaning. He tries co instil the spirit of 1.. 
political idealism into the hedonistic tradition. He thus be- ' 
came the creator of political hedonism, a doctrine which has 'l 
revolutionized human life everywhere on a scale never yet ap
proached by any other teaching. 

The epoch-making change which we are forced to trace to 
Hobbes was well understood by Edmund Burke : ··Boldness 
formerly was not the character of atheists as such. They were 
even of a character nearly the reverse; they were formerly like 
the old Epicureans, rather an unenterprising race. But of late 
they are grown active, desi-gning, turbulent, and seditious .' '5 

.Political atheism is a distinctly modern phenomenon. No pre
modern atheist doubted that social life required belief in, and 
worship of, God or gods. U we do not permit ourselves to be 
deceived by ephemeral phenomena, we realize that political 
atheism and political hedonism belong together. They arose 
together in the same moment and in the same mind. 

For in trying to understand Hobbes's political philosophy 
we must not lose sight of his natural philosophy. His natural 

4. Dt riv1, I, 2; uuiathan, chap. vi ( 33). Hobbes speaks more emphatically of self
preservation than of pleasure and thus seems to be closer to the Stoics than to the 
Epicureans. Hobw's reason for putting the emphasis on self-preservation is that pleas
ure is an "appearance" whose underlying reality is "only motion," whereas self
preservation belongs to the sphere not only of "appearance" but of "motion" as well 
(d. Spinoza, Ethics, IIJ, 9 schol. and 11 schol.). Hobbes's emphasizing self-preservation 
rather than pleasure is then due co his notion of nature or of natural .science and has 
thcn:fore an entirely different motivation than the seemingly identical Stoic view. 

5. Thlllt.hts on Frmch Affairs, in WHL of Etlm11nd &rlu(''Bohn's Standard Library,'' 
Vol. JD), p. 3n. 
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philosophy is of the type classically represented by Democri
tean-Epicurean physics. Yet he regarded, not Epicurus or De
mocritus, but Plato, as ''the best of the ancient philosophers.·· 
What he learned from Plato· s natural philosophy was not that 
the universe cannot be understood if it is not ruled by divine 
intelligence. Whatever may have been Hobbes's private 
thoughts, his natural philosophy is as atheistic as Epicurean 
physics. What he learned from Plato's natural philosophy was 

.X that mathematics is "the mother of all natural science. "G By 
being both mathematical and materialistic-mechanistic, 
Hobbes's natural philosophy is a combination of Platonic 
physics and Epicurean physics. From his point of view, pre
modern philosophy or science as a whole was "rather a dream 
than science" precisely because it did not think of that com
bination. His philosophy as a whole may be said to be the 
classic example of the typically modern combination of politi
cal idealism with a materialistic and atheistic view of the 
whole. 

Positions that are originally incompatible with one another 
can be combined in two ways. The first way is the eclectic 
compromise which remains on the same plane as the original 
positions. The other way is the synthesis which becomes pos
sible through the transition of thought from the plane of the 
original positions co an entirely different plane. The combina
tion effected by Hobbes is a synthesis. He may or may not have 
been aware that he was, in fact, combining two opposed tradi
tions. He was fully aware that his thought presupposed a radi
cal break with all traditional thought, or the abandonment of 
the plane on which "PlatOnism" and "Epicureanism" had 
carried on their secular struggle. 

Hobbes, as well as his most illustrious contemporaries, was 
overwhelmed or elated by a sense of the complete failure of 
traditional philosophy. A glance at present and past contro-

6. uvi4tban, chap. xlvi ( 438); En&li.sb Works, Vll, 346. 
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versies sufficed co convince them that philosophy, or the quest 
for wisdom, had not succeeded in transforming itself into w is
dom. This overdue transformation was now to be effected. To 
succeed where tradition had failed, one has to start with re
flections on the conditions which have to be fulfilled if wis
dom is to become actual: one has to start with reflections on 
the right method. The purpose of these reflections was to 
guarantee the actualization of wisdom. 

The failure of traditional philosophy showed itself most 
clearly in the fact that dogmatic philosophy had always been 
accompanied, as by its shadow, by skeptical philosophy. 
Dogmatism had never yet succeeded in overcoming skepticism 
once and for al l. To guarantee ·the actualization of wisdom 
means to eradicate skepticism by doing justice to the truth 
embodied in skepticism. For this purpose, one must first give 
free rein to extreme skepticism: what survives the onslaught of ..~r 
extreme skepticism is the absolutely E§_basis of wisdom. The 
actualization of wisdom is identical with the erection of an 
absolutely dependable dogmatic edifice on the foundation of 
extreme skepticism. 7 

The experiment with extreme skepticism was then guided 
by the anticipation of a new type of dogmatism. Of all known 
scientific pursuits, mathematics alone had been successful. The 
new dogmatic philosophy muse therefore be constructed on the 
pattern of mathematics. The mere fact that the only certain 
knowledge which was available is not concerned with ends 
but "consists in comparing figures and motions only" created 
a prejudice against any teleological view or a prejudice in 
favor of a mechanistic view. s It is perhaps more accurate to 
say that it strengthened a prejudice already in existence. For 
it is probable that what was foremost in Hobbes's mind was 

7. Compare Hobbes's agreement with the thesis of Descartes's first Medirarion. Y X 
8. Eltmenrs, Ep. ded., and I, 13, sec. 4; De cive, Ep. ded.; Leviathan, chap. xi (68); 

d. Spinoza, Erhics, I, Appendix. 
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dence of geometry ... I thought it necessary in my definitions 

to express those motions by which lines, superficies, solids, 

and figures, were drawn and described." Generally stated, we 

have absolutely certain or scientific knowledge only of those 

subjects of which we are the causes, or whose construction is '\ 

in our own power or depends on our arbitrary will. The con

struction would not be~ fully in our power if there were a single 

step of the construction that is not fully exposed to our super

vision. The construction must be conscious construction; it is 

impossible to know a scientific truth without knowing at the ...k ~ 

same time that we have made it. The construction would not 

be fully in our power if it made use of any matter, i.e., of any-

thing that is not itself our construct. The world of our con

structs is wholly unenigmatic because we are its sole cause and 

hence we have perfect knowledge of its cause. The cause of the 

world of our constructs does not have a furc.her cause, a cause 

that is not, or not fully, within our power; the world of our )( 

constructs has an absolute beginning or is a creation in the 

strict sense. The world of our constructs is therefore the de-

sired island that is exempt from the flux of blind and aimless 

causation. 9 The discovery or invention of that island seemed to 

9. Ent/ish Wqr.lJ, VII, 179 ff.; Deh#miM, X, 4-5; De civ<, XVIU, 4, and XVII, 28; 

Dr ctrptr<, XXV, 1; Elmunts, ed. Toennies, p. 168; fourth objection to Descartes's 

MtJitations. The difficulty to which Hobbes's view of science is exposed is indicated 

by the fact that, u he says, all philosophy or science ""weaves consequences'" (cf. 

l.mMbtln, chap. ix) while talcing its beginning from ""experiences"" (De ciw, XVII, 12), 

i.e., that philosophy or science is ultimately dependent on what is given and not con

lttUCtcd. Hobbes uied to solve this difficulty by distinguishing between the sciences 

proper, which are purely constructive or demonstrative (mathematics, cinematics, and 

political science), and physics, which has a lower statuS than the former (D• c#rp#r<, 

XXV, 1; De homint, X, 5). This solution creates a new difficulty, since political science 

praupposes the scientific study of the nature of man, which is a part of physics (Levu

''-· chap. ix in both vecsions; De homiru, Ep. ded.; De rqrpore, VI, 6). Hobbes appar

cady tticd to solve this new. difficulty in the following manner: it is possible to know 

the causes o£ the political phenomena both by descending from the more general phe

IOGICIIa (the nature of motion, the nature of living beings, the nature of man) to those 

Cllllel and by ascending from the political phenomena themselves, as they are known 
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guarantee the possibility of a materialistic and mechanistic 

philosophy or science, without forcing one to assume a soul or 

mind that is irreducible to moved matter. That discovery or 

invention eventually permitted an attitude of neutrality or in

difference toward the secular conflict between materialism and 

spiritualism. Hobbes had the earnest desire to be a "meta

physical" materialist. But he was forced to rest satisfied with 

a "methodical" materialism. 
We understand only what we make. Since we do not make 

the natural beings, they are, strictly speaking, unintelligible. 

According to Hobbes, this fact is perfectly compatible with 

the possibility of natural science. But it leads to the conse

quence that natural science is and will always remain funda

mentally hypothetical. Yet this is all we need in order to make 

ourselves masters and owners of nature. Still, however much 

man 11,1ay succeed in his conquest of nature, he will never be 

1 able to understand nature. The universe will always remain 

wholly enigmatic. It is this fact that ultimately accounts for 

the persistence of skepticism and justifies skepticism to a cer

tain extent. Skepticism is the inevitable outcome of the unin

telligible character of the universe or of the unfounded belief 

in its intelligibility. In other words, since natural things are, 

as such, mysterious, the knowledge or certainty engendered by 

nature necessarily lacks evidence. Knowledge based on the 

natural working of the human mind is necessarily exposed co 
doubt. For this reason Hobbes parts company with pre-

. modem nominalism in particular. Premodern nominalism had 

faith in the natural working of the human mind. It showed 

\ 
this faith especially by teaching that natttra occulte operatur in 

rmiversalibus, or that the ·'anticipations'' by virtue of which 

to everyone from experience, to the same causes ( De corpDre, VI, 7). At any race, Hobbes 

emphatically stated that political science may be based on, or consist of, .. experience" 

as distinguished from .. demonstrations .. (De homim, Ep. ded.; De cioe, prad.; Leoit~tbMI, 

Inttod. and chap. xxxii, beginning). 
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we take our bearings in ordinary life and in science are prod
ucts of nature. For Hobbes, the natural origin of the universals 
or of the anticipations was a compelling reason for abandoning 
them in favor of artificial "intellectual tools." There is no 
natural harmony between the human mind and the universe. 

Man can guarantee the actualization of wisdom, since wis
dom is identical with free construction. But wisdom cannot be 
free construction if the universe is intelligible. Man can guar
antee the actualization of wisdom, not in spite of, but because 
of, the fact that the universe is unintelligible. Man can be 
sovereign only because there is no cosmic support for his hu
manity. He can be sovereign only because he is absolutely a 
stranger in the universe. He can be sovereign only because he is 
forced to be sovereign. Since the universe is unintelligible and 
since control of nature does not require understanding of na
ture, there are no knowable limits to his conquest of nature. 
He has nothing to lose but his chains, and, for all he knows, 
he may have everything to gain. Still, what is certain is that 
man's natural state £s misery; the vision of the City of Man to 
be erected on the ruins of the City of God is an unsupported 
hope. 

It is hard for us to understand how Hobbes could be so hope
ful where there was so much cause for despair. Somehow the 
experience, as well as the legitimate anticipation, of unheard
of progress within the sphere which is subject to human con
trol must have made him insensitive to "the eternal silence of 
those infinite spaces'' or to the crackings of the moenia mttndi. 

In fairness to him, one must add that the long series of dis
appointments which subsequent generations experienced have 
not yet succeeded in extinguishing the hope which he, to
gether with his most illustrious contemporaries, kindled. Still 
less have they succeeded in breaking down the walls which he 
erected as if in order to limit his vision. The conscious con
structs have indeed been replaced by the unplanned workings 
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the new mechanistic cosmology but what later on came tO be 
called ''epistemology'' becomes the substitute for teleological 
cosmology. But knowledge cannot remain the end if the whole 
is simply unintelligible: Scientia propter potentiam.n All intel
ligibility or all meaning has its ultimate root in human needs. 
The end, or the most compelling end posited by human desire, 
is the highest principle, the organizing principle. But if the 
human good becomes the highest principle, political science or 
social science becomes the most important kind of knowledge, 
as Aristotle had predicted. In the words of Hobbes, Dignissima 
certe scientiarum haec ipsa {St, quae ad Principes pertinet, hominesque 
in regendo genere humano occupatos. 12 One cannot leave it, then, at 
saying that Hobbes agrees with the idealistic tradition in re
gard to the function and scope of political philosophy. His 
expectation from political philosophy is incomparably greater 
than the expectation of the classics. No Scipionic dream il
lumined by a true vision of the whole reminds his readers of 
the ultimate futility of all that men can do. Of political phi
losophy thus understood, Hobbes is indeed the founder. 

It was Machiavelli, that greater Columbus, who had dis
covered the continent on which Hobbes could erect his struc
ture. When trying to understand the thought of Machiavelli, 
one does well to remember the saying that Marlowe was in
spired to ascribe to him: · 'I ... hold there is no sin but ig
norance." This is almost a definition of the philosopher. Be-
sides, no one of consequence ever doubted that Machiavelli's 
study of political matters was public spirited. Being a public 

11. De corpore, I, 6. The abandonment of the primacy of contemplation or theory in 
favor of the primacy of practice is the necessary consequence of the abandonment of the 
plane on which Platonism and Epicurearusm had carried oo their struggle. For the 
synthesis of Platonism and Epicureanism stands or falls with the view that to under
stand is to make. 

12. Aristotle Nictmtachean Ethics 114la2Q-22; De ci114, praef.; d. Opera Latina, IV, 

I I 

' ' 

487-88: the only serious part of philosophy is political philosophy. x k 
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spirited philosopher, he continued the tradition of political 
idealism. But he combined the idealistic view of the intrinsic 
nobility of statesmanship with an anti-idealistic view, if not 
of the whole, at any rate of the origins of mankind or of civil 
society. 

Machiavelli's admiration for the political practice of classi
cal antiquity and especially of republican Rome is only the 
reverse side of his rejection of classical political philosophy. 
He rejected classical polit ical philosophy, and therewith the 
whole tradition of political philosophy in the full sense of the 
term, as useless : Classical political philosophy had taken its 
bearings by how man ought to live; the correct way of answer
ing the question of the right order of society consists in taking 
one's bearings by how men actually do live. Machiavelli's 
"realistic" revolt against tradition led to the substitution of 
patriotism or merely political virtue for human excellence or, 
more particularly, for moral virtue and the contemplative life. 
It entailed a deliberate lowering of the ultimate goal. The 
goal was lowered in order to increase the probability of its 
attainment. Just as Hobbes later on abandoned the original 
meaning of wisdom in order to guarantee the actualization of 
wisdom, Machiavelli abandoned the original meaning of the 
good society or of the good life. What would happen to those 
natural inclinations of man or of the human soul whose de
mands simply transcend the lowered goal was of no concern to 
Machiavelli. He disregarded those inclinations. He limited his 
horizon in order to get results. And as for the power of chance, 
Fortuna appeared to him in the shape of a woman who can be 
forced by the right kind of men: chance can be conquered. 

Machiavelli justified his demand for a "realistic" political 
philosophy by reflections on the foundations of civil society, 
and this means ultimately by reflections on the whole within 
which man lives. There is no superhuman, no natural, support 
for justice. All human things fluctuate too much to permit 
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i.e., death insofar as it can be avoided or avenged, supplies the 
ultimate guidance. 18 Death takes the place of the telos. Or, to 
preserve the ambiguity of Hobbes's thought, let us say that 
the fear of violent death expresses most forcefully the most 
powerful and the most fundamental of all natural desires, the 
initial desire, the desire for self-preservation. 

U, then, natural law must be deduced from the desire for 
self-preservation, if, in other words, the desire for self-preser
vation is the sole root of all justice and morality, the funda
mental moral fact is not a duty but a right; all duties are de
rivative from the fundamental and inalienable right of self
preservation. There are, then, no absolute or unconditional 
duties; duties are binding only to the extent to which their 
performance does not endanger our self-preservation. Only the 
right of self-preservation is unconditional or absolute. By na
ture, there exists only a perfect right and no perfect duty. The 
law of nature, which formulates man· s natural duties, is not a 
law, properly speaking. Since the fundamental and absolute 
moral fact is a right and not a duty, the function as well as the 
limits of civil society must be defined in terms of man's natural 
right and not in terms of his natural duty. The state has the I 
function, not of producing or promoting a virtuous life, but of 
safeguarding the natural right of each. And the power of the 
state finds its absolute limit in that natural right and in no 
other moral fact. 19 If we may call liberalism that political doc
trine which regards as the fundamental political fact the 
rights, as distinguished from the duties, of man and which 
identifies the function of the state with the protection or the 

18. Ibid., 1,14, sec. 6; De ri~~t, Ep. ded., I, 7, and ill, 31; Leviathan, chaps. xiv (92) 
aod xxvli (197). One would have to start from here in ordet to understand the role of 
the detective srory in present-day moral orientation. 

19. Dt cive, n, 10 end, 18-19; rn, 14, 21, 27 and anoor., 33; VI, 13; XIV, 3; 
Lni4thllfl, chaps. xjv (84, 86-87), xxi (142-43), xxviii (202) , and xxxii ( 243). 
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safeguarding of those rights, we must say that the founder of 

liberalism was Hobbes. 
By transplanting natural law on the plane of Machiavelli, 

Hobbes certainly originated an entirely new type of political 

doctrine. The premodern natural law doctrines taught the 

duties of man; if they paid any attention at all to his rights, 

they conceived of them as essentially derivative from his 

duties. As has frequently been observed, in the course of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a much greater emphasis 

was put on rights than ever had been done before. One may 

speak of a shift of emphasis from natural duties to natural 

rights. 20 But quantitative changes of this character become in

telligible only when they are seen against the background of a 

qualitative and fundamental change, not to say that such 

quantitative changes always become possible only by virtue of 

a qualitative and fundamental change. The fundamental 

change from an orientation by natural duties to an orientation 

by natural rights finds its clearest and most telling expression 

in the teaching of Hobbes, who squarely made an uncondi

tional natural right the basis of all natural duties, the duties 

being therefore only conditional. He is the classic and the 

founder of the specifically modern natural law doctrine. The 

profound change under consideration can be traced directly to 

Hobbes's concern with a human guaranty for the actualization 

of the right social order or to his "realistic" intention. The 

actualization of a social order that is defined in terms of man's 

duties is necessarily uncertain and even improbable; such an 

order may well appear tO be utopian. Quite different is the case 

of a social order that is defined in terms of the rights of man. 

For the rights in question express, and are meant to express, 

20. Cf. OttO von Gierke, The Dewlopmmt of Polilical Theory (New York, 1939), pp. 

108, 322, 352; and J. N. Figgis, Tht Divine Rit,ht of Kint,r (2d ed.; Cambridge: At tbc 

University Press, 1934); pp. 221-23. For Kant it is already a question why moral 

philosophy is called the doctrine of duties and not the doctrine of rights (see Mttll

phyriJI. dtr Sittm, ed. Vorlaender, p. 45). 
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something that everyone actually desires anyway; they hallow 
everyone's self-interest as everyone sees it or can easily be 
brought to see it. Men can more safely be depended upon to 
fight for their rights than to fulfil their duties. In the words 
of Burke: ·'The little catechism of the rights of men is soon 
learned; and the inferences are in the passions. " 21 With regard 
to Hobbes's classic formulation, we add that the premises al
ready are in the passions. What is required to make modem 
natural right effective is enlightenment or propaganda rather 
than moral appeal . From this we may understand the fre
quently observed fact that during the modem period natural 
law became much more of a revolutionary force than it had 
been in the past. This fact is a direct consequence of the funda
mental change in the character of the natural law doctrine 
itsell. 

The tradition which Hobbes opposed had assumed chat man 
cannot reach the perfection of his nature except in and through 
civil society and, therefore, that civil society is prior to the 
individual. It was this assumption which led to the view that 
the primary moral fact is duty and not rights. One could not 
assert the primacy of natural rights without asserting that the 
individual is in every respect prior to civil society: all rights of 
civil society or of the sovereign are derivative from rights 
which originally belonged to the individua1.22 The individual 
as such, the individual regardless of his qualities- and not 
merely, as Aristotle had contended, the man who surpasses 
humanity- had to be conceived of as essentially complete in- ~ 
dependently of civil society. This conception is implied in the 
contention that there is a state of nature which antedates civil 
society. According to Rousseau, "the philosophers who have 
examined the foundations of civil society have all of them felt 
the necessity to go back to the state of nature." I t is true that 

21. Th~ghts on French Affaiu, p. 367. 
22. Dt cirt, VI, 5-7; Ltviathan, chaps. xviii ( 113) and =viii (202- 3) . 
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the quest for the right social order is inseparable from reflec

tion on the origins of civil society or on the prepoliticallife of 

man. But the identification of the prepoliticallife of man with 

''the state of nature·' is a particular view, a view by no means 

held by "all" political philosophers. The state of nature be

came an essential topic of political philosophy only with 

Hobbes, who still almost apologized for employing that term. 

It is only since Hobbes that the philosophic doctrine of nat

ural law has been essentially a doctrine of the state of nature. 

Prior to him, the term "state of nature" was at home in 

Christian theology rather than in political philosophy. The 

state of nature was distinguished especially from the state of 

grace, and it was subdivided into the state of pure nature and 

the state of fallen nature. Hobbes dropped the subdivision and 

replaced the state of grace by the state of civil society. He thus 

denied, if not the fact, at any rate the importance of the Fall 

and accordingly asserted that what is needed for remedying 

the deficiencies or the "inconveniences" of the state of nature 

is, not divine grace, but the right kind of human government. 

This antitheological implication of "the state of nature" can 

only with difficulty be separated from its intra-philosophic 

meaning, which is to make intelligible the primacy of rights 

as distinguished from duties: the state of nature is originally 

characterized by the fact chat in it there are perfect rights but 

no perfect duties.23 

23. De (i11f, prad.: "conditiooem hominum extra societatem civilem (quam coodi· 

tiooem appellare liceat Statum naturae)." Cf. Locke, Treatises ~I Civil G~er-nt, n, 
sect. 15. For the original mean.iog of the term, cf. AristOtle Physics 246-lQ-17; Cicem 

Offi(ls i. 67; De ftnibt.s iii. 16, 20; Lawr iii. 3 (c!. also Dt eiw, ill, 25). According co the 

classics, the state of nature would be the life in a healthy civil society and not the life 

antedating civil society. The conventionalists assert, indeed, that civil society is coo· 

vcotiooal or artificial, but this implies a depreciation of civil society. Most cooveo· 

tiooalists do not identify the life antedating civil society with the state of nature: they 

identify che life according to nature with the life of human fulfilment (be it the life of 

che philosopher or the life of che tyrant); che life according to nature is therefore impos

sible in che primeval condition chat antedates civil society. On the ocher hand, thoee 
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duccion could be achieved. In the moral teaching of Aristotle, 
"whose opinions are at this day, and in these parts of greater 
authority than any ocher human writings" (Hobbes), there 
occur two virtues which comprise all other virtues or, as we 
may say, two "general" virtues: magnanimity, which com
prises all ocher virtues in so far as they contribute to the excel
lence of the individual, and justice, which comprises all ocher 
virtues in so far as they contribute to man's serving ochers. 
Accordingly, one could simplify moral philosophy by reducing 
morality either to magnanimity or else to justice. The first 
was done by Descartes, the second by Hobbes . The latter's 
choice had the particular advantage that it was favorable co a 
further simplification of moral doctrine: the unqualified iden
tification of the doctrine of virtues with the doctrine of the 
moral or natural law. The moral law, in its turn, was to be 
greatly simplified by being deduced from the natural right of 
self-preservation. Self-preservation requires peace. The moral 
law became, therefore, the sum of rules which have to be 
obeyed if there is co be peace. Just as Machiavelli reduced vir- ~ 
cue to the political virtue of patriotism, Hobbes reduced virtue 
to the social virtue of peaceableness. Those forms of human 
excellence which have no direct or unambiguous relation co 
peaceableness- courage, temperance, magnanimity, liberality, 
to say nothing of wisdom-cease to be virtues in the strict 
sense. Justice ( in conjunction with equity and charity) does 
remain a virtue, but its meaning undergoes a radical change. 
If the only unconditional moral face is the natural right of each 
to his self-preservation, and therefore all obligations to ochers 
arise from contract, justice becomes identical with the habit of 
fulfilling one's contracts. Justice no longer consists in com
plying with standards that are independent of human will. All 
material principles of justice- the rules of commutative and 
distributive justice or of the Second Table of the Decalogue
cease to have intrinsic validity. All material obligations arise 
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attainment of pleasure or the avoidance of pain; the desire for 
honor and glory is utterly vain, i.e., sensual pleasures are, as 
such, preferable to honor or glory. Hobbes had to oppose 
Epicurus in two crucial points in order to make possible politi
cal hedonism. In the first place, he had to reject Epicurus' im
plicit denial of a state of nature in the strict sense, i.e., of a 
prepolidcal condition of life in which man enjoys natural 
rights; for Hobbes agreed with the idealistic tradition in 
thinking that the claim of civil society stands or falls with the 
existence of natural right. Besides, he could not accept the im
plication of Epicurus' distinction between natural desires 
which are necessary and natural desires which are not neces
sary; for that distinction implied that happiness requires an 
"ascetic" style of life and that happiness consists in a state of 
repose. Epicurus' high demands on self-restraint were bound 
to be utopian as far as most men are concerned; they had there
fore to be discarded by a "realistic" political teaching. The 
"realistic" approach to politics forced Hobbes tO lift all re
strictions on the striving for unnecessary sensual pleasures or, 
more precisely, for the commoda hujus vitae, or for power, with 
the exception of those restrictions that are required for the 
sake of peace. Since, as Epicurus said, "Nature has made [only] 
the necessary things easy to supply," the emancipation of the 
desire for comfort required that science be put into the service 
of the satisfaction of that desire. It required, above all, that 
the function of civil society be radically redefined: "the good I 
life," for the sake of which men enter civil society, is no 
longer the life of human excellence but "commodious living" 
as the reward of hard work. And the sacred duty of the rulers 
is no longer "to make the citizens good and doers of noble 
things" but tO "study, as much as by laws can be effected, to j/ t 
furnish the citizens abundantly with all good things ... 
which are conducive to delectation. " 29 

l9. D. ri", I, 2, 5, 7; Xlll, 4-6; u~U.tban, chaps. xi (63--64) and xi.ii end; Dt 
,.., I, 6. 
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Natural public law intends to give such a universally valid 
solution to the political problem as is meant to be universally 
applicable in practice. In other words, whereas, according to 
the classics, political theory proper is essentially in need of 
being supplemented by the practical wisdom of the statesman 
on the spot, the new type of political theory solves, as such, 
the crucial practical problem: the problem of what order is 
just here and now. In the decisive respect, then, there is no 
longer any need for statesmanship as distinguished from po
litical theory. We may call this type of thinking "doctrinair
ism," and we shall say that doctrinairism made its first ap
pearance within political philosophy- for lawyers are alto
gether in a class by themselves- in the seventeenth century. 
At that time the sensible flexibility of classical political phi
losophy gave way to fanatical rigidity. The political philoso
pher became more and more indistinguishable from the par
tisan. The historical thought of the nineteenth century tried 
to recover for statesmanship that latitude which natural pub
lic law had so severely restricted. But since that historical 
thought was absolutely under the spell of modem "realism," 
it succeeded in destroying natural public law only by destroy
ing in the process all moral principles of politics. 

As regards Hobbes's teaching on sovereignty in particular, 
its doctrinaire character is shown most clearly by the denials 

.. (.... . r which it implies. It imR.li.es the denial of the possibility of dis
s,." [~ tinguishing between good and bad regimes (kingship and 

, _ ~ ' tyranny, aristocracy and oligarchy, democracy and ochloc---~ ~ · ~ ... J1 '""v racy) as well as of the possibility of mixed regimes and of 
.., • ff l.n "rule of law. "33 Since these denials are at variance with ob-'• t b-- ,.tv-\ ' served facts, the doctrine of sovereignty amounts in practice 

, f-. i.J.. l1 33. Dt ri«, Vll, 2-4; XII, 4-5; uviathan, chap. x;cix (216). Sec, however, the 
• ..- :-.. referroce co legitimate Icings a.od tO illegitimate rulers in Den,,, XD. 1 and 3. Df ""' f 11 

ci«, Vl, 13 end, and Vll, 14, show that natural law, as Hobbes understands it, supplies J//4-Fl 1- 4 1 
a basis for objectively clistinguishing between kingship and ryranny. Cf. also ibiJ., i xn, 7' with xm, 10. 
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to a denial not of the existence, but of the legitimacy, of the 
possibilities mentioned: Hobbes's doctrine of sovereignty as
cribes to the sovereign prince or to the sovereign people an 
unqualified right to disregard all legal and constitutional limi
tations according to their pleasure, 34 and it imposes even on 
sensible men a natural law prohibition against censuring the 
sovereign and his actions. But it would be wrong to overlook 
the fact that the basic deficiency of the doctrine of sovereignty 
is shared, if to different degrees, by all other forms of natural 
public law doctrines as well. We merely have to remind our
selves of the practical meaning of the doctrine that the only 
legitimate regime is democracy. 

The classics had conceived of regimes ~i) ~so much ( 
in terms of institutions as in terms of the~ actually pursued 
by the commumty or its authoritative part. Accordingly, they 
regarded the best regime as that regime whose aim is virtue, 
and they held that the right kind of institutions are indeed in
dispensable for establishing and securing the rule of the vir
tuous, but of only secondary importance in comparison with 
"education," i.e., the formation of character. From the point 
of view of natural public law, on the other hand, what is 
needed in order to establish the right social order is not so 
much the formation of character as the devising of the right 
kind of institutions. As~t put it in rejecting the view that 
the establishment of the right social order requires a nation of 
angels: "Hard as it may sound, the problem of establishing the I 
state [i.e., the just social order] is soluble even for a nation of ). 
devils, provided they have sense," i.e., provided that they are 
guided by enlightened selfishness; the fundamental political 
problem is simply one of "a good organization of the state, of 

34. As for the discrepancy between Hobbes's doctrine and the practice of mankind, 
sec Lwi111han, chaps. xx end, and xxxi end. As for the revolutionary consequences of 
Hobbes's doctrine of sovereignty, see De cive, VII, 16 and 17, as well as Leviarha11, 
chaps. xix (122) and xxix (210) : there is no right of prescription; the sovereign is the 
prcscot sovereign (see Leviathan, chap. xxvi [175)). 
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which man is indeed capable." In the words of Hobbes, 
"when [commonwealths] come to be dissolved, not by exter
nal violence, but intestine disorder, the fault is not in men, as 
they are the matter, but as they are the makers, and orderers of 
them. " 36 Man as the maker of civil society can solve once and 
for all the problem inherent in man as the matter of civil so
ciety. Man can guarantee the actualization of the right social 
order because he is able to conquer human nature by under
standing and manipulating the mechanism of the passions. 

There is a term that expresses in the most condensed form 
the result of the change which Hobbes has effected. That term 

X is 'wwer." It is in Hobbes's political doctrine that power be
comes for the first time eo nomine a central theme. Considering 
the fact that, according to Hobbes, science as such exists for 
the sake of power, one may call Hobbes's whole philosophy 
the first philosophy of power. "Power" is an ambiguous term. 
It stands for potentia, on the one hand, and for potestas (or jus 
or dominium), on the other. 36 It means both ·'physical'' power 
and "legal" power. The ambiguity is essential: only if potentia 
and potestas essentially belong together, can there be a guar
anty of the actualization of the right social order. The state, 
as such, is both the greatest human force and the highest hu
man authority. Legal power is irresistible forceY The neces
sary coincidence of the greatest human force and the highest 
human authority corresponds strictly to the necessary coinci-

• dence of the most powerful passion (fear of violent death) and 
35. Leviathan, chap. xxix ( 210); Kant, EttNtal Ptaet, Definitive Articles, Feddi

cion. 
36. Cf., e.g., the beadings of chap. x in the English and Larin versions of tbe 

uviatha", and the beadings of BltmmtJ, ll, 3 and 4, with those of Dt ciw, Vlli and IX. 
For an example of the synonymous use of p_otentia and pottstal see De ciw, IX, 8. A com
parison of the title of the uoiatha" with the Preface of Dt civt (beginning of the section 
on method) suggests tha.c "~·· is idenrica~ "generation." Cf. De corport, 
X, 1 ~ .. i.s-thc.sam_w ({UUII. In opposition to Bishop Bramhall , Hobbes insists on 
the identity of "power" with "potentiality" (B"glish Work.r, IV, 298). 

37. De c-iiJt, XIV, 1, and XVI, 15; u viatha", chap. X (56). 

' 
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the most sacred right (the right of self-preservation). Potentia 
and potestas have this in common, that they are both intel- ( 
ligible only in contradistinction, and in relation, to the actus: 
theJ?!tentia of a man is what a man can _do, and the potestas or, 
more generally expressed, the right of a man, is what a man 
may do. The predominance of the concern with "power" is 
therefore only the reverse of a relative indifference to the 
actus, and this means to the purposes for which man's '·ph ysi
cal" as well as his " legal" power is or ought to be used. This 
indifference can be traced directly to Hobbes's concern with an 
exact or scientific political teaching. The sound use of "physi
cal'' power as well as the sound exercise of rights depends on 
prudentia, and whatever falls within the province of prudentia 
is not susceptible of exactness. There are two kinds of exact
ness: mathematical and legal. From the point of view of math
ematical exactness, the study of the acttts and therewith of the 
ends is replaced by the study of potentia. "Physical" power as 
distinguished from the purposes for which it is used is morally 
neutral and therefore more amenable to mathematical strict
ness than is its use: power can be measured. This explains why 
Nietzsche, who went much beyond Hobbes and declared the 
will to power to be the essence of reality, conceived of power 
in terms of ''quanta of power.'' From the point of view of legal 
exact11ess, the study of the ends is replaced by the study of 
potestas. The rights of the sovereign, as distinguished from the 
exercise of these rights, permit of an exact definition without 
any regard to any unforeseeable circumstances, and this kind 
of exactness is again inseparable from moral neutrality: right 
declares what is permitted, as distinguished from what is hon
orable.38 Power, as distinguished from the end for which 

38. De ~ive, X, 16, and VI, 13 anoot. cod. Cf. Leviathan, chap. xxi ( 143) , for the dis· 

tinction between the permitted and the honorable (cf. Salmasius, Defmsio regia [1649], 

pp. 40-45). Cf. Leviathan, chap. xi ( 64) with Thomas Aquinas Sw~m~~ ,otztra Gmtiles 

iii. 31. 

' 
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power is used or ought co be used, becomes the central theme 

of political reflections by virtue of chat limitation of horizon 

which is needed if there is co be a guaranty of the actualization 
of the right social order. 

Hobbes's political doctrine is meant to be universally ap

plicable and hence to be applicable also and especiallY.: in ex

treme cas~s. This indeed may be said to be the boast of the 

classic doctrine of sovereignty: that it gives its due to the ex

treme case, to what holds good in emergency situations, 

whereas those who question that doctrine are accused of not 

looking beyond the pale of normality. Accordingly, Hobbes 

built his whole moral and political doctrine on observations 

regarding the extreme case; for the experience on which his 

doctrine of the state of nature is based is the experience of civil 

war. It is in the extreme situation, when the social fabric has 

completely broken down, that there comes to sight the solid 

foundation on which every social order muse ultimately rest: 

the fear of violent death, which is the strongest force in hu

man life. Yet Hobbes was forced co concede that the fear of 

violent death is only "commonly" or in most cases the most 

powerful force. The principle which was supposed to make 

possible a political doctrine of universal applicability, then, is 

not universally valid and therefore is useless in what, from 
• 

Hobbes's point of view, is the most important case-the ex-

treme case. For how can one exclude the possibility that pre

cisely in the extreme situation the exception will prevail?39 

39. l.AtJU.than, chaps. xili ( 83) and xv ( 92). One: m.ay state: chis difficulty also as fol

lows: lo the: spirit of the dogmatism. based on skepticism, Hobbes identified what the 

skeptic Caroeades apparently regarded as the conclusive refutation of the claims raised 

oo behali of justice, with the only possible justification of these claims: the extre.me 

situation-the situation of the two shipwrecked m.en on a plank on which only one 

m.an cao save himself-reveals, not the impossibility of justice, but the basis of justice. 

Yet Carneades did not contend that in such a situation one is compelled co ldll one's 

competitor (Cicero R.epubli& iii. 29-30): the excrem.e situation does oot reveal a real 

necessity. 
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To speak in more specific terms, there are two politically im

portant phenomena which would seem to show with particu-
lar clarity the limited validity of Hobbes· s contention regard-
ing the overwhelming power of the fear of violent death. In 
the first place, if the only unconditional moral fact is the indi
vidual's right of self-preservation, civil society can hardly de
mand from the individual that he resign that right both by 
going to war and by submitting to capital punishment. As re
gards capital punishment, Hobbes was consistent enough to 
grant that, by being justly and legally condemned to death, a 
man does not lose the right to defend his life by resisting 
"those that assault him": a justly condemned murderer re- ~ 
tains-nay, he acquires- the right to kill his guards and every-
one else who stands in his way to escape, in order to save dear 
life. 40 But, by granting this, Hobbes in fact admitted that there) 
exists an insoluble conflict between the rights of the govern- 11 
ment and the natural right of the individual to self-preserva
tion. This conflict was solved in the spirit, if against the letter, 
of Hobbes by Beccaria, who inferred from the absolute pri
macy of the right of self-preservation the necessity of abolish-
ing capital punishment. As regards war, Hobbes, who proudly 
declared that he was ''the first of all that fled'' at the outbreak 
of the Ci'!.il War, was consistent enough to grant that· 'there is 
allowance to be made for natural timorousness.'' And as if he 
desired to make it perfectly clear to what lengths he was pre
pared to go in opposing the lupine spirit of Rome, he continues 
as follows: ''When armies fight, there is on one side, or both, 
a running away: yet when they do it not out of treachery, but 
fear, they are not esteemed to do it unjustly, but dishonour- .; 1_ 
ably. "u But, by granting this, he destroyed the moral basis of I ,, ;1.,:'1 If, 
national defense. The only solution to this difficulty which ~t.! ~ 

40. Ltviathan, chap. xxi (142-43); cf. also Dt cit~e, VITI, 9. -...; 
41. Ltviathan, chap. xxi (143); E>lt,li.sh Wor.ts, IV, 414. a. Ltuiathan, chap. xx:x 

(227) and Dt ciut, XllJ, 14, with Locke's chapter oo conquest. 
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preserves the spirit of Hobbes's political philosophy is the 

outlawry of war or the establishment of a world state. 

There was only one fundamental objection to Hobbes's basic 

assumption which he felt very keenly and which he made 

I 
every effort to overcome. In many cases the fear of v ioleot 

death proved to be a weaker force than the_k!tr oi.helLfir~ or 

the fear of God. The difficulty is well illustrated by two 

widely separated passages of the Leviathan. In the first pas

sage Hobbes says that the fear of the power of men (i.e., the 

fear of violent death) is "commonly" greater than the fear of 

the power of "spirits invisible," i.e., than religion. In the 

second passage he says that '·the fear of darkness and ghosts is 

greater than other fears. " 42 Hobbes saw his way to solve this 

contradiction: the fear of invisible powers is stronger than the 

fear of violent death as long as people believe in invisible 

powers, i.e., as long as they are under the spell of delusions 

about the true character of reality; the fear of violent death 

I comes fully into its own as soon as people have become en

lightened. This implies that the whole scheme suggested by 

Hobbes requires for its operation the weakening or, rather, 

the elimination of the fear of invisible powers. It requires such 

a radical change of orientation as can be brought about only 

by the disenchantment of the world, by the diffusion of scien

tific knowledge, or by popular enl ightenment. Hobbes's is the 

first doctrine that necessarily and unmistakably points to a 

thoroughly "enlightened," i .e., a-religious or atheistic so

ciety as the solution -of the social or political problem. This 

most important implication of Hobbes's doctrine was made 

explicit not many years after his death by Pierre Bayle, who 

attempted to prove that an atheistic society is possible. 43 

42. Le.,iathtJn, chaps. xiv ( 92) and xxix ( 215); cf. also ibid., chap. xxxviii beginning; 

De,;.,,, VI, 11 ; XII, 2, 5; XVll, 25 and 27. 

43. A good reason for connecc.iog Bayle's famous thesis with Hobbes's docuioc 

rather than with that of FaustuS Socinus, e.g., is supplied by the following statemeal 
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It is, then, only through the prospect of popular enlighten
ment that Hobbes's doctrine acquired such consistency as it 
possesses. The virtues which he ascribed to enlightenment are 
indeed extraordinary. The power of ambition and avarice, he 
says, rests on the false opinions of the vulgar regarding right 
and wrong; therefore, once the principles of justice are known 
with mathematical certainty, ambition and avarice will be
come powerless and the human race will enjoy lasting peace. 
For, obviously, mathematical knowledge of the principles of 
justice (i.e., the new doctrine of natural right and the new 
natural public law that is built on it) cannot destroy the 
wrong opinions of the vulgar, if the vulgar are not apprised of 
the results of that mathematical knowledge. Plato had said 
that evils will not cease from the cities if the philosophers do 
not become kings or if philosophy and political power do not 
coincide. He had expected such salvation for mortal nature as 
can reasonably be expected, from a coincidence over which 

of Bayle (DiaiM~Mirt, art. "Hobbes," rem. D): "Hobbes se fit beaucoup d'eonemis par 

a:t ouvnge [De 'ivt]; mais il fit avouer aux plus clairvoyants, qu'on o'avait jamais si 
bien pblhr~ les foodemeocs de Ia politique." I cannot prove here chat Hobbes was an 

atheist, even according to his own view of atheism. I must limit myself to aslciog the 

reader to compare De 'ive, XV, 14, with Ent,lish WtWk.r, IV, 349. Many present-day 

scholars who write on subjects of this kind do not seem tO have a sufficient notion of 
the degree of circumspection or of accommodation to the accepted views that was re

quired, in former ages, of "deviationists" who desired to survive or to die in peace. 

Those scholars tacitly assume that the pages in Hobbes's writings devoted tO religious 

subjects can be understood if they are read io the way io which one ought tO read the 

corresponding utterances, say, of Lord Beruand Russell. In other words, I am familiar 
witb the fact that there are innumerable passages io Hobbes's writings which were 

ased by Hobbes and which can be used by everyone else for proving that Hobbes was a 

!heist and even a good Anglican. The prevalent procedure wouJd merely lead to histori

cal errors, if co grave historical errors, but for the fact that its results are employed for 

buttressing the dogma that the mind of the individual is incapable: of liberating itself 
&om the opinions which ruJe his society. Hobbes's last word on the question of public 

wonbipis that the commonwealth may establish public worship. If the commonwealth 

fails to establish public worship, i.e., if it allows "many sorts of worship,'' as it may, 
"it cannot be said ... that the commonwealth is of any religion at aU" (cf. uviatha11, / ~ 

chap. xxxi [240] with the Latin version [p.m. 171]). 
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hand" remains ineffectual if it is not supported by the 
Leviathan or, if you wish, by the W ealth of Nations. 

There is a remarkable parallelism and an even more remark-
able discrepancy between Hobbes· s theoretical philosophy and 
his practical philosophy. In both parts of his philosophy, he 
teaches that reason is impotent and that it is omnipotent, or 
that reason is omnipotent because it is impotent. Reason is 
impotent because reason or humanity have no cosmic support: 
the universe is unintelligible, and nature "dissociates" men. 
But the very fact that the universe is unintelligible permits rea-
son to rest satisfied with its free constructs, to establish 
through its constructs an Archimedean basis of operations, 
and to anticipate an unlimited progress in its conquest of na-
ture. Reason is impotent against passion, but it can become II 
omnipotent if it co-operates with the strongest passion or if it f 
puts itself into the service of the strongest passion. Hobbes's 
rationalism, then, rests ultimately on the conviction that, 
thanks to nature's kindness, the strongest passion is the only 
passion which can be "the origin of large and lasting socie-
ties" or that the strongest passion is the most rational passion. 
In the case of human things, the foundation is not a free con-
struct but the most powerful natural force in man. In the case 
of human things, we understand not merely what we make but 
also what makes our making and our makings. Whereas the 
philosophy or science of nature remains fundamentally hypo
thetical, political philosophy rests on a nonhypothetical 
knowledge of the nature of man.45 As long as Hobbes's ap-
proach prevails, "the philosophy concerned with the human 
things" will remain the last refuge of nature. For at some 
point nature succeeds in getting a hearing. The modem conten-
tion that man can "change the world" or "push back nature" 
is not unreasonable. One can even safely go much beyond it 
and say that man can expel nature with a hayfork. One ceases 

4S. Cf. o. 9 above. 
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to be reasonable only if one forgets what the philosophic poet 
adds, tamen usque recu"et. 

B. LOCKE 

At first glance Locke seems to reject altogether Hobbes's 
notion of natural law and to follow the traditional teaching. 
He certainly speaks of man's natural rights as if they were 
derivative from the law of nature, and he accordingly speaks 
of the law of nature as if it were a law in the strict sense of the 
term. The law of nature imposes perfect duties on man as man, 
regardless of whether he lives in the state of nature or in civil 
society. "The law of natore stands as an eternal rule to all 
men," for it is "plain and intelligible to all rational crea
tures." It is identical with "the law of reason." It is "know-

1 able by the light of nature; that is, without the help of posi
tive revelation." Locke considers it entirely possible for the 
law of nature or the moral law to be raised to the rank of a 
demonstrative science. That science would make out "from 
~elf-evident propositiQllS,.,Ey !!ecessary consequences .. ., the 
~~sures of right and wrong,·· Man would thus become able 
to elaborate • ·a body of ethics, proved to be the law of nature, 
from principles of reason, and teaching all the duties of life," 
or "the entire body of the 'law of nature,' " or "complete 
morality," or a "code" which gives us the law of nature 
"entire." That code would contain, among other things, the 
natural penallaw. 46 Yet Locke never made a serious effort to 
elaborate that code. His failure to embark on this great enter
prise was due to the problem posed by theology. 47 

The law of nature is a declaration of the will of God. It is 
"the voice of God" in man. It can therefore be called the·~ 

46. Tre11tis11 qf G~nnunt, I, sees. 86, 101; II, sees. 6, 12, 30, 96, 118, 124, 135. 
An Essay &I»Utrnint Hum11n Understanding, I, 3, sec. 13, and IV, 3, sec. 18. The "&t~~mahk· 
ness of Christianity (Tht WqrkJ qf John Loclu in Nine Volumes, VI (London, 1824), 140--42). 

47. Cf. Descartes's "Auctor non libeocer scribit ethica" (CEuvru, ed. Adam-Tan· 
oery, V, 178). 
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of God" or" divine law" or even the "eternal law"; it is "the -highest law.·· It is the law of God not only in fact. It must be 
known to be the law of God in order to be law. Without such 
knowledge man cannot act morally. For "the true ground of 
morality ... can only be the will and law of a God." The 
law of nature can be demonstrated because the existence and 
the attributes of God can be demonstrated. This divine law is 
promulgated, not only in or by reason, but by revelation as 
well. In fact, it first became known to man in its entirety by 
revelation, but reason confirms this divine law thus revealed. 
This does not mean that God did not reveal to man some laws 
which are purely positive: the distinction between the law of 
reason, which obliges man as man, and the law revealed in the 
gospel, which obliges Christians, is preserved by Locke. 48 

One may wonder whether what Locke says about the rela
tion between the law of nature and the revealed law is free 
from difficulties. However this may be, his teaching is ex
posed to a more fundamental and more obvious difficulty, to a 
difficulty which seems to endanger the very notion of a law of 
nature. He says, on the one hand, that, in order to be a law, 
the law of nature must not only have been given by God and 
be known to have been given by God, but it must in addition 1 
have as its sanctions divine "rewards and punishments, of 
infinite weight and duration, in another life." On the other 
hand, however, he says that reason cannot demonstrate that 
there is another life. Only through revelation do we know of 
the sanctions for the law of nature or of "the only true touch
stone of moral rectitude." Natural reason is therefore unable 

48. Trtatises, I, sees. 39, 56, 59, 63, 86, 88, 89, 111, 124, 126, ll8, 166; II, sees. 1, 4, 
6, 25, 52,135, 136 n., 142, 195; Essay, I, 3, sees. 6 and 13; 11, 28, sec. 8; IV, 3, sec. 18, 
aod 10, sec. 7; Rtasmablenus, pp. 13, 115, 140, 144 ("the highest law, the law of 
IUture"), 145; A Second Vindication of the R.tasonablmus of Christianity ( Wor.U, VI, 229): 
"As men, we have God for our king, and are under the law of reason: as Christians, we I 
have Jesus rbe Messiah for our king, and are under the law revealed by him in the gos- ~ 
pel. And though every Christian, both as a deist and a Christian, be obliged to study 
both the law of nature and the revcal.ed law ... . "Cf. n. 51 below. 
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to know the law of nature as a law. 49 This would mean that 
there does not exist a law of nature in the strict sense. 

This difficulty is apparently overcome by the fact that ''the 
veracity of God is a demonstration of the truth of what he has 
revealed. " 50 That is to say, natural reason is indeed unable to 
demonstrate that the souls of men shall live forever. But nat~ 
ural reason is able to demonstrate that the New Testament is 
the perfect document of revelation . And since the New Testa~ 

ment teaches that the souls of men shall live forever, natural 
reason is able to demonstrate the true ground of morality and 
therewith to establish the dignity of the law of nature as a true 
law. 

By demonstrating that the New Testament is a document of 
revelation, one demonstrates that the law promulgated by 
Jesus is a law in the proper sense of the term. This divine law 

49. Euay, I, 3, sees. 5, 6, 13; II, 28, sec. 8; IV, 3, sec. 29; Reasonablemu, p. 144: 

.. But where was it that their obligation [the obligation of the just measures of right 

and wrong) was thoroughly known and allowed, and they received as precepts of a 
Jaw; of the highest Jaw, the law of 02cure? That could M l be, without a clear lcoowledgc 

and aclcoowledgment of the law-maker, and the great rewards and punishments, for 
those that would, or would not obey him ... Ibid., pp. 150-51: .. The view of heaven 

and hell will cast a slight upon the shore pleasures of this present state, and give arcrac· 

tions and encouragements to virtue which reason and interest, and the care of ourselves, 

cannot but allow and prefer. Upon this foundation, and upon this only, morality stands 
firm, and may defy all competition .. . Second Reply to tbe Bi.shop of Worcesm (Works, ill, 
489; see also 474 and 480): .. So unmovable is that truth delivered by the Spirit of truth, 

that though the light of nature gave some obscure glimmering, some uncertain hopes of 

a future state, yet human reason could attain to no clearness, no certainty about it, but 

chat it was Jesus Christ alone who had 'brought life and immortality co light through 
the gospel" . .. this article of revelation, which ... the Scripture assures us is estab

lished and made certain tmly by revelation.·· (The italics are not in the origwl.) 

50. SmnJ Reply to the BiJh.p of Wor"ster, p. 476. Cf. ibid., p. 281: ''I tb.ink it is pos
sible tO be certain upon the testimony of God ... where I know that it is the ccsri· 

mony of God; because in such a case, that testimony is capable not only to make me 

believe, but, if I consider it right, to make me lcoow the thing to be so; and so I may 
be certain. For the veracity of God is as capable of making me know a proposition co be 
true, as any other way of proof can be, and therefore I do not in such a case barely 

believe, but know such a proposition co be true, and attain certainty ... See also EsttiJ, 
IV, 16, sec. 14. 
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thing which would '·displace the veil beneath which'' the re
spectable part of society "dissembles its divisions." Whereas 
the cautious theoretician would scorn the appeal to preju
dices, the cautious man of affairs would try to enlist all re
spectable prejudices in the service of the good cause. ~'Logic 
admits of no C.Q!!!_promise. Tge essence of politicsis compro
mise." Acting in this spirit, the statesmen who were respon
sible for the settlement of 1689 which Locke defended in the 
Two Trelltise.r, "cared little whether their major agreed with 
their conclusion, if their rna jor secured two hundred votes, and 
the conclusion two hundred more.' '53 Acting in the same spir
it, Locke, in his defense of the revolutionary settlement, ap
pealed as frequently as he could to the authority of Hooker
of one of the least revolutionary men who ever lived. He took 
every advantage of his partial agreement with Hooker. And he 
avoided the inconveniences which might have been caused by 
his partial disagreement with Hooker by being practically 
silent about it. Since to write means to act, he did not proceed 
in an altogether different manner when composing his most 
theoretical work, the Essay: "since not all, nor the most of 
those that believe a God, are at the pains, or have the skill, to 
examine and clearly comprehend the demonstrations of his 
being, I was unwilling to show the weakness of the argument 
there spoken of [in Esslly, IV, 10, sec. 7]; since possibly by it 
some men might be confirmed in the belief of a God, which is 
enough to preserve in them true sentiments of religion and 
morality. "64 Locke was always, as Voltaire liked to call him, 
"le sage Locke.'' 

Locke has explained his view of caution most fully in some 
passages of his R easonllbleness of Christianity. Speaking of the 
ancient philosophers, he says: ''The rational and thinking part 
of mankind ... when they sought after him, they found the 

53. Macaulay, Tbe History of England ( New York: Allison, o.d.), II, 491. 
54. Lmtr to the Bishop of W ormter ( WorL, ill, 53-54) . 

I 
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complex argument for which we seek in vain in his writings. 

One can state the issue in simpler terms as follows: The 

veracity of God is indeed a demonstration of any proposition 

which he has revealed. Yet "the whole strength of the cer

tainty depends upon our knowledge that God revealed" the 

proposition in question, or '·our assurance can be no greater 

than our knowledge is, that it is a revelation from God.'' 

And at least as regards all men who know of revelation only 

through tradition, "the knowledge we have that this revela

tion came at first from God, can never be so sure as the knowl

edge we have from the clear and distinct perception of the 

agreement or disagreement of our own ideas." Accordingly, 

our assurance that the souls of men shall live forever belongs 

to the province of faith and not to that of reason.61 Yet since 

without that assurance ·'the just measures of right and 

wrong" do not have the character of a law, those just meas

ures are not a law for reason. This would mean that there does 

not exist a law of nature. Therefore, if there is to be "a law 

knowable by the light of nature, that is, without the help of 

positive revelation,'' that law must consist of a set of rules 

whose validity does not presuppose life after death or belief in 

a life after death. 
Such rules were established by the classical philosophers. 

The pagan philosophers, "who spoke from reason, made not 

much mention of the Deity in their ethics.'' They showed thar 

virtue ''is the perfection and the excellency of our nature; that 

she is herself a reward, and will recommend our names to 

future ages,'' but they left '·her unendowed.' '62 For they were 

61. Buay, IV, 18, sees. 4-8; cf. o. 50 above. 

62. From this it follows that, ''however sttange it may seem, the law·maker bath 

nothing co do with moral virtues and vices" but is limited in his function to the 

preservation of properry (d. Tnatim, ll, sec. 124; and J. W. Gough, ]1Im Udl'1 

PDiitical PhilDsDphy [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1950], p. 190). II virtue by itself is ia

effectual, civil society muse have a foundation other chao human perfection or the 

inclination coward it; it must be based on the suongesc desire in man, the desirt for 

I, self-preservation, and therefore on his concern with property. 
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unable to show a necessary connection between virtue and 
prosperity or happiness, a connection which is not visible in 
this life and which can be guaranteed only if there is a life 
after death.63 Still, while unassisted reason cannot establish a 
necessary connection between virtue and prosperity or happi
ness, the classical philosophers realized, and practically all 
men realize, a necessary connection between a kind of pros
perity or happiness and a kind or part of virtue. There exists, 
indeed, a visible connection between "public happiness" or 
" the prosperity and temporal happiness of any people" and 
the general compliance with ''several moral rules.·' These rules, 
which apparently are a part of the complete law of nature, 
"may receive from mankind a very general approbation, with-
out either knowing or admitting the true ground of morality; 
which can only be the will and law of a God, who sees men in 
the dark, has in his hands rewards and punishments, and 
power enough to call to account the proudest offender.'' But 
even if, and precisely if, those rules are divorced from "the 
true ground of morality," they stand "on their true founda
tions": "[Prior to Jesus], those just measures of right and I 
wrong, which necessity had anywhere introduced, the civil 
laws prescribed, or philosophers recommended, stood on their 

lr'lle foundations. They were looked on as bonds of society, and / 
conveniencies of common life, and laudable practices.' '64 How
ever doubtful the status of the complete law of nature may 
have become in Locke's thought, the partial law of nature 

63. Reaslm4bktuss, pp. 148-49: "Virtue and prosperity do not often accompany one 

IDOthec; and therefore virtue seldom had any followers. And it is no wonder she pre

•ailcd not much in a state, where the inconveniencies that attended her were visible, 

lad at hand; and the rewards doubtful, and at a cUstance. Mankind, who are and must 

be allowed to pursue their happiness, nay, cannot be hindered; could not but think 

cbcmJclves exrused from a strict observation of rules, which appeared so little to con

list of their chief end, happiness; whilst they kept them from the enjoyments of this 

life; and they had little evidence and security of another." Cf. ibid., pp. 139, 142-44, 

~Sl; Btsa;y, I, 3, sec. 5, and II, 28, sec. 1o-12. 

64. Rus!m4blenus, pp. 144 and 139; Essa;y, I, 3, sees. 4, 6, and 10 ( the italics are not 

iDtht original); Treatises, II, sees. 7, 42, and 107. 
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which is limited to what "political happiness"-a "good of 

mankind in this world"-evidently requires would seem to 

have stood firm. Only this partial law of nature can have been 

recognized by him, in the last analysis, as a law of reason and 

therewith as truly a law of nature. 

We must now consider the relation between what we call 

for the time being the partial law of nature and the New Testa

ment law. If "no more nor no less" than the entire law of na

ture is supplied by the New Testament, if· 'all the parts" of the 

law of nature are made out in the New Testament in a manner 

which is "clear, plain, and easy to be understood," the New 

Testament must contain in particular clear and plain expres

sions of those prescriptions of the law of nature with which 

men must comply for the sake of political happiness.65 Accord

ing to Locke, one of the rules of ''the law of God and nature" 

is to the effect that the government ·'must not raise taxes on 

the property of the people without the consent of the people, 

given by themselves or their deputies." Locke does not even 

attempt to confirm this rule by clear and plain statements of 

Scripture. Another very important and characteristic rule of 

the law of nature as Locke understands it, denies to the con

queror a right and title to the possessions of the vanquished: 

even in a just war the conqueror may not ·'dispossess the pos

terity of the vanquished." Locke himself admits that this 

"will seem a strange doctrine," i .e., a novel doctrine. In fact, 

it would seem that the opposite doctrine is at least as much 

warranted by Scripture as is Locke's . He quotes more than 

once Jephtha's saying "the Lord the Judge be judge"; but he 

fails even to allude to the fact that Jephtha 's statement is made 

in the context of a controversy about the right of conquest, as 

well as to Jephtha's entirely un-Lockean view of the rights of 

the conqueror.86 One is tempted to say that Jephtha's state-

65. Cf. also Esra.J, II, 28, sec. 11. 

66. Trtatim, II, sees. 142 (d . sec. 136 o.), 180, 184; d. also o. 51 above. /W., 

sees. 21, 176, 241; d. Judges 11 :12- 24; cf. also Hobbes's Leviathan, chap. x:xiv (IQ). 
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cure, the state of nature would begin after the flood, i.e., a 

long time after the Fall; for prior to God's grant to Noah and 

his sons, men did not have the natural right to meat which is 

a consequence of the natural right to self-preservation, and the 

state of nature is the state in which every man has "all the 

rights and privileges of the law of nature. " 70 Now, if the state 

of nature begins a long time after the Fall, the state of nature 

would seem to partake of all characteristics of ·' the corrupt 

state of degenerate men." In fact, however, it is a "poor but 

virtuous age," an age characterized by "innocence and sin

cerity," not to say the golden age.71 Just like the Fall itself, 

the punishment for the Fall ceased to be of any significance for 

Locke's political doctrine. He holds that even God's curse on 

Eve does not impose a duty on the female sex "not to endeavor 

to avoid" that curse: women may avoid the pangs of child

birth "if there could be found a remedy for it. " 72 

The tension between Locke's natural law teaching and the 

New Testament is perhaps best illustrated by his teaching 

about marriage and related topics. 73 In the First Treatise be 

characterizes adultery, incest, and sodomy as sins. He indi

cates there that they are sins independently of the fact that 

70. Ibid., I, sees. 27 and 39; ll, sec. 25; d. also ll, sees. 6 and 87; and ll, sees. 36aod 

38. Inn, sees. 56-57, Locke seemingly says that Adam was in the state of nature prior 

tO the FaU. According to ibid., sec. 36 (cf. 107, 108, 116), the state of nature is situAted 

in ''the first ages of the world" or in ''the beginning of things" (cf. Hobbes, Dt tift, 

V, 2); cf. also Treatim, U, sec. 11, end, with Gen. 4:14-15 and 9:5-6. 

71. Cf. Rea.mUJbltntu, p. 112, and Trtatim, I, sees. 16 and 44-45 with ibid., D, ICICI. 

llQ-11 and 128. Note the plural ''all those [ages)" ibid., sec. 110; there have bc:to miiiJ 

examples of the state of nature, whereas there was only once a state of innOtcDCe. 

72. Treatises, I, sec. 47. 

73. As regards the relation between Locke's teaching concerning property and che 

New Testament teaching, it suffices here to mention his interpretacion of Lulce 18:22: 

"This I look on to be the meaning of the place; this, of selling all he bad, and givin& it 

tO the poor, not being a stand.ing law ofQesus'] lcingdom; but a probationary colll.lllotM 

to this young man; to try whether he truly believed him co be the Messiah, and .. 

ready to obey his commands, and relinquish all to follow him, when be, his piDcr, 

required it" (Ru~mwbltntss, p. 120). 
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great and civil people" and the Siamites are a "civilized na
tion," and both the Chinese and the Siamites "want the idea 
and knowledge of God. " 77 The "partial law of nature" is, 
then, not a law in the proper sense of the term. 78 

We thus arrive at the conclusion that Locke cannot have 
recognized any law of nature in the proper sense of the term. 
This conclusion stands in shocking contrast to what is gen
erally thought to be his doctrine, and especially the doctrine 
of the Second Treatise. Before turning to an examination of the 
Second Treatise, we beg the reader to consider the following 
facts: The accepted interpretation of Locke's teaching leads to 
the consequence that ''Locke is full of illogical flaws and in
consistencies,·· 79 of inconsistencies, we add, which are so ob
vious that they cannot have escaped the notice of a man of his 
rank and his sobriety. Furthermore, the accepted interpreta
tion is based on what amounts to a complete disregard of 
Locke· s caution, of a kind of caution which is, to say the least, 
compatible with so involving one· s sense that one cannot easily 
be understood and with going with the herd in one's outward 
professions. Above all, the a:ccepted interpretation does not 

1 
• pay sufficient attention to the character of the Treatise; it some

how assumes that the Treatise contains the philosophic presen-
1 tation of Locke's political doctrine, whereas it contains, in 
fact, only its "civil" presentation. In the Treatise, it is less 
Locke the philosopher than Locke the Englishman who ad-

77. Treatises, I, sec. 141; Euay, I, 4, sec. 8; Second Reply to the Bishop of Wormttt, 
p. 486. Reasonableness, p. 144: ''Those just measures of right and wrong ... stood oa 
their true foundations . They were looked on as bonds of society, and conveniences ol 
common life, and laudable practices. But where was it that their obligation w11 

thoroughly known and allowed [prior to Jesus], and they received as precepts of a law; 
of the highest law, the law of nature? That could not be, without a clear knowlcdF 
and acknowledgment of the law-maker'' (compare p. 213 above and n. 49 above). 

78. Accordingly, Locke sometimes identifies the law of nature not with the law ol 
reason but with reason simply (cf. Treatises, I, sec. 101, with n, sees. 6, 11,181; cf. also 
ibid., I, sec. 111, toward the end). 

79. Gough, op. tit., p. 123. 
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that, according to Hooker, some men were in fact or acciden

tally in the state of nature. Actually, Hooker had not said 

anything about the state of nature: the whole doctrine of the 

state of nature is based on a break with Hooker's principles, 

i.e., with the principles of the traditional nature law doctrine. 

Locke's notion of the state of nature is inseparable from the 

doctrine "that in the state of nature everyone has the execu

tive power of the law of nature .· · He states twice in the con

text referred to that this doctrine is "strange," i .e. , novel.83 

For what is the reason why, according to Locke, the admis

sion of a law of nature requires the admission of a state of na

ture, and more particularly the admi;sion that in the state of 

nature ''every man hath the right to ... be executioner of the 

law of nature"?" ... Since it would be utterly in vain to sup

pose a rule set to the free actions of man, without annexing to 

it some enforcement of good or evil to determine his will, we 

must wherever we suppose a law, suppose also some reward or 

punishment annexed to that law." In order to be a law, the 

law of nature must have sanctions. According to the tradi-

1 donal view those sanctions are supplied by the judgment of 

the conscience, which is the judgment of God. Locke rejects 

this view. According to him, the judgment of the conscience is 

so far from being the judgment of God that the conscience "is 

nothing else but our own opinion or judgment of the moral 

rectitude or pravity of our own actions." Or to quote Hobbes, 

whom Locke tacitly follows: ·'private consciences ... are but 

private opinions.·· Conscience cannot therefore be a guide; 

still less can it supply sanctions. Or if the verdict of the con· 

83. Trtati.su, IT, sees. 9, 13, and 15; cf. sec. 91 n., where Locke, quoting Hooker, 

refers in an explanatory remark to the state of nature which is not mentioned by 

Hooker; cf. also sec. 14 with Hobbes, Le11iathan, chap. xiii (83). As regards the 

""strange·· character of the doctrine that in the state of nature everyone has the excca· 

tive power of the law of nature, cf. Thomas Aquinas Summa thtologica ii. 2. qu. 64,1.), 

and Suarez, Tr. tk kt.ibMS, m, 3, sees. 1 and 3, on the one band, and Grotius De j111t Jt/Ji 

ii. 20. sees. 3 and 7 and ii. 25. sec. 1, as well as Richard Cumberland, Dt kgib111 ,..,_, 

chap. 1, sec. 26, on the other. 
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science is identified with right opinion about the moral qualicy 
of our actions, it is utterly powerless by itsell: "View but an 
army at the sacking of a town, and see what observation or I 
sense of moral principles, or what touch of conscience, for all ) 
the outrages they do." If there are to be sanctions for the law 
of nature in this world, those sanctions must be supplied by 
human beings. Buc any "enforcement" of the law of nature 
which takes place in and through civil society appears to be 
the outcome of human convention. Therefore, the law of na
ture will noc be effective in this world and hence not be a true 
law, if it is not effective in the state antedating civil society or 
government- in the state of nature; even in the state of nature 
everyone must be effectively responsible to other human 
beings. This, however, requires that everyone in the state of 
nature have the right to be the executioner of the law of na
ture: "the law of nature would, as all other laws that concern 
men in this world, be in vain, if there were nobody that in the 
state of nature had a power to execute that law." The law of 
nature is indeed given by God, but its being a law does not 
require that it be known to be given by God, because it is im
mediately enforced, not by God or by the conscience, but by 
human beings. s4 

84. Rlason~~blmeu, p. 114: " ... if there were no punishment for the transgressors 
oiUcsus' laws], his laws would not be the laws of a king, ... but empty talk, without 
forte, and without influence." Trtatisu, ll, sees. 7, 8, 13 end, 21 cod; cf. ibid., sec. 11, 
wirh I, sec. 56. EssaJ, I, 3, sees. 6-9, and ll, 28, sec. 6; Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. xxix 
(212). When speaking of everyone's natural right tO be rhe executioner of the Jaw of 
nature, Locke refers tO "that great Jaw of nature, 'Whoso sheddeth mao's blood, by \ 
11110 shall his blood be shed' " ( Gen. 9: 6). But be omits the biblical reason, "for in the 
image of God made he mao." The Lockeao reason for the right tO ioilict capital puoish
IICIII on murderers is that mao may "destroy thint,s noxious" to men (the italics are not 
ill !be original). Locke disregards the fact that both the murdered and the murderer are 
llldc in rhe image of God: the murderer "may be: destroyed as a lion or a tiger, one of X ,\. 
tbose wild savage beasts with whom men can have no society nor security" ( Treatises, 
B,KCS. 8, 10, 11, 16, 172, 181; cf. I, sec. 30). Cf. Thomas Aquinas Stmmus thtologica 
Lqu. 79,•.13 and ii. 1. qu. 96, 11. 5 ad 3 (cf. a. 4, obj.l); Hooker, I, 9, sec.2-10, sec. 
1, Grorius De j~~re belli, Prolegomena, sees. 20 and 27; Cumberland, I«. tit. 
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and continual dangers." It is "an ill condition." Far from 
being a state of peace, it is a state in which peace and quiet are 
uncertain. The state of peace is civil society; the state antedat
ing civil society is the state of war. 86 This is either the cause or 
the effect of the fact that the state of nature is a state not of 
plenty but of penury. Thosc:_ li_ving_ in i1. are "nee_dy and 
wretched." Plenty reEL,uires civil society.87 Being "pure an
archy,' ' the state of nature is not likely to be a social state. In 
fact, it is characterized by "want of society." "Society" and 
"civil society" are synonymous terms. The state of nature is 
"loose." For "the first and strongest desire God planted in 
man" is not the concern with others, not even concern with 
one's offspring, but the desire for self-preservation. 88 

The state of nature would be a state of peace and good will if 
men in the state of nature were under the law of nature. But 
"nobody can be under a law which is not promulgated to 
him." Man would know the law of nature in the state of na
ture if "the dictates of the law of nature" were "implanted in 
him" or "writ in the hearts of mankind." But no moral rules 
are "imprinted in our minds" or "written on [our] hearts" or 
"stamped upon [our] minds" or "implanted." Since there is 
no habitus of moral principles, no synderesis or conscience, all 
knowledge of the law of nature is acquired by study: to know 
the law of nature, one must be "a studier of that law." The 
law of nature becomes known only through demonstration. 
The question, therefore, is whether men in the state of nature 
are capable of becoming studiers of the law of nature. "The 
greatest part of mankind want leisure or capacity for demon
stration .... And you may as soon hope to have all the day-v 

86. Ibid., TI, sees. 13, 74, 90, 91 and note, 94, lOS, 123, 127, 128, 131, 135 n., 136, 
212, 225-27. 

87. Ibid., sees. 32, 37, 38, 41-43, 49. 

88. Ibid., sees. 21, 74, 101, 105, 116, 127, 131 beginning, 132 beginning, 134 begin
liD& (c£.124 beginning), 211, 220, 243; d. I, sec. 56, with sec. 88. Cf. both passages, as 
wdl as I, sec. 97, and TI, sees. 60, 63, 67, 170, with Erray, I, 3, sees. 3, 9, 19. 
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/

labourers and tradesmen, and spinsters and dairy-maids, per-

i 
feet mathematicians, as to have them perfect in ethics this 
way." Yet a day laborer in England is better off than a king of 
the Americans, and "in the beginning all the world was 
America, and more so than it is now." "The first ages" are 
characterized by "negligent and unforeseeing innocence" 
rather than by habits of study.89 The condition in which man 
lives in the state of nature-"continual dangers" and "pen
ury"-make impossible knowledge of the law of nature: the 
law of nature is not promulgated in the state of nature. Since 
the law of nature must be promulgated in the state of nature if 
it is to be a law in the proper sense of the term, we are again 
forced to conclude that the law of nature is not a law in the 
proper sense of the term. 90 

What, then, is the status of the law of nature in Locke's doc
t rine? What is its foundation? There is no rule of the law of 
nature which is innate, "that is, ... imprinted on the mind as 
a duty. " This is shown by the fact that there are no rules of the 
law of nature, ''which, as practical principles ought, do con
tinue constantly to operate and influence all our actions with· 
out ceasing [and which] may be observed in all persons and all 

. _ ~ ages, steady and universal. " However, "Nature . .. has put 
~...... .r -..'- /1 into man a desire of happiness, and an aversion to misery; 
t t t..... .)J these, indeed, are innate practical principles'': they are univer
-.~ _ ... ~0&' sally and unceasingly effective. The desire for happiness and 
• ._ .,.~ the pursuit of happiness to which it gives rise are not duties. 
- ~,..,..,.!-" But "men ... must be allowed to pursue their happiness, 
~tC ;;~/·/ nay, cannot be hindered." The desire for happiness and the 1 r pursuit of happiness have the character of an absolute right, .of 
~.,.r/ a natural right. There is, then, an innate natural right , while 

/ 89. Cf., above all, Treatises, II, sees. 11 end, and 56, with Er.ray, I, 3, sec. 8, ud 
I, 4, sec.l2; Treatises, II, sees. 6, 12, 41, 49, 57, 94, 107,124, 136; Eua:J, 1, 3, secs.l, 6, 
9, 11-13, 26, 27; R.easot~ablmeu, pp. 146, 139, 140. Cf. n. 74 above. 

90. Cf. the use of the term "crim.e" ( as distinguished from "sin ') in Trtatisu, JJ. 
sees. 10, 11, 87, 128, 218, 230, with Euay, II, 28, sees. 7-9. 
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there is no innate natural duty. To understand how this is pos
sible, one merely has to reformulate our last quotation: pur
suit of happiness is a right, it "must be allowed," because "it 
cannot be hindered.·· It is a right antedating all duties for the 
same reason that, according to Hobbes, establishes as the 
fundamental moral fact the right of self-preservation: man 
must be allowed to defend his life against violent death be
cause he is driven to do so by some natural necessity which is 
not less than that by which a stone is carried downward. 
Being universally effective, natural right, as distinguished 
from natural duty, is effective in the state of nature : man in 
the state of nature is ··absolute lord of his own person and pos
sessions. "91 Since the right of nature is innate, whereas the I( 
law of nature is not, the right of nature is more fundamental 
than the law of nature and is the foundation of the law of 
nature. 

Since happiness presupposes life, the desire for life takes 
precedence over the desire for happiness in case of conflict. 
This dictate of reason is at the same time a natural necessity: 
"the first and strongest desire God planted in men, and 
wrought into the very principles of their nature, is that of 
self-preservation.· · The most fundamental of all rights is there
fore ~t of sell-preservation. While nature has put into 
man "a strong desire of preserving his life and being," it is 
only man's reason which teaches him what is "necessary and 
useful to his being.·· And reason- or, rather, reason applied to 
a subject to be specified presently- is the law of nature. Reason 
teaches that ''he that is master of himseli and his own life has 
a right, too, to the means of preserving it.'· Reason further 
teaches that, since all men~ equal in reg~d to the desire, 
and hence to the right, pfJ>elf-preservatio.o, they are equal in 
the decisive respect, notwithstanding any natural inequalities 

91. Buay, I, 3, sees. 3 and 12; RetUonabkmu, p. 148; Treatise~, II, sec. 123 (cf. sec. 
6). Cf. Hobbes, De cive, I, 7, and ill, 27 o. 
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cerned with their self-preservation- not the contract of the 
fathers qua fathers or divine appointment or an end of man 
that is independent of the actual wills of all individuals-cre
ates the whole power of society: "the supreme power in every 
commonwealth [is] but the joint power of every member of 
the society. " 94 

Locke's natural law teaching can then be understood per
fectly if one assumes that the laws of nature which he admits 
are, as Hobbes put it, "but conclusions, or theorems concern
ing what conduces to the conservation and defense·· of man 
over against other men. And it must be thus understood, since 
the alternative view is exposed to the difficulties which have 
been set. forth. The law of nature, as Locke conceives of it, 
formulates the conditions of peace or, more generally stated, 
of "public happiness" or "the prosperity of any people." 
There is therefore a kind of sanction for the law of nature in 
this world: the disregard of the law of nature leads to public 
!llisery and penury. But this sanction is insufficient. Universal 
compliance with the law of nature would indeed guarantee 
perpetual peace and prosperity everywhere on earth. Failing 
such universal compliance, however, it may well happen that 
a society which complies with the law of nature enjoys less of 
temporal happiness than a society which transgresses the law 
of nature . For in both foreign and domestic affairs victory does 
not always favor "the right side": the "great robbers ... are 
too big for the weak hands of justice in this world." There 
remains, however, at least this difference between those who 
strictly comply with the law of nature and those who do not, 
that only the former can act and speak consistently; only the 
former can consistently maintain that there is a fundamental 
difference between civil societies and gangs of robbers, a dis
tinction to which every society and every government is 
forced to appeal time and again. In a word, the law of nature 

94. Hitl., sees. 4, 6-11, 13, 96, 99, U7- 30, 134, 135, 142, 159. 
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is ''a creature of the understanding rather than a work of na
ture"; itis "barely in the mind," a "notion," and not "in the 
things themselves.·' This is the ultimate reason why ethics can 
be raised to the rank of a demonstrative science . 95 

One cannot clarify the status of the law of nature without 
considering the status of the state of nature. Locke is more 
definite than Hobbes in asserting that men actually lived in the 
state of nature or that the state of nature is not merely a 
hypothetical assumption. 96 By this he means, in the first place, 
that men actually lived, and may live, without being subject 
to a common superior on earth. He means, furthermore, that 
men living in that condition, who are studiers of the law of 
nature, would know how to set about remedying the incon
veniences of their condition and to lay the foundations for 
public happiness. But only such men could know the law of 
nature while living in a state of nature who have already lived 
in civil society, or rather in a civil society in which reason has 
been properly cultivated. An example of men who are in the 
state of nature under the law of nature would therefore be an 
elite among the English colonists in America rather than the 
wild "Indians. A better example would be that of any highly 
civilized men after the breakdown of their society. It is only 
one step from this to the view that the most obvious example 

95. lhid., sees. 1, 12, 176-n, 202; Essay, ill, 5, sec. 12, and IV, 12, sees. 7-9 (d. 
Spinoza, Ethics, IV, praef. and 18 schol.). As for the element of legal fiction involved ia 

''the law of nature and reason," cf. Treatises, U, sec. 98 beginning, with sec. 96. a. 
'&asqnablmw, p. 11 :~ law o~ason't~ as it is called, the l:w of nature. ]Cf. ailo 

Section A, n. 8 above, and on. 113 an 119 below. Hobbes, De cifie, Ep. ded., aDd 
Utliathan, chap. xv (96 and 10+-5). 

96. Cf. u1Ji4th4n, chap. JCiii (83)-see also the Latin version-with Trtltisu, n, 
sees. 14, 1()(}-103, 110. The reason for Locke's deviation from Hobbes is thllt, accordial 

tO Hobbes, the state of nature is worse than any kind of government, whereas, accord

ing to Locke, the state of nature is preferable tO arbitrary and lawless govemmcoc. 

Hence Locke teaches that the state of nature is more viable from the point of view ol 
sensible men than "absolute monarchy": the state of nature must be, or have bcca, 

actual. 
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of men in the state of nature under the law of nature is that of 
men living in civil society, in so far as they reflect on what 
they could justly demand from civil society or on the condi
tions under which civil obedience would be reasonable. Thus 
it becomes ultimately irrelevant whether the state of nature 
understood as a state in which men are subject only to the law 
of nature, and not to any common superior on earth, was ever 
actual or not. 97 

It is on the basis of Hobbes's view of the law of nature that 
Locke opposes Hobbes's conclusions. He tries to show that 
Hobbes's principle-the right of self-preservation- far from 
favoring absolute government, requires limited government . 
Freedom, "freedom from arbitrary, absolute power," is "the 
fence" to self-preservation. Slavery is therefore against natural 
law except as a substitute for capital punishment. Nothing 
which is incompatible with the basic right of self-preserva
tion, and hence nothing to which a rational creature cannot be 
supposed to have given free consent, can be just; hence civil 
society or government cannot be established lawfully by force 
or conquest: consent lllime..:.:.dicLoLCOulclgive-beginning to any 
lawful g_overnment in the world." For the same reason Locke 
condemns absolute monarchy or, more precisely, "absolute 
arbitrary power ... of any one or more'' as well as ··govern
ing without settled standing laws. " 98 In spite of the limita
tions which Locke demands, the commonwealth remains for 
him, as it was for Hobbes, "the mighty leviathan": in enter
ing civil society, "men give up all their natural power to the 
society which they enter into. ·' Just as Hobbes did, so Locke 
admits only one contract: the contract of union which every 

'11. Cf. Tm11ms, ll, sees. 111, 121, 163; cf. Hobbes, Dt civt, pcaef.: ""in jure civitatis, 
cmamque officiis investigandis opus est, non quidem ut dissolvacur civitas, sed cameo 
• WDquam dissoluu considerecur."" 

98. Trtatim, I, sees. 33 and 41; n, sees. 13, 17, 23, 24, 85, 90-95, 99, 131, 132, 137, 
153,175-76, 201-2; d. Hobbes, Dt civt, V, 12, and Vlll, 1- 5. 
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individual makes with every other individual of the same mul

titude is identical with the contract of subjection. Just as 

Hobbes did, so Locke teaches that, by virtue of the fundamen

tal contract, every man "puts himself under an obligation to 

everyone of that society to submit to the determination of the 

majority, and to be concluded by it"; that, therefore, the 

fundamental contract establishes immediately an unqualified 

democracy; that thitPrimary demQ~y may by majority vote 

either continue itself or transform itself into another form of 

government; and that the social contract is therefore in fact 

identical with a contract of subjection to the "sovereign" 

(Hobbes) or to the "supreme power" (Locke) rather than tO 

society.99 Locke opposes Hobbes by teaching that wherever 

"the people" or "the community," i.e., the majority, have 

placed the supreme power, they still retain ·'a supreme power 

to remove or alter" the established government, i .e., they still 

retain a right of revolution. 100 But this power (which is nor

mally dormant) does not qualify the subjection of the individ

ual to the community or society. On the contrary, it is only 

fair to say that Hobbes stresses more strongly than does Locke 

the individual's right to resist society or the government 

whenever his self-preservation is endangered.101 

99. Treatises, II, sees. 89, 95-99, 132, 134, 136; Hobbes, De ci11t, V, 7; VI, 2, 3, 17; 

vm. 5, 8, 11; cf. also Ltviathan, chaps. xviii ( 115) and xix (126). 

100. TrtatiJer, II, sees. 149, 168, 205, 208, 209, 230. Locke teaches, on the one haad, 

that society can exist without government (ibid., sees. 121 end and 211) and, oa rhc 

other hand, iliac society cannot exist without government (ibid., sees. 205 and 119). 

The contradiction disappta;s if one considers the fact that society exists, and 1(11, 

without government only in the moment of revolution. If society, or "the people; 

could not exist and hence not act while there is no goveromenr, i .e., no lawful BO"fUIIo 

ment, there could be no action of "the people" against the de facto government. Tile 

J 

revolutionary action thus understood is a kind of majority decision which cstablisba 

a new legislative or supreme power in the very moment in which it abolishes the oW 

one. 

101. In accordance with this, Locke asserts more emphatically than did Hobbes ck 

individual's duty of military service (d. Treatises, II, sees. 88, 130, 168, 205, aod D. 
with Lt~iathan, chaps. xxi [142-43], :riv [86-87), and x:xvili [202)). 
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sages in which he seems to describe the majority as such a 
guarantor, he is speaking of cases in which the individuals' 
self-preservation is threatened by tyrannical monarchic or 
oligarchic rulers and wherein, therefore, the last and only 
hope for the suffering individual obviously rests on the dis
positions of the majority. Locke regarded the power of the 
majority as a check on bad government and a last resort 
against tyrannical government; he did not regard it as a sub
stitute for government or as identical with government. 
Equality, he thought, is incompatible with civil society. The 
equality of all men in regard to the right of self-preservation 
does not obliterate completely the special right of the more 
reasonable men. On the contrary, the exercise of that special 
right is conducive to the self-preservation and happiness of 
all. Above all, since self-preservation and happiness require 

_ J .... If"/ property, so much so that _!he end of civil society can he said 
t, ,~ ; ..., to be the presef!_~ti2£.9~ttY, the protection of the prop-

~ 11 .,r.~: ertied members of society against the demands of the indigent 
'""' - or the protection of the industrious and rational against the 

lazy and quarrelsome-is essential to public happiness or the 
common good. 105 

Locke's doctrine of property, which is almost litg].Jly the 
central part of his _political teach!!ag, is certainly its most char-

)< "icteristic part. 10~t distinguishes his political teaching most 
clearly not only from that of Hobbes but from the traditional 
teachings as well. Being a part of his natural law tea~hing, it 
partakes of all the complexities of the latter. Its peculiar dif
ficulty can be provisionally stated as follows: Property is an 
institution of natural law; natural law defines the manner and 

I 
105. Ibid., sees. 34, 54, 82, 94, 102, 131, 157- 58. 
106. After I had finished chis chapter, my attention was drawn co C. B. ~pher

son's article, "Locke on Capitalise Appropriation," WeJttrn pq/iJical Q;tarterf], 19Sl, 
pp. 550-66. There is considerable agreement between Mr. Macpherson's incerpreutioa 
of the chapter on property and the interpretation set forth in the cext. Cf. ~ 
Pq/itical Science R.tview, 1950, pp. 767-70. 
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the limitations of just appropriation. Men own property prior 
to civil society; they enter civil society in order to preserve or 
protect the property which they acq_uired in the state of na
ture. But, once civil society is formed, if not before, the natu
ral law regarding property ceases to be valid; what we may 
call ''conventional'' or ''civil'' property- the property which 
is owned within civil society-is based on positive law alone. 
Yet, while civil society is the creator of civil property, it is not 
its master: civil society must respect civil property; civil so
ciety has, as it were, no other function but to serve its own 
creation. Locke claims for civil property a much greater sanc
tity than for natural property, i.e ., the property which is ac
quired and owned exclusively on the basis of natural law, of 
"the highest law." Why, then, is he so anxious to prove that 
property antedates civil society?10 7 

The natural right to property is a corollary of the fundamen-
tal right of self-preservation; it is not derivative from com
pact, from any action of society. If everyone has the natural 
right tO preserve himself, he necessarily has the right to every
thing that is necessary for his self-preservation. What is neces- {I 
sary for self-preservation is not so much, as Hobbes may seem 
to have believed, knives and guns ;; victuals. Food is con
ducive to self-pres~rvation only if it i~n~~rgp.riated 
in such a manner that it becomes the exclusive property of the 
individual; there is then a natural right to some "private 
dominion exclusive of the rest of mankind.'' What is true of 
food applies mutatis mutandis to all other things required for 

107. ''There seems some inconsistency between this acceptance of 'consem' as the 
basis of actual ptOperty rights and the theory that government exists for the purpose of 
clcfcnding the natural right of property. Locke would doubtless have solved the con
Indiction by passing, as he constantly docs, from the phraseology of the 'law of nature' 
10 utilitarian considerations" (R. H. I. Palgrave, Dictimary 11/ PDiitical Ec111J1Jm7, s.v. 
"Locke"). Locke does not have to "pass" from the law of nature to utilitarian con
siderations because the law of nature, as he understands it, namely, as the formulation 
ol the conditions of peace and public happiness, is io itself ·'utilitarian." 
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self-preservation and even for comfortable self-preservation, 
for man has a natural right not only to self-preservation but to 
the pursuit of happiness as well. 

The natural right of everyone to appropriate everything that 
is useful to him must be limited if it is not to be incompatible 
with the peace and preservation of mankind. That natural 
right must exclude any right to appropriate things which have 
already been appropriated by others; taking things which 
others have appropriated, i.e., harming others, is against the 
natural law. Nor does natural law encourage begging; need as 
such is not a title to property. Persuasion gives as little a title 
to property as does force. The only honest way of appropriat
ing things is by taking them, not from other men, but directly 
from nat'Ure, "the common mother of all"; by making one· s 
o"Wn what previously belonged to no one and therefore might 
be taken by anyone; the only honest way of appropriating 
things is by one· s own labot..,Everyone is by nature the exclu
sive owner of his body and hence of the work of his body, i.e., 
of his labor. Therefore, if a man mixes his labor-be it only the 

- labor involved in picking berries- with things of which no 
one is the owner, those things become an ind issoluble mixture 
of his exclusive property with no one· s property, and therefore 
they become his exclusive property. Labor is the only title to 
property which is in accordance with natural right. ''Man, by 
being master of himself and proprietor of his own person and 
the actions or labour of it, [has] in himself th~ great founda
tion of property.· '108 Not society, but the individual- the indi
vidual prompted by his self-interest alone--is the originator of 
property. 

Nature has set "a measure of property": there are natural 
law limitations to what a man may appropriate. Everyone 
may appropriate by his labor as much as is necessary and useful 
for his self-preservation. He may therefore appropriate in par-

lOB. Trtatius, IT, sees. 26-30, 34, 44. 
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ticular as much land as he can use for tilling or grazing. If he 
has more than he can use of one kind of things c~) and less 
than he can use of another kind (h), he could make ~ useful to 
himself by bartering it away from h. Hence every man may 
appropriate by his labor not only what is in itself useful to 
him but also what could become useful to him if bartered 
away for other useful things. Man may appropriate by his 
labor all those things, but only those things, which are, or 
may become, useful to him; he may not appropriate things 
which through his appropriating them would cease to be use
ful ; he may appropriate as much as he "can make use of to any 
advantage of life before it spoils .·· He may therefore accumu
late many more nuts which "last good for his eating a whole 
year'' than plums which would ·'rot in a week.·· As for things 
which never spoil and, in addition, are of no "real use," such 
as gold, silver, and diamonds, he may ''heap'' as much of them 
as he pleases. For it is not "the largeness" of what a man ap
propriates by his labor (or by bartering the products of his 
labor) but "the~rishing_!ny_:hing uselessly in [his] posses

sion" which makes him guilty of a crime against the natural 
law. He may therefore accumulate very little of perishable and 
useful things . He may accumulate very much of durable and 
useful things. He may accumulate infinitely much of gold and 
silver.109 ~ terrors of the natural law no longer strike the 
~vetou~J~~lt the waster. The natural law regarding property 
is concerned with the prevention of waste; in appropriating 
things by his labor, man must think exclusively of the pre
vention of waste; he does not have to think of other human 
beings.11° Ch~cun pour soi; Dieu pour nous fous. 

The law of nature regarding property, as hitherto summa-
109. lhiJ., sees. 31, 37, 38, 46. 

110. Cf. Ibid., sees. 40-44, with Cicero Officer ii. 12- 14: the same type of example 
wbich Cicero uses for proving the virtue of man·s helping man is used by Loclce for 
poving tbe virtue of labor. 
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tions are required because there is enough and as good left for 
others which has not yet been appropriated by anyone. Ac
cording to the original law of nature, man may appropriate by 
his labor as much gold and silver as be pleases because these 
things are of no value in tbemselves .114 In civil society almost 
everything has been appropriated; land in particular bas be
come scarce. Gold and silver are not only scarce but, through 
the invention of money, they have become "so valuable to be 
hoarded up.' '115 One should therefore expect that the original 
law of nature has been replaced by rules imposing much 
severer restrictions on appropriation than those which existed 
in the state of nature .116 Since there is no longer enough and as 
good left in common for everyone, equity would seem to de
mand that man's natural right to appropriate as much as he 
can use should be restricted to the right to appropriate as 
much as he needs, lest the poor be "straitened." And, since 
gold and silver are now immensely valuable, equity would 
seem to demand that man should lose the natural right to ac
cumulate as much money as he pleases. Yet Locke teaches ex· 
actly the opposite: the right to appropriate is much more re· 
stricted in the state of nature than in civil society. One privi
lege enjoyed by man in the state of nature is indeed denied w 
man living in civil society: labor no longer creates a sufficient 
title to property.117 But this loss is only a part of the enormous 
gain which the right of appropriation makes after ''the first 
ages" have come to their end. In civil society the right of ap
propriation is completely freed from the shackles by which it 

114. lbiti., sees. 33, 34, 37, 46. 

115. Ibid., sees. 45 and 48. 

116. ''The obligations of the law of nature cease not in society bot only i11 IIIMIJUIU 

arc drawn closer" (ibid., sec. 135) ( the italics are not in the original). The cax ol 
property does not belong to the "many cases" of which Locke speaks. 

117. "Labour, i11 the begitmi11g, gave a right to property" (ibiti., sec. 45); "laboar 

could of jim begitz a title of property" (sec. 51); cf. also sees. 30 and 35 ( the italia arc 
not in the original). 
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was still fettered under Locke· s original law of nature: the introduction of money has introduced "larger possessions and a right to them"; man may now "rightfully and without injury, possess more than he himself can make use of. " 118 Although Locke stresses the fact that the invention of money has revolutionized property, he does not say a word to the effect that the natural r ight to heap as much gold and silver as one pleases has been affected by that revolution. According to the natural law-and this means according to the moral law-man in civil society may acquire as much property of every kind, and in particular as much money, as he pleases; and he may acquire it in every manner permitted by the positive law, which keeps the peace among the competitors and in the interest of the competitors. Even the natural law prohibition against waste is no longer valid in civil society. 119 

118. Ibid., sees. 36, 48, SO. 
119. Luigi Cossa, An lntrodtmion to tlx Sr11dy of PolitiCIII &onomy (London, 1893), p. 242: Locke "escapes, by roundly asserting the 2_roductive power of labour, the old error of Hobbes, who counted the soil and thrift as components of production." According to Locke, the original law of nature regarding property remains valid in relatioos between civil societies, for "all commonwealths arc in the state of nature one with another" (Tmttisu, II, sees. 183 and 184; cf. Hobbes, Dt riw, XUI, 11, and XIV, 4, as well as uviathan, chaps. xili [83] and xx:x [226]). Hence the original law of nature determines the rights over the vanquished which the conqueror in a just war acquires; e.g., the conqueror in a just war does not acquire title tO the landed property of the cooquered, but he may take away their money as reparation for damages received, for "such riches and rreasure ... have but a fantastical imaginary value; nature has put no S11Ch upon them" (Treatisu, II, sees. 1~84). In making this statement, Locke is not oblivious of the fact that money is immensely valuable in civil societies and that conquest presupposes the existence of civil societ.ies. The difficulty is resolved by the following consideration: The primary function of Locke's disquisition on conquest is to lhow that conquest cannot give title to lawful government. He had, therefore, to show in particular that the conqueror does not become the lawful governor of the conquered by becoming the proprietor of their land; hence he had to stress the essential difference between l:lDd and money and the greater value for sell-preservation of the former. Furthermore, be speaks io this context of a situation where rrade and indusrry have CXIIDc to a standstill, and not comfortable self-preservation but bare sell-preservation (of the innocent part of the conquered people) is at stake. This situation is radically difWt &om the situation which exists in the state of nature proper: in the former situa-
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plenty but is the cause of it. Unlimited appropriation without 
concern for the need of others is tr:ue charity. 

Labor no doubt supplies the original title to property. But 
labor is also the origin of almost all value: 'labour makes the 
far greatest part of the value of things wemjoy_io...thls world~ 1 Labor ceasesro supply a t itle to property in civil society; but ( it remains, what it always has been, the origin of value or of 
wealth. Labor is eventually important, not as creating a title 
to property, but as the origin of wealth. What, then, is the 
cause of labor? What is it that induces men to work? Man is 
induced to work by his wants, his selfish wants. Yet what he 
needs for his bare self-preservation is very little and therefore 
does not require much work; the picking-up of acorns and the 
gathering of apples from trees suffice. RealyoE_k- the im
provement of the spontaneous gifts of nature- presupposes 
that man is not satisfiecLwith....what he needs. !ITS appetites 
will not be enlarged if his views are not enlarged first. The 
men of larger views are "the rational," who are a minority. 
Real work presupposes, furthermore, that man is willing and 
able tO undergo the present hardship of work for the sake of 
future convenience; and "the industrious" are a minority. 
"The lazy and inconsiderate pare of men" makes "the far 
greater number." The production of wealth requires, there
fore, that the industrious and rational, who work hard spon
taneously, take the lead and force the lazy and inconsiderate to 
work against their will, if for their own good. The man who 
works hard at_impx:oving-the.gifts oLnamre in order to have 
not merely what he needs but what he can use, and for no 
other reason, '·does not lessen but increase the common stock 
of mankind.'' He is a greater benefactor of mankind than those 
who give alms to the poor; the latter lessen rather than in
crease the common stock of mankind. More than that. By ap
propriating as much as they can use, the industrious and ra
tional reduce the extent of "the great commons of the world" 
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which lies waste; through "such enclosure," they create a 
kind of scarcity which forces the lazy and inconsiderate to 
work much harder than they otherwise would and thus to 
improve their own condition by improving the condition of 
all. But real plenty will not be produced if the individual does 
not have an incentive to appropriate more than he can use. 
Even the industrious and rational will relapse into the drowsy 
laziness so characteristic of early man, as long as their amor 
habendi can have no other objects than things which are useful 
in themselves, like fertile land, useful animals, and com
modious houses. The labor required for creating plenty will 
not be forthcoming if there exists no money: "Find out some
thing that hath the use and value of money among his neigh
bours, you shall see the same man will begin presently to en
large his possessions" "beyond the use of his family and a 
plentiful supply to its consumption." While labor is then the 
necessary cause of plenty, it is not its sufficient cause; the in
centive to that labor which is productive of real plenty is the 
acquisitiveness-the desire for having more than man can 
use-which comes into being through the invention of money. 
We must add the remark that that which money began comes 
to its fruition only through the discoveries ana inventions fos
tered by natural science: "the study of nature ... may be of 
greater benefit to mankind than the monuments of exemplary 
charity that have, at so great charge, been raised by the 
founders of hospitals and alms-houses. He that first ... made 
public the virtue and right use of kin-kina ... saved more from 
the grave, than those who built ... hospitals."121 

If the end of government is nothing but ''the peace, the 
safety, and public good of the people· ·; if peace and safety are 
the indispensable conditions of plenty, and the public good of 

lll. Trtatisu, IT, sees. 34, 37, 38, 40-44, 48-49; Essay, I, 4, sec. 15, and IV, 12, sec. 
12; cf. Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. xxiv: ' 'Money the blood of a commonwealth." 
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the people is identical with plenty; if the end of government is therefore plenty; if plenty requires the emancipation of acquisitiveness; and if acquisitiveness necessarily withers away whenever its rewards do not securely belong to those who deserve them-if all this is true, it follows that the end of civil society is "the preservation of property." "The great and chief end ... of men's uniting into commonwealths and putting themselves under government is the preservation of their property." By this central statement Locke does not mean that men enter civil society in order to preserve those "narrow bounds of each man's small property" within which their desires were confined by "the simple, poor way of living" "in the beginning of things" or in the state of nature. Men enter society in order not so much_!Q_pfese.r.ve_as to e.ola.rge_their _po~~ns. The property which is to be "preserved" by civil society is not "static" property-the small farm which one has inherited from one· s fathers and which one will hand down to one's children-but "dynamic" property. Locke's thought is perfectly expressed by Madison· s statement: ·'The protection of [different and unequal faculties of acquiring property] is the first object of government. " 122 

It is one thing to say that the end of government or of society is the preservation of property or the protection of the unequal acquisitive faculties; it is an entirely different thing and, as it would seem, an entirely superfluous thing to say, as Locke does, that property antedates society. Yet, by saying that property antedates civil society, Locke says that even civil property-the property owned on the basis of positive law-is in the decisive respect independent of society: it is not the creation of society. "Man," i.e., the individual, has "still in himself the great foundation of property.·· Property is ere-
121. Trtt~tuu, ll, sees. 42, 107, 124, 131; The Fedtrt~list, No. 10 (the: italics arc: not in die original). Cf. n. 104 above:. 
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ated by the individual and in different degrees by different in

dividuals. Civil society merely creates the conditions under 

which the individuals can pursue their productive-acquisitive 

activity without obstruction. 
Locke's doctrine of property is directly intelligible today if 

it is taken as the classic doctrine of "the spirit of capitalism .. 

or as a doctrine regarding the chief objective of public policy. 

Since the nineteenth century, readers of Locke have found it 

hard to understand why he used "the phraseology of the law 

of nature" or why he stated his doctrine in terms of natural 

law. But to say that public happiness requires the emancipa

tion and the protection of the acquisitive faculties amounts to 

saying that to accumulate as much money and other wealth as 

one pleases is right or just, i.e., intrinsically just or by nature 

just. And the rules which enable us to distinguish between 

what is by nature just and by nature unjust, either absolutely 

or under specific conditions, were called the ''propositions of 

the law of nature." Locke's followers in later generations no 

longer believed that they needed "the phraseology of the law 

of nature" because they t09k for granted what Locke did not 

(ill 
take for granted: Locke still thought that he had to prove that 

the unlimited acquisition of wealth is not unjust or morally 
' wrong. 

It was indeed easy for Locke to see a problem where later 

men saw only an occasion for applauding progress or them

selves, since in his age most people still adhered to the older 

view according to which the unlimited acquisition of wealth 

is unjust or moraJ!y wrong. This also explains why, in stating 

his doctrine of property, Locke "so involved his sense, thatit 

is not easy to understand him·' or went as much as possible 

"with the herd." While therefore concealing the revolutioa

ary character of his doctrine of property from the mass of his 
readers, he yet indicated it clearly enough. He did this by OC· 

casionally mentioning and apparently approving the older 
view. He traced the introduction of "larger possessions and 
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right to them" to "the desire of having more than man" 
needs, or to an increase in ·'covetousness,·' or to '' t~mor scelert~
tus habendi, evil concupiscence.·' In the same vein he speaks 
disparagingly of "little pieces of yellow metal" and of "spar
kling pebbles.' '123 But he soon drops these niaiseries: the burden 
of his chapter on property is that covetousness and con
cupiscence, far from being essentially evil or foolish, are, if 
properly channeled, eminently beneficial and reasonable, much 
more so than "exemplary charity." By building civil society t 

on "the low but solid ground" of selfishness or of certain "pri
vate vices," one will achieve much greater "public benefits" 
than by futilely appealing tO virtue, which is by nature ''unen- J 

dowed.'' One must take one's bearings not by how men should 
live but by how they do live. Locke almost quotes the words 
of the apostle, ''God who giveth us richly all things to en
joy," and he speaks of "God's blessings poured on [man] with 
a liberal hand,'' and yet ''nature and the earth furnish only the 
almost worthless materials as in themselves. " 124 He says that 
God is "sole lord and proprietor of the whole world," that 
men are God· s property, and that ·'man· s propriety in the crea
tures is nothing but that liberty to use them which God has 
permitted"; but he also says that "man in the state of nature 
[is] absolute lord of his own person and possessions. " 120 He 

123. Trutists, II, sees. 37, 46, 51 end, 75, ill. 

124. Ibid., I, sees. 40, 43; II, sees. 31, 43. Cf. Locke's statements about the relative 

impottaoce of the gifts of nature and human labor with a statement from Ambrose's 

Hl_,m, translated by George Boas, in Euay.r ()11 Primitivism and Related Ideas it1the 

MUd/, Ag11 (Baltimore:Johos Hopkins Press, 1948), p. 42. 

125. Trtatim, I, sec. 39; II, sees. 6, 27,123. locidentally, it may be remarked that if 

"1110 io the >tate of nature (is] absolute lord of his own ... possessions" or if property 

it "fur the benefit and sole advantage of the proprietor," the natural right of children 

wiOiobait tbe goods of their parents" (ibid., I, sees. 88, 93, 97; II, sec. 190) is subject to 

die aucial qualilication that the children have this right if the parents do not dispose 

If tbcir property otherwise, as they may, according tO Locke (I, sec. 87; II, sees. 57, 65, 

116 end). The natural right of the children to inherit their parents' property 

then, merely to this, that if the parents die intestate, it is assumed that they 

have preferred their childre.n to strangers as heirs of their estate. Cf. I, sec. 89, 

Hobbes, De civt, IX, 15. 
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says that ''it will always be a sin in any man of estate to let his 

brother perish for want of affording him relief out of his 

plenty.·· But in his thematic discussion of property, he is silent 

about any duties of charity.l26 
Locke's teaching on property, and therewith his whole po

litical philosophy, are revolutionary not only with regard to 

the biblical tradition but with regard to the philosophic tra

dition as well. Through the shift of emphasis from natural 

duties or obligations to natural rights, the individual , the ego, 

had become the center and origin of the moral world, since 

man-as distinguished from man's end- had become that cen

ter or origin. Locke's doctrine of property is a still more "ad

vanced" expression of this radical change than was the politi

cal philosophy of Hobbes. ~ccording to Locke, man and not 

nature, the work of man and not the gift of nature, is the 

origin of almost everything valuaJ>le: man owes almost every

thing valuable to his own efforts. Not resigned gratitude and 

consciously obeying or imitating nature but hopeful self

reliance and creativity become henceforth the marks of human 

nobility. Man is effectively emancipated from the bonds of na

ture, and therewith tl:\e individual is emancipated from those 

social bonds which antedate all consent or compact, by the 

emancipation of his productive acquisitiveness, which is neces

sarily, if accidentally, beneficent and hence susceptible of be· 

coming the strongest social bond: restraint of the appetites is 

replaced by a mechanism whose effect is humane. And that 

emancipation is achieved through the intercession of the~ 

totype of conventional things, i.e ., money. The world in 
which human creativity seems to reign supreme is, in fact, the 
world which has replaced the rule of nature by the rule of con-

U6. Trtaluu, I, sec. 42 (as for the use of the term ·'sin," d. o. 90 above). Cf. ilil, 

sec. 92: "Property ... is for the benefit aod sou advantage of the proprietor" (die 

italics are ooc in the original). As regards the mention of the duty of charity in die 

chapter oo conquest (ii, sec. 183), see o. 119 above. Cf. o. 73 above. 
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vention. From now on, nature furnishes only the worthless 
materials as in themselves; the forms are supplied by man, by 
man's free creation. For there are no natural forms, no intel- f 
ligible "essences": "the abstract ideas" are "the inventions 
and creatures of the understanding, made by it for its own 
use. " Understanding and science stand in the same relation to 
"the given" in which human labor, called forth to its supreme 
effort by money, stands to the raw materials. There are, there
fore, no natural principles of understanding: all knowledge is 
acquired; all knowledge depends on labor aDd is labor.127 

-Locke is a bedonist: r'That which is properly good or bad, 
is nothing but barely ..Pleasure or pain.'· But his is a peculiar 
hedonism: "The greatest happiness consists" not in enjoying 
the greatest pleasures but "in the having those things which 
produce the greatest pleasures. " It is not altogether an acci
dent that the chapter in which these statements occur, and 
which happens to be the most extensive chapter of the whole 
Essay, is entitled "Power." For if, as Hobbes says, "the power 
of a man ... is his present means, to obtain some future ap
parent good," Locke says in effect that the greatest happiness 
consists in the greatest power. Since there are no knowable 
natures, there is no nature of man with reference to which we 
could distinguish between pleasures w hich are according to 
nature and pleasures which are against nature, or between 
pleasures which are by nature higher and pleasures which are 
by nature lower: pleasure and pain are "for different men ... 
very different things.'' Therefore, ''the philosophers of old did 
in vain inquire, whether summum bonttm consisted in riches, or 
bodily delights, or virtue, or contemplation?" In the absence 
of a summum bonum, man would lack completely a star and 

127. Speaking of a concession which his opponentS ought not to make, Locke says: 
"For this would be to desttoy that bounty of nature they seem so fond of, whilst they make 
rbe knowledge of those principles to depend on the labour of our thoughts'' (Euay, I, 2, 
*- 10) (the italics arc not in tbc original). 
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r 
compass for his life if there were no summum malum. ·'Desire is 
always moved by evil, to fly it.' '128 The strongest desire is the 
desire for self-preservation. The evil from which the strongest 
desire recoils is death. Death must then be the greatest evil: 
Not the natural sweetness of living but the terrors of death 
make us cling to life. What nature firmly establishes is that 
from which desire moves away, the point of departure of de
sire; the goal toward which desire moves is secondary. The 
primary fact is want. But this want, this lack, is no longer 
understood as pointing to something complete, perfect, whole. 
The nerusities ofjife are nQ l,g,nger unde_rstood as necessaryjor 
the complete life or the good life, but as mere inescapa bilicies. 
The satisfaction of wants is therefore no longer limited by the 
demands of the good life but becomes aimless. The goal of 
desire is defined by nature only negatively- the denial of pain. 
It is not pleasure more or less dimly anticipated which elicits 
human efforts: "the chief, if not only, spur to human industry 
and action is uneasiness." So powerful is the natural primacy 
of pain that the active denial of pain is itself painful. The pain 
which removes pain is labor.m It is this pain, and hence a 
defect, which gives man originally the most important of all 
rights: sufferings and defects, rather than merits or virtues, 
originate rights. Hobbes identified the rational life with the 
life dominated by the fear of fear, by the fear which relieves 
us from fear. Moved by the same spirit, Locke identifies the 
rational life with the life dominated by the pain which re
lieves pain. Labor takes the place of the art which imitateS 
nature; for labor is, in the words of Hegel, a negative attitude 
toward nature. The starting point of human efforts is misery: 
the state of nature is a state of wretchedness. The way toward 
happiness is a movement away from the state of nature, a 
movement away from nature: the negation of nature is the war 

128. Em':J, II, 21, sees. 55, 61, 71; chap. 20, sec. 6. 
129. TrtaJists, II, sees. 30, 34, 37, 42. 
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individual and those of society, the solution consisting in a 
certain type of society.4 This interpretation is exposed to a J 
decisive objection. Rousseau believed to the end that even the 
right kind of society is a form of bondage. Hence he cannot 
have regarded his solution to the problem of the conflict be
tween the individual and society as more than a tolerable ap
proximation to a solution-an approximat ion which remains 
open to legitimate doubts. The farewell to society, authority, 
restraint, and responsibility or the return to the state of nature 
remains therefore for him a legitimate possibility.5 The ques
tion is, then, not how he solved the conflict between the indi
vidual and society but rather how he conceived of that in
soluble conflict. 

Rousseau's First Discourse provides a key to a more precise 
formulation of this question. In that earliest of his important 
writings he attacked the sciences and the arts in the name of 
virtue: the sciences and the arts are incompatible with virtue, 
and virtue is the only thing which matters.6 Virtue apparently 
requires support by faith or theism, although not necessarily 
by monotheism. 7 Yet the emphasis rests on virtue itself. Rous
seau indicates the meaning of virtue clearly enough for h is 
purpose by referring to the examples of the citizen-philosopher 
Socrates, of Fabricius, and, above all, of Cato: Cato was ''the 
greatest of men." 8 Virtue is primarily political virtue, the 

4. The classic formulation of this interpretation of Rousseau is to be found in 
Kant"s ""Idee zu cincr allgemeinen Geschichte in weltbiirgerlicher Absicht,"" Siebcnter 
Satz (The Philosophy of Kattl, ed. Carl J. Friedrich (""Modern Library" ed.], pp. 123-
27). 

5. c.s .• I, 1; 11, 7, 11; m. 15; Emile, I, 13-16, 79-80, 85; Second Discorme, pp. 65,147, 
1~. 165. 

6. Fim Discourse, pp. 97-98, 109-10, 116. Hachette, I, 55: Morality is infinitely 
more sublime than the marvels of tbe understanding. 

7. First Duco11rse, pp. 122, 140-41; Emile, 11, 51; ]111ie, pp. 502 If., 603; Montagne, 
p. l80. 

8. Fim Discoum, pp. 12Q-22; Second Di~&ollm, p. 150; ]11/u, p. 325. Hachecte, I, 
45-46: Original equality is ""the source of all virtue."" IhiJ., p. 59: Caco has given the 
buman race the spectacle and the model of the purest virtue which has ever existed. 
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virtue of the patriot or the virtue of a whole people. Virtue 
presupposes free society, and free society presupposes virtue: 
virtue and free society belong together. 9 Rousseau deviates 
from his classical models at two points. Following Mon
tesquieu, he regards virtue as the principle of democracy: vir
tue is inseparable from equality or from the recognition of 
equality.10 Secondly, he believes that the knowledge which is 
required for virtue is supplied, noLby Ieason_, but by what he 
calls the "conscience" (or "the sublime science of the simple 
souls·') or by sentiment or by instinct. The sentiment which he 
has in mind will prove to be originally the sentiment of com
passion, the natural root of all genuine beneficence. Rousseau 
saw a connection between his inclination toward democracy 
and his preference for sentiment above reason.u 

Since Rousseau assumed that virtue and free society belong 
together, he could prove that science and virtue are incom
patible by proving that science and free society are incom
patible. The reasoning underlying the First Discortrse can be 
reduced to five chief considerations, which are indeed only in
sufficiently developed in that work but which become suf
ficiently clear if, in reading the First Discot~rse, one takes into 
account Rousseau's later writings.12 

9. Narcim, pp. 54, 56, 57 n.; Emile, I, 308; C.S., I, 8; Confmims, I, 244. 

10. Hacbecce, I, 41, 45-46; S~&md DiJcourse, pp. 66, 143-44; Montagne, p. 252. Com· 
pare the quotation from Plato's Apology of Socratts ( llb If.) in the First Discoldlt (pp. 
118-20) with the Platonic original: Rousseau fails to quote Socrates' censure of dJc 
(democratic or republic20) Statesmen; and be substitutes for Socrates' censure of the 
artisans a censure of the artists. 

11. First Dirco~~rst, p. 162; Stcond Disc011rse, pp. 107-10; Emiu, I, 286-87, 3()7; c-fu
sims, I, 199; Hachene, I, 31, 35, 62-63. 

12. This procedure is unobjectionable, since Rousseau himself said that he did DOl 
yet reveal his principles fully in the First Discourse and that that work is inadcquam 
also for other reasons (First Discouue, pp. 51, 56, 92, 169-70); and, on the oilier haad, 
the First Discourse reveals more clearly than do the later writings the unity of R.oato 
seau's fundamental conception. 
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According to Rousseau, civil society is essentially a particu
lar or, more precisely, a closed society. Civil society, he holds, 
can be healthy only if it has a character of its own, and this 
requires that its individuality be produced or fostered by na
tional and exclusive institutions. These institutions must be 
animated by a national "philosophy," by a way of thinking 
that is not transferable to other societies: "the philosophy of 
each people is little apt for another people." On the other 
hand, science or philosophy is essentially universal. Science or 
philosophy necessarily weakens the power of the national 
''philosophies'' and therewith the attachment of the citizens 
to the particular way of life, or the manners, of their commu
nity. In other words, whereas science is essenti..!!.lly cosmoJ?.ol,i-
tan, sp~iety must be animated ~y ~spidt _of patriotism, by a r) 
spirit which is by no means irreconciJable with national ha
treds. Political society being a society that has to defend itself 
against other states, it must foster the military virtues, and it 
normally develops a warlike spirit. Philosophy or science, on 
the contrary, is destructive of the warlike spirit. 13 Further
more, society requires that its members be fully devoted to the 
common good or that they be busy or active on behalf of their 
fellows : "Every idle citizen is a scoundrel." On the other 
hand, the element of science is admittedly leisure, which is 
falsely distinguished from idleness. In other words, the true 
citizen is devoted to duty, whereas the philosopher or scientist 
selfishly pursues his pleasure.14 In addition, society requires 
that its members adhere without question to certain religious 
beliefs. These salutary certainties, "our dogmas" or "the 
sacred dogmas authorized by the laws," are endangered by 

13. First Disequm, pp. 107, 121- 23, 141-46; Nmeisse, pp. 49 n., 51-52, 57 n.; 
s ... J Discqurse, pp. 65-66, 134-35, 169-70; c.s., n, 8 ( toward the end); Emile, I, 13; 
G.mt#mtnt de pqJqgne, chaps. ii and iii; Montagne, pp. 130-33. 

14. First Discourse, pp. 101, 115, 129-32, 150; Hachene, I, 62; Narcisse, pp. 50-53; 
s • ..a Discqum, p. 150; D'Alemlmt, pp. 120, 123, 137; Julie, p. 517; Emile, 1, 248. 
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science. Science is concerned with tt~th as such, regardless of 
its utility, and thus by reason of its intention is exposed to the 
danger of leading to useless or even harmful truths. In fact, 
however, the truth is inaccessible, and therefore the quest for 
truth leads to dangerous error or to dangerous skepticism. The 
element of society is fullh o,L_o~ioo. Therefore, science, or 
the attempt to replace opinion by ~wledge, necessarily en
dangers society. 15 Moreover, free society presupposes that its 
members ha-ve abandoned their original or natural freedom in 
favor of conventional freedom, that is, in favor of obedience to 
the laws of the community or to uniform rules of conduct, to 
the making of whiCh everyone can have contributed. Civil so
ciety requires .£QD.(QJ:lllll~ or the transformation of mao as nat
ural being into the citizen. But the philosopher or scientist 
must follow his ·~wo &et:U!!s" with absolute sincerity or 
without any regard to the general will or the communal way 
of thioking. 1& Finally, free society comes into being through 

15. Firrt Discourse, pp. 107, 125-26, 129-33, 151, 155-57; Narrisse, pp. 56, 57 n.; 

SeeqnJ Disti!Nrst, pp. 71, 152; C.S., II, 7; Cmtfusii!IU, II, 226. Hachette, I, 38 o.: "Cc 
ser:Ur eo elfer un detllil bien Oettissanr pour Ia philosophic:, que rexposicion des 

maximes pc:rnicieusc:s er des dogmes impic:s de: ses di verses sec res ... y-a-r-il unc 

seulc: de toures ces secres qui oe soit wmbCe dans quelque erreur dangerc:usc:? Er qoc 

devons-nons dire de Ia distinction des deux doctrines, si avidemeor recu de t41U lcs 

pbilosophes, er par laquelle ils profcssaieor eo secret des sentiments coott:Ures i cc:ux 
qu'ils eosc:igoaient publiquemeot? Pythagore fut le premier qui fut usnge de Ia doctrine 

ioterieure; il oe Ia decouvr:Ut :1. ses disciples qu'apres de loogues eprc:uves et avec It 
plus grand mystere. U leur doonait en secret des lecoos d'atheisrue, et olfrir solennellc:· 

meot des h&awmbes a Jupiter. Lcs philosophes se ttouv:Uent si bien de CC:tte methode, 

qo 'die se repandit rapidement dans Ia Grece, et de 12 dans Rome, comme on le ... oir par 
les oovrages de Cic&oo, qui se moquait avec sc:s amis des dieux immortc:ls, qo'il U· 

testait avec cant d 'em phase sur le tribunal aux harangues. La doctrine intCric:ure o'a 

point ere porree d'Enrope :1. Ia Chine; m:Us elle y est nee aussi avec Ia philosophic:; c:t 

c'esr a die que les Chinois soot redevables de certe foule d'atbees ou de philosopbcs 
qu'ils oot parmi eux. L'histoire de cette fatale doctrine, faite par un homme iostruirc:t 

sincere, serait uo terrible coup porte a Ia philosophie aneiennttt m11dmu." (The italiam 

not in the original.) Cf. Confessions, II, 329. 

16. Fint Discourse, pp. 101- 2, 105- 6, 158-59; Second Discourse, p. 116; C.S., I, 6, 8; 

II, 7; Emik, I, 13- 15. 
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the substitution of conventional equality for natural inequal- _ 
i:fl· The pursuit of science, however, requires the cultivation 
of talents, that is, of natural inequality; its fostering of in
equality is so characteristic of it that one is justified in saying 
that concern with superiority, or pride, is the root of science 
or philosophy Y 

It was by means of science or philosophy that Rousseau es
tablished the thesis that science or philosophy is incompatible 
with free society and hence with virtue. In so doing, he tacitly 
admitted that science or philosophy can be salutary, i.e., com
patible with virtue. He did not leave it at this tacit admission. 
In the very FirJt DiJcoune, he bestowed high praise upon the 
learned societies whose members must combine learning and 
morality; he called Bacon, Descartes, and Newton the teachers 
of the human race; he demanded that scholars of the first rank 
should find honorable asylum at the courts of princes, in order 
from there to enlighten the peoples concerning their duties 
and thus contribute to the peoples' happiness.18 

Rousseau has suggested three different solutions to this con
tradiction. According to the first suggestion,~cience is bad for <l} 

~good society and goo4 f~ad society. In a corrupt society, 
in a society ruled despotically, the attack on all sacred opin-
ions or prejudices is legitimate because social morality cannot 
become worse than it already is. In such a society, only science 
can provide man with a measure of relief: the discussion of the 
foundations of society may lead to the discovery of palliatives 
for the prevailing abuses. This solution would suffice if Rous-
seau had addressed his works only to his contemporaries, i.e., 
to members of a corrupt society. But he wished to live as a 
writer beyond his time, and he foresaw a revolution. He 
wrote, therefore, also with a view to the requirements of a 

17. First Discourse, pp. 115, 125-26, 128, 137, 161-62; Narcisse, p. 50; Stcollll Dis
-11, p. 147; C.S., I, 9 (cod); Hachetre, I, 38 n. 

18. First Discourse, pp. 98-100,127- 28,138- 39,151- 52, 158-61; Narcisse, pp. 45, 54. 
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good society and, in fact, of a more perfect society than had 
ever existed before, which might be established after the 

\ revolution. This best solution to the political problem is dis-

\

1 \ covered by philosophy and only by philosophy. Hence phi
losophy cannot merely be good for a bad society; it is indis
pensable for the emergence of the best society.19 

According to Rousseau's second suggestion, §fiencej s good 
t) for "the individuals," i.e., for "some great geniuses" or 

"some privileged souls" or "the small number of true philoso
.phers," among whom he counts himself, but pad for "the 

{ ( peoples" or "the public" or "the common m~n" (les homJ!leJ 
,;;!!l.gaires). Hence he attacked in the First Discourse, not science 

# as soch, but popularized science or the diffusion of scientific 
knowledge. The ~i~f scientific knowledge is disastrous 
not only for society but for science or philosophy itself; 

\
{ through popularization, science degenerates into opinion, or 

the fight against prejudice becomes itself a prejudice. Science 
must remain the preserve of a small minority; it must be kept 
secret from the common man. Since every book is accessible 
not only to the small minority but to all who can read, Rous
seau was forced by his principle to present his philosophic or 
scientific teaching with a great deal of reserve. He believed, 
indeed, that in a corrupt society, like the one in which he 
lived, the diffusion of philosophic knowledge can no longer be 
harmful; but, as was said before, he wrote not merely for his 
contemporaries. The First Discourse must be understood in the 
light of these facts. The function of that work is to warn away 
from science, not all men, but only the common men. When 
Rousseau rejects science as simply bad, he speaks in the char
acter of a common man addressing common men. But he inti
mates that, far from being a common man, he is a philosopher 

19. First Discotme, p. 94 (cf. 38, 46, 50) ; Norcisse, pp. 54, 57-58, 60 n.; Sttond DiJ· 
course, pp. 66, 68, 133, 136, 141, 142, 145, 149; Julie, Preface ( beginning); C.S., I, 1; 
Bw111zqnt, pp. 471- 72. 
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who merely appears in the guise of a common man and that, 
far from ultimately addressing ·'the people,'' he addresses only 
those who are not subjugated by the opinions of their century, 
of their country, or of their society.20 

It might then seem that it was Rousseau's belief in the fun- ( 
damental disproportion between science and society (o;:, "the . ......_, 
people'') which was the primary reason for his belief that the j .... ,-I, tn. 
conflict between the individual and society is insoluble or for , ilP-Pt..., 
his making an ultimate reservation on behalf of· 'the individ-
ual," i.e., of the few "privileged souls" against the claims of 
even the best society. This impression is confirmed by the fact 
that Rousseau finds the foundations of society in the needs of 
the body and that he says of himself that nothing related to 
the interest of his body could ever truly occupy his soul; he 
himself finds in the joys and raptures of pure and disinterested 
contemplation-for example, the study of plants in the spirit 
of Theophrastus-perfect happiness and a godlike self-suf-
ficiency.21 Thus the impression grows that Rousseau sought to 
rescore the classical idea of philosophy as opposed to the En-

20. Fim Dimurse, pp. 93-94, 108 n., 120, 125, 132-33, 152, 157-62, 227; Hachette, 
I, 23, 26, 31, 33, 35, 47 n. 1, 48, 52, 70; Sec1111J DimJfdst, pp. 83, 170, 175; D'A.Itmlmt, 
pp. 107- 8; Beaumont, p. 471; Montagne, pp. 152- 53, 202, 283. A critic of the First Dis
Collrse bad said: ''On ne sauraic meccre dans un crop grand jouc des v~rites qui heurtent 
au cant de front le golit g~n&al. ... " Rousseau replied to him as follows: "Je ne suis pas 
tout·:l-fait de cet avis, et je crois qu'iJ faut laisser des osselets aux euJants" ( Hacherce, 
I, 21; cf. also Confessitms, II, 247). Rousseau's principle was to say the cruth "en couce 
chose 11tile" ( &a11m1111t, pp. 472, 495; R.lwries, IV); hence one may not only suppress or 
disguise truths devoid of all possible utility but may even be positively deceitful about 
them by asserting their contraries, without thus committing the sin of lying. The con
sequence regarding harmful or dangerous crutbs is obvious (cf. also SeronJ Discourse, end 
of the First Part, and &aumn1t, p. 461). Compare Diltbey, Gwmmu/11 Schriftm, XI, 92: 
"(Johannes von Mueller spricht] von der sonderbaren Aufgabe: 'sich so auszudriicken, 
dass die Obrigkeiten die Wahrheit Jernen, ohne dass ihn die Uncercanen verstiinden, und 
die Unrercanen so zu uncerrichcen, dass sic vom Gluck ibres Zustandes recht iiberzeugc 
sein mOc:h ten.' " 

21. Fim Di.stOIITJe, p. 101; Ml»>tagm, p. 206; Confessions, m, 205, 22Q-21; R.lwriu, 
V-VU. 
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lightenment. It is certainly in opposition to the Enlightenment 
that he reasserts the crucial importance of the natural inequal
ity of men in regard to intellectual gifts. But one must add at 
once that the instant Rousseau takes hold of the classical view 
he succumbs again to the powers from which he sought to 
liberate himself. The same reason which forces him to appeal 
from civil society to nature forces him to appeal from philoso
phy or science to nature.22 

The contradiction of the First D iscourse regarding the value 
of science is solved as completely as Rousseau ever solved it by 

c his third suggestion, of which the .first and second suggestions 
are parts. The first and second suggestions solve the contradic
tion by distinguishing between two kinds of addressees of sci
ence. The third suggestion solves the contradiction by distin
guishing between ~Q .. kinds of..s~ce: a kind of science which 
is incompatible with virtue and which one may call ·~
physics" (or purely theoretical science) and a kind of science 

-whiCh is compatible with virtue and which one may call 
"Socratic w.lli!2Ln." Socratic wisdom is self-knowledge; it is 
~wledge of one's ignorance. It is therefore a kind of skepti
cism, an ··involuntary skepticism'· but not a dangerous one. 
Socratic wisdom is not identical with virtue, for virtue is "the 
science of the simple souls,·· and Socrates was not a simple 
soul. Whereas all men can be virtuous, Socratic wisdom is the 
preserve of a small minority. Socratic wisdom is essentially 
ancillary; the humble and silent practice of virtue is the only 
thing that matters. Socratic wisdom has the function of de
fending ''the science of the simple souls,·· or the conscience, 
against all kinds of sophistry. The need for such defense is not 
accidental and not limited to times of corruption. As one of 
Rousseau· s greatest disciples put it, simplicity or innocence is a 
wonderful thing indeed, but it can easily be misled; " therefore 

22. First DiJcoMm, p. 115 o.; Ndrcisu, pp. 52-53; Semul DilcoJJrst, pp. 89, 94, 109, 
165;]1/lu, pp. 415- 17; Emile, I, 35-36,118,293-94, 32o-21. Hachette, I, 62-63: ''osera-c
oo prendre Je parti de !'instinct cooue la raison? C'cst prEcis6neot ce que je demaodc." 
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wisdom which otherwise consists in doing or in forbearing to 
do rather than in knowing, is in need of science." Socratic 
wisdom is needed, not for the sake of Socrates, but for the sake 
of the simple souls or of the people. The true philosophers ful
fil the absolutely necessary function of being the guardians of 
virtue or of free society. Being the teachers of the human race, 
they, and they alone, can enlighten the peoples as to their 
duties and as to the precise character of the good society. In 
order to fulfil this function, Socratic wisdom requires as its 
basis the whole of theoretical science; Socratic wisdom is the 
end and crown of theoretical science. Theoretical science, 
which is not intrinsically in the service of virtue and is there
fore bad, must be put into the service of virtue in order to be
come good.23 It can become good, however, only if its study 
remains the preserve of the few who are by nature destined to 
guide the peoples; only an esoteric theoretical science can be
come good. This is not to deny that, in times of corruption, the 
restriction on the popularization of science can and must be 
relaxed. . 

This solution might be regarded as final if the virtuous citi
zen and not "natural man" were Rousseau's ultimate stand
ard. But according to him, the very philosopher comes closer 
to natural man in certain respects than does the virtuous citi
zen. It suffices here to refer to the "idleness" which the phi
losopher shares with natural man.24 In the name of nat~ ( 
Rousseau questioned not only philosophy but the city and 
virtue as well. He was forced to do so because his Socratic 
wisdom is ultimately based on theoretical science or, rather 
on a particular kind of theoretical science, namely, modern 
natural science. 

23. Fim Disroflfll, pp. 93, 97, 99-100, 107, 11&-22, 125, 128, 12.9, 130 o., 131- 32, 
1S2-~,161-62; Hacherce, I, 35; Nareisst, pp. 47, .50-51, 56; Sttmd DiJcoum, pp. 74, 76; &.it, D, 13, 72, 73; &at~rMnt, p. 452. Cf. Kant, GrNndkt,unt, '{flf Meraphysilt tkr Sitten, 
Enter Abschoirt ( coward the end). 

24. First Discotlfst, pp. 105-6; Sttond Discourse, pp. 91, 97, 122, 150-51, 168; Cmfu
lilc, D, 73; ill, 205, 207-9, 22Q-21; Rtverits, VI (end) and VII. 
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To understand Rousseau's theoretical principles, one must 

turn to his Discourse on the Origin of Inequality. Contrary to the 

inclinations of most present-day students, he always regarded 
this work (the Second Discourse) as ''a work of the greatest im

portance." He claimed that in it he had developed his prin

ciples ''completely,· · or that the Second Discourse is the writing 

in which he had revealed his principles ''with the greatest 

boldness, not to say audacity. " 25 The Second Discourse is indeed 

Rousseau's most philosophic work; it contains his fundamen

tal reflections. In particular, the Social Contract rests on the 

foundations laid in the Second Discourse . 2~ The Second Discourse 

is decidedly the work of a "philosopher." Morality is re

garded there, not as an unquestioned or unquestionable pre

supposition, but as an object or as a problem. 
The Second Discourse is meant to be a ''hi? tOry'· of mao. That 

history is modeled on the account of the fate of the human 

race which_Lucretius gave in the fifth book of his poem.27 But 

Rousseau takes that account out of its ~icureao context and 

puts it into a context supplied by modem natural and social 

science. Lucretius had described the fate of the human race in 
order tQ show that that fate can be perfectly understood with

out recourse to divine activity. The remedies for the ills which 

he was forced to mention, he sought in philosophic with

drawal from political life. Rousseau, on the other hand, tells 

the story of man in order to discover that political order 

which is in accordance with natural right. Furthermore, at 

least at the outset, he follows Descanes rather than Epicurus: 

he assumes that animals are machines and that man transcends 

25. Confessions, II, 221, 246. 

26. Cf. especially C.S., I, 6 (beginning), which shows that the raism d'!trt of the 

social concracr is sec forrh, not in rhc C.S., bur in rhc Stcond Disco~~rst. Cf. 2lso C.S., 

I, 9. 
27. Stcmd Dismm<, p. 84; cf. also Cmftssions, IT, 244. Sec Jea.n Morel, "Rcchercbc:a 

sur les sources du discours de l'in6gaHte," hmalu de Ia So,iltl ].-]. R011Jsta11, V (1909), 

163-64. 
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the general mechanism, or the dimension of (mechanical) ne-cessity, only by virtue of the spirituality of his soul. Descartes had integrated the "Epicurean" cosmology into a theistic framework: God having created matter and established the laws of its motions, the universe with the exception of man's rational soul has come into being through purely mechanical processes; the rational soul requires special creation because thinking cannot be understood as a modification of moved matter; rationality is the specific difference of man among the animals. Rousseau e_uestions not only the creation of matter but likewise the traditional definition of man. Accepting the view that brutes are machines, he suggests that there is only a difference of degree be~een..meruUld the brutes in regard to understanding or that the laws of mechanics explain the for-mation of ideas. It is man's power to choose and his conscious- _ ~of.t.h.isJree.dQID which cannot...h.e explained physically and which proves the spirituality of his soul. "It is then not so~r J much the understanding which constitutes the specific differ- / ..f .f ence of man among the animals as his quality of a free agent.' Yet, whatever Rousseau might have believed concerning this subject, the argument of the Second Discourse is not based on the assumption that freedom of the will is of the essence of man, or, more generally expressed, the argument is not based on dualistic metaphysics. Rousseau goes on to say that the cited definition of man is subject to dispute, and he therefore re-places ':freedom'' by "perfectibiligr"; no one can deny the fact that man is distinguished from the brutes by perfectibil-ity. Rousseau means to put his doctrine on the most solid ground; he does not want to make it dependent on dualistic metaphysics, which is exposed to "insoluble objections," to "powerful objections," or to "insurmountable difficulties. " 28 

The argument of the Second Discourse is meant to be acceptable 
28. SteotJd Dimmm, pp. 92- 95, 118, 140, 166; ]11/it, p. 589 o.; Emil~, ll, 24, 37; 8ul111JD111, PP· 461-63 ; Rlrwiu, m. Cf. Fiw DiJCOIII'Jt, P· 178. 
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to materialists as well as to others. It is meant to be neutral 
with regard to the conflict between materialism and antimate
rialism, or to be "scientific" in the present-day sense of the 
term.29 

The "physical" investigation30 of the Second Discourse is 
meant to be identical with a study of the basis of natural right 
and therewith of morality; the "physical" investigation is 
meant to disclose the precise character of the state of nature. 
Rousseau takes it for granted that, in order to establish nat
ural right, one must return to the state of nature. He accepts 
Hobbes's premise. Dismissing the natural right teaching of the 
ancient philosophers, he says that "Hobbes has seen very well 
the defect of all modem definitions of natural right." "The 
modems" or "our jurists" (as distinguished from "the Roman 
jurists," i.e., Ulpian) erroneously assumed that man is by 
nature capable of the full use of his reason, i .e., that mao as 
man is subject to perfect duties of natural law. Rousseau ob
viously understands by "the modem definitions of natural 
right" the traditional definitions which still predominated in 
the academic teaching of his time. He agrees, then, with 
Hobbes's attack on the traditional natural law teaching: natu
ral law must have its roots in principles which are anterior to 
reason, i.e., in passions which need not be specifically human. 
He further agrees with Hobbes in finding the principle of oatu· 
ral law in the right of self-preservation, which implies the 
right of each to be the sole judge of what are the proper means 
for his self-preservation. This view presupposes, according to 
both thinkers, that life in the state of nature is "solitary," 
i.e., that it is characterized by the absence not only of society 
but even of sociability. 31 Rousseau expresses his loyalty tO the 

29. As regards the prehistory of this approach, see above, pp. 173- 74 and 20H. 
30. Second Dismtm, pp. 75, 173. 
31. Ibid., pp. 76, 77, 90, 91, 94--95, 104, 106, 118, 120, 151; Julie, p. 113; C.S., I, 1; 

n. 4, 6; c£. a.lso Emiu, n, 45. 
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spirit of Hobbes's reform of the natural law teaching by sub
stituting for· 'that sublime maxim of reasoned justice 'Do unto 
others as you would have them to do unto you' ... this much 
less perfect, but perhaps more useful maxim 'Do good to your
self with as little evil as possible to others. • '· He tries no less 
seriously than Hobbes to .find the basis of justice by ''taking 
men as they are," and not as they ought to be. And he accepts 

Hobbes· s reduction of virtue to social virtue. 82 

Rousseau deviates from Hobbes for the same two reasons for 
which he deviates from all previous political philosophers. In 
the first place, ''the philosophers who have examined the 
foundations of society, have all of them felt the necessity to go 
back to the state of nature, but not one of them has arrived 
there.·· All of them have painted civilized man while claiming 

to paint natural man or man in the state of nature. Rousseau's 

32. Stt4nJ Dise~t~m, p. 110; cf. also C.S., I (beginning) ; D' Akmbm, pp. 246, 248; and 

unfmi!JnS, II, 267. Rousseau was fully aware of the antibiblicaJ implications of the 

concept of the state of nature. For this reason, he originally presented his account of the 

state of nature as altogether hypothetical; the notion that rbe stare of nature was once 

actual contradicts rbe biblical teaching which every Christian philosopher is obliged 

to accept. But the teaching of the SttqnJ Discttlll'st is not that of a Christi:m; it is the 

teaching of a man addressing mankind; it is at home in the Lyceum at the time of 

Plato and of Xenocrates, and not in the eighteenth cencury; it is a teaching arrived at 

by applying rhe natural light ro the study of man's nature, and nature never lies. In 

accordance with these statements, Rousseau asserts later on that he bas proved his 

account of the state of nature. What remains hypothetical, or Jess certain than the 

account of the state of nacure, is the account of the development leading from the state 

of oarure to despotism, or "the history of governments." At the end of the First Part ) 

of the bipartite worlc, Rousseau calls the state of nacure a "fact": the problem consists 

ill linlciog "two facts given as real" "by a sequence of intermediate and actually or 

supposedly uolcoown faces." The give!!..Ects~he state of nature and contem_E<>r¥}' 

~m. It is co the intermediate facts, and not to the characteristics of the state of 

Dlturc, th:tt Rousseau refers when he says in the first chapter of the C.S. that be does 

DOt lcoow them. If Rousseau's account of the state of nacure were hypotbeticaJ, his 

whole political teaching would be hypothetical; the practical consequence would be 

prayer and patience and nor dissatisfaction and, wherever possible, reform. a. StcmJ 

Distmse, pp. 75, 78-79, 81, 83-85, 104, 116-17, 149, 151- 52, 165; cf. also the reference 

to the "thousands of centuries" required for the development of the human mind (ihiJ., 

p. 98) with the biblical chronology; see also Morel, qp. cit., p. 135. 
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predecessors attempted to establish the character of natural 
man by looking at man as he is now . This procedure was rea
sonable as long as it was assumed that man is by nature social. 
Making this assumption, one could draw the line between the 
natural and the positive or the conventional by identifying the 
conventional with what is manifestly established by conven
tion. One could take it for granted that at least all those pas
sions which arise in man independently of the fiat of society 
are natural. But once one denies, with Hobbes, man's natural 
sociality, one must regard it as possible that many passions 
which arise in man as we observe him are conventional in so 
far as they originate in the subtle and indirect influence of so
ciety and hence of convention. Rousseau deviates from Hobbes 
because he accepts Hobbes's premise; Hobbes is grossly incon
sistent because, on the one hand, he denies that mao is by 
nature social and, on the other hand, he tries to establish the 
character of natural man by referring to his experience of men 
which is the experience of social man. 33 By thinking through 
Hobbes's critique of the traditional view, Rousseau was 
brought face to face with a difficulty which embarrasses most 
present-day social scientists: not the reflection on man's ex· 
perience of men, but only a specifically "scientific" procedure, 
seems to be able to lead one to genuine knowledge of the na· 
ture of man. Rousseau's reflection on the state of nature, in 
contradistinction to Hobbes's reflection, takes on the charac· 
ter of a ·'physical' · investigation. 

Hobbes had identified natural man with the savage. Rous· 
seau frequently accepts chis identification and accordingly 
makes extensive use of the ethnographic literature of the age. 
But his doctrine of the state of nature is, in principle, iode· 
pendent of this kind of knowledge, since, as he points out, the 
savage is already molded by society and therefore no longer a 
natural man in the strict sense. He also suggests some experi· 

33. Seco11d Dis,oum, pp. 74-75, 82-83, 90, 98, 105--6, 137-38, 160, 175. 
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meats which might be helpful for establishing the character of 

natural man. But these experiments, being entirely a matter of 

the future, cannot be the basis of his doctrine. The method II 
which he uses is a ''meditation on the first and most simple 

operations of the human soul'·; those mental acts which pre

suppose society cannot belong to man's natural constitution, 

since man is by nature solitary.34 

The second reason why Rousseau deviates from Hobbes can 

be stated as follows. Hobbes had taught that if natural right is 

to be effectual, it must be rooted in passion. On the other hand, 

he had conceived of the laws of nature (of the rules prescribing 

man's natural duties), apparently in the traditional manner, as 

dictates of reason; he had described them as "conclusions 

or theorems.' ' Rousseau draws the conclusion that, since 

Hobbes's criticism of the traditional view is sound, one must 

question Hobbes's conception of the laws of nature: not only 

the right of nature but the laws of nature or man's natural 

duties or his social virtues must be rooted directly in passion; 

they must have a much more powerful support than reasoning 

or calculation. By nature, the law of nature ·'must speak im- 1 

mediately with the voice of nature"; it must be prerational, 

dictated by "natural sentiment" or by passion. 35 

Rousseau has summed up the result of his study of natural 

man in the statement that man is by nature good. This result 

can be understood as the outcome of a criticism of Hobbes's 

doctrine which is based on Hobbes's premises. Rousseau ar

gues as follows: Man is by nature asocial, as Hobbes admitted. 

But pride or amor1r-propre presupposes society. Hence natural ~ 

man cannot be proud or vain, as Hobbes had contended that he 

is. But pride or vanity is the root of all viciousness, as Hobbes 

had also contended. Natural man is therefore free from all 

34. Ibid., pp. 74-n, 90, 94-95, 104, 124, 125, 174; d. also Condorcet, Esquuse J'un 

lifjk•• hiJtqriqm des protr~s de J'uprit humain, Premiere Epoque (beginning). 

35. St&tmd Du&q~~rse, pp. 7fr77, 103, 107-10; cf. also Emik, I, 289. 
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viciousness. Natural man is swayed by self-love or the concern 
with self-preservation; he will therefore hurt others if he be
lieves that by doing so he will preserve himself; but he will not 
be concerned with hurting others for its own sake, as he would 
be if he were proud or vain. Furthermore, pride and compas
sion are incompatible; to the extent to which we are concerned 
with our prestige, we are insensitive tO the sufferings of others. 
The power of compassion decreases with the increase of refine
ment or convention. Rousseau suggests that natural man is 
compassionate: the human race could not have survived prior 
to the existence of any conventional restraints if the powerful 
promptings of the instinct of self-preservation had not been 
mitigated by compassion. He seems to assume that the instinc
tive desire for the preservation of the species bifurcates into 

[ 
the desire for procreation and compassion. Cg.mpassion. is the 
passion from which all social virtues derive. Heeoncludes that 
man is by nature good because he is by nature swayed by self-
love and compassion and free from vanity or pride. 36 

For the same reason for which natural man lacks pride, he 
also lacks understanding or reason and therewith freedom. 
Reason is coterminous with language, and language presup
poses society: being pre social, natural man is prerational. Here 
again Rousseau draws a necessary conclusion from Hobbes's 
premises which Hobbes had not drawn. To have reason means 
to have general ideas. But general ideas, as distinguished from 
the images of memory or imagination, are not the products of 
·a natural or unconscious process; they presuppose definitions; 
they owe their being to definition. Hence they presuppose lan
guage. Since language is not natural, reason is not natural. 
From this we can understand best why Rousseau replaces the 
traditional definition of man as a rational animal by a new 
definition. Furthermore, since natural man is prerational, he is 
utterly incapable of any knowledge of the law of nature which 

36. Second Discoum, pp. 77, 87, 90, 97- 99, 104, 107-10, 116, 120, 124-25, 147,1,., 
156-57, 160-61, 165, 176-77. 
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is the law of reason, although "he attributes to himself [in 
accordance] with reason the right to the things which he 
needs." Natural man is premoral in every respect: he has no 
heart. Natural man is subhuman. 37 

Rousseau's thesis that man is by nature good must be under
stood in the light of his contention that man is by nature sub
human. Man is by nature good because he is by nature that 
subhuman being which is capable of becoming either good or 
bad. There is no natural constitution of man to speak of: every
thing specifically human is acquired or ultimately depends on 
artifice or convention. Man is by nature almost infinitely per
fectible. There are no natural obstacles to man's almost unlim
ited progress or to his power of liberating himself from evil. 
For the same reason, there are no natural obstacles to man's 
almost unlimited degradation. Man is by nature almost in
finitely malleable. In the words of the Abbe Raynal, the hu
man race is what we wish to make it. Man has no nature in the 
precise sense which would set a limit to what he can make out 
of himself. 38 

37. Ibid., pp. 85, 89, 93-94, 98-99, 101, 102, 105-6, 109, 111, 115, 118, 157, 168. Morel (•P· cit., p. 156) points in the right direction by saying that Rousseau ··substicue i Ia fabrication naturelle des idees generales, leur construction scientifiquement reI!Cchie'' (d. above, pp.172-74).In Rousseau's model, Lucretius· poem (v.1028-90), the genesis of language is described without any reference to a genesis of re.ason: reason belongs tO man's natural constitution. In Rousseau, the genesis of language coincides with the genesis of reason (C.S., I, 8; Bea11mont, pp. 444, 457). 
38. Rousseau's contention that man is by nature good is deliberately ambiguous. It expresses two incompatible views-a rather traditional view and a thoroughly antittaditiooal one. The first view c2n be SCJlted as follows: Man is by nature good; he is bad through his own fault; almost all evils are of human origin: almost all evils are due to civilization; civilization has its root in pride, i.e., in the misuse of freedom. The practical consequence of this view is that men ought co bear the now inevitable evils of civilization in a spirit of patience and prayer. According co Rousse2u, this view is based on belief in biblical revelation. In addition, natural man or man in the state of nature, as Rousseau describes him, is incapable of pride; hence pride cannot have been the reason for his leaving the SCJlte of nature (a state of innocence) or for his embarking on the venture of civilization. More generally expressed, natural man lacks freedom of will; hence he unnoc misuse his freedom; natural man is characterized, not by freedom, bat by perfectibility. Cf. Second Disco11m, pp. 85, 89, 93-94, 102, 160; C.S., I, 8; cf. above, a. 32. 
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If~ huma:o.ity is.a.cquited, that acquisition muse be ex

plained. In accordance with the requirements of a ''physical 

investigation,'' man· s humanity must be understood as a prod

uce of accidental causation. This problem had hardly existed 

for Hobbes. But it arose necessarily on the basis of his prem

ises. He had distinguished between the natural or mechanical 

production of natural beings and the voluntary or arbitrary 

production of human constructs. He had conceived of the 

world of man as a kind of universe within the universe. He 

had conceived of man's leaving the state of nature and estab

lishing civil society as a kind of revolt of man against nature. 

His notion of the whole required, however, as Spinoza had in

dicated, that the dualism of the state of nature and the state of 

civil society, or the dualism of the natural world and the 

world of man, be reduced to the monism of the natural world 

or that the transition from the state of nature to civil society, 

or man· s revolt against nature, be understood as a natural proc

ess. 39 Hobbes had concealed from himself this necessity, partly 

because he erroneously assumed that presocial man is already 

a rational being, a being capable of making contracts. The 

transition from the state of nature to civil society therefore 

coincided for him with the conclusion of the social contract. 

But Rousseau was forced by his realization of the necessary 

implications of Hobbes's premises to conceive of that transi· 

tion as consisting in, or at least as decisively prepared by, a 

natural process: man's leaving the state of nature, his embark

ing on the venture of civilization, is due not to a good or a bad 

use of his freedom or to essential necessity but to mechanical 

causation or to a series of natural accidents. 
Man's humanity or rationality is acquired. Reason comes 

later than the elementary wants of the body._R.eason emerges 

ju the.. process of satisfying these wants. Originally, these 

simple and uniform wants are easily satisfied. But this very 

)9. Cf. Spinoza's criticism of Hobbes in Ep. 50 with Tr. tiHDl.-pol., chap. iv (lqia• 

ning) and Ethics m praef.; d. above, chap. v, A., n. 9. 
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natural right teaching reaches its critical stage. By thinking 
through that teaching, Rousseau was brought face to face 
with the necessity of abandoning it completely. If the state of 
nature is subhuman, it is absurd to go back to the state of na
ture in order to find in it the norm for man. Hobbes had denied 
that man has a natural end. He had believed that he could find 
a natural or nonarbitrary basis of right in man's beginnings. 
Rousseau showed that man's beginnings lack all human traits. 
On the basis of Hobbes's premise, therefore, it became neces
sary to abandon altogether the attempt to find the basis of 
right in nature, in human nature . And Rousseau seemed to 
have shown an alternative. For he had shown that what is 
characteristically human is not the gift of nature but is the 
outcome of what man did, or was forced to do, in order to 
overcome or to change nature: man 's humanity is the product 
of the historical process. For a moment- the moment lasted 
longer than a century- it seemed possible to seek the standard 
of human action in the historical process. This solution pre
supposed that the historical process or its results are unam
biguously preferable to the state of nature or that ,Wat_pl:OC¢SS 
~·" Rousseau could not accept that presupposi
tion. He realized that to the extent tO which the historical 
process is accidental, it cannot supply man with a standard, 
and that, if that process has a hidden purpose, its purposeful
ness cannot be recognized except if there are trans-historical 
standards. The historical process cannot be recognized as pro
gressive without previous knowledge of the end or purpose of 
the process. To be meaningful, the historical process must cul
minate in perfect knowledge of the true public right; man can
not be, or have become, the seeing master of his fate if he does 
not have such knowledge. It is, then, not knowledge of the 
historical process but knowledge of the true public right 
which supplies man with the true standard. 

It has been suggested that Rousseau's predicament was due 
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to reflect upon whether and how far the demands of justice 

have a support which is independent of human enactments. 

Rousseau could not have returned to the academic natural 

right teaching of his time except by simply adopting the tradi

tional natural theology on which that teaching was explicitly 

or implicitly based. 42 

The character, as well as the content, of natural right may 

be decisively affected by the way in which the origin of man is 

conceived. This does not do away with the fact that natural 

right is addressed to man as he is now and not to the stupid 

animal which lived in Rousseau's state of nature. It is there

fore difficult to understand how Rousseau could have based his 

natural right teaching on what he believed he knew of natural 

man or man in the state of nature. His conception of the state 

of nature points toward a natural right teaching which is no 

longer based on considerations of man's nature, or it points 

toward a law of reason which is no longer understood as a law 

of nature. 43 Rousseau may be said to have indicated the charac

ter of such a law of reason by his teaching concerning the.,A~:

eral will, by a teaching which can be regarded as the outcome 

of the attempt to find a "realistic" substitute for the tradi

tional natural law. According to that teachmg, ~the limitation 

of human desires is affected, not by the ineffectual require

ments of man's perfection, but by the recognition in all others 

of the same right which one claims for one's self; all others 

necessarily take an effective interest in the recognition of their 

rights, whereas no one, or but a few, take an effective interest 

in human perfection of other men. This being the case, my 

desire transforms itself into a rational desire by being "gener

alized," i.e., by being conceived as the content of a law which 

binds all members of society equally; a desire which survives 

42. Cf. C.S., II, 6 (see chap. iii, n. 18, above). As for the connection betwCCSJ rhc 

C.S. and the Seemd DiJCourre, see nn. 26 and 32 above. 

43. Cf. C.S., U, 4, and Second DisC4t~rst, p. n. 
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ual in relation to society is preserved if the place which 
Hobbes had assigned to calculation or self-interest is assigned 

I 
to passion or sentiment. Rousseau refused, then, to return to 
the conception of man as a social animal because he was con
cerned with the radical independence of the individual, i.e., of 
every human being. He retained the notion of the state of na
ture because the state of nature guaranteed the individual's 
radical independence. He retained the notion of the state of 
nature because he was concerned with such a natural standard 
as favored in the highest possible degree the independence of 
the individual. 46 

Rousseau. could not have maintained the notion of the state 
of nature if the depreciation or ex-inanition of the state of na
ture which he unintentionally effected had not been out
weighed in his thought by a corresponding increase in the im
portance of independence or freedom, i.e., of the most charac
teristic feature of mao in the state of nature. In Hobbes's doc
trine, freedom, or the right of everyone to be the sole judge of 
the means conducive to his self-preservation, had been sub
ordinate to self-preservation; in the case of conilict between 
freedom and self-preservation, self-preservation takes prece
dence. According to Rousseau, however, freedom is a higher 
good than life. In fact, he tends to identify freedom with vir
tue or with goodness. He says that freedom is obedience to the 
law which one has given to one's self. This means, in the first 
place, that not merely obedience to the law but legislation it
self must originate in the individual. It means, secondly, that 
freedom is not so much either the condition or the consequence 
of virtue as virtue itself. What is true of virtue can also be said 
of goodness, which Rousseau distinguished from virtue: free
dom is identical with goodness; to be free, or to be one's self, 
is to be good-this is one meaning of his thesis that man is by 
nature good. Above all, he suggests that the traditional defini-

45. Hachette, I, 374; Emile, I, 286--87, 306, n, 44-45. 
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!ion of man b.e !WJaced by .a-ne.w.definition according to which not rationality but freedom is the specinc distinctiQ_n ofman. 46 -f" ..-t ..... Rousseau may -be said to ha;e originated "the philosophy of freedom.'· The connection between the developed form of ''the philosophy of freedom," i.e., German idealism, and Rousseau, and hence Hobbes, was realized by no one more clearly than by Hegel. Hegel noted the kinship between Kant's and Fichte's idealism and "the anti-socialistic systems of natural right," i.e., those natural right doctrines which deny man's natural sociality and "posit the being of the individual as the first and highest thing. "47 

"The anti-socialistic systems of natural right" had emerged by virtue of a transformation of Epicureanism. According to the Epicurean doctrine, the individual is by nature free from all social bonds because the natural good is identical with the pleasant, i.e., fundamentally with what is pleasant to the body. But, according to the same doctrine, the individual is by nature kept within definite bounds because there is a natural limit to pleasure, namely, the greatest or highest pleasure: endless striving is against nature. Hobbes's transformation of Epicureanism implied the liberation of the individual not only from all social bonds which do not originate in his will but also from any natural end. Rejecting the notion of a natural end of a man, he no longer understood by the ·'good life'· of the individual his compliance with, or assimilation to, a universal pattern which is apprehended before it is willed. He 
46. Second Dismme, pp. 93 (d. Spinoza, Ethics, ill, 9 schol.) , 116, 130, 138, 140-41, 151; C.S., I, 1 ( beginning) , 4, 8, 11 (beginning); ill, 9 o. (end). Cf. the beadings of tbe first two parts of Hobbes's De cive; also Locke, Treatises, 11, sees. 4, 23, 95, 123. 
47. "Wissenschafdiche BehAndlungsasteo des Narurrechts," Schrifren (Nr Politik 111111 R.tcbtspbilosophie, ed. Lasson, pp. 346-47: "In einer oiedrigern Abstraktion ist die Unendlichkeit zwar auch als Absolutheit des Subjekts in der Gliickseligkeitslehre iiberb.aupt, und im Naturrccht insbesondere von den Systemen, welche anti·sozialistisch bcissco und das Sein des einzelnen als das Erste und HOchsce setzen, herausgehoben, aber niche in die reine Abstraktioo, welche sie in dem Kantischen oder Fichceschen Idealismus erbalcen hat." Cf. Hegel's Encycupadie, sees. 481-82. 
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mitted the existence of such a freedom. For he had implicitly admitted that if the traditional dualism of substances, of mind and of body, is abandoned, science cannot be possible except if meaning, order, or truth originates solely in man's creative action, or if mao has the freedom of a creator.50 Hobbes was, in fact, compelled to replace the traditional dualism of body and mind, not by materialistic monism, but by the novel dualism of nature (or substance) and freedom. What Hobbes had, in fact, suggested in regard to science was applied by Rousseau to morality. He tended to conceive of the fundamental freedom, or of the fundamental right, as such a creative ace as issues in the establishment of unconditional duties and in 1 J.t~l-. nothing else: fr_eedom is essentially self-legislation. The ulti- '/' mate outcome of this attempt was the substitution of freedom for vircue or the view that it is not virtue which makes mao free but freedom which makes man virtuous. 
It is true that Rousseau distinguishes true freedom or moral freedom, which consists in obedience to the law that one has given to one's self and which presupposes civil society, not only from civil freedom but, above all, from the natural freedom which belongs to the state of nature, i.e., to a state characterized by the rule of blind appetite and hence by slavery in the moral sense of the term. But it is also true that he blurs these distinctions. For he also says that in civil society everyone ''obeys only himself and remains as free as he was before,·· i.e., as he was in the state of nature. This means that natural freedom remains the model for civil freedom, just as natural equality remains the model for civil equality .51 Civilfreedom, initsturn, being in a way obedience to one's self alone, certainly comes very close to moral freedom. The blurring of the distinctions between natural freedom, civil freedom, and moral 

SO. See pp. 172- 74 above. 
51. C.S., I, 6, 8; Second Discoum, p. 65. As for the ambiguity of "freedom," cf. also SttMtd Disroum, pp. 138-41. 
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desire for self-preservation. Deviating from his predecessors, 
he contends that at the beginning, or in the original state of 
nature, the promptings of the desire for self-preservation were 
tempered by compassion and that the original state of nature 
was considerably changed through accidental necessity, prior 
to man's entering civil society; civil society becomes necessary 
or possible only in a very late stage of the state of nature. The 
decisive change which took place within the state of nature 
consisted in the weakening of compassion. ~ompassion was 
weakened because of the emergence of vanity or pride and ulti
mately because of the emergence of inequality and therefore of 
the dependence of man on his fellows. As a consequence of this 
development, self-preservation became increasingly difficult. 
Once the critical point is reached, self-preservation demands 
the introduction of an artificial substitute for natural compas
sion, or of a convectional substitute for that natural freedom 
and that natural equality which existed at the beginning. It is 
the self-preservation of everyone which requires that the closest 
possible approximation to original freedom and equality be 
achieved within society .5a 

The root of civil society must then be sought exclusively in 
the desire for self-preservation or in the right of self-preserva
tion. The right to self-preservation implies the right to the 
means required for self-preservation. Accordingly, there exists 
a natural right to appropriation. Everyone has by nature the 
right to appropriate to himself what he needs of the fruits of 
the earth. Everyone may acquire through his labor, and only 
through his labor, an exclusive right to the produce of the 
land which he has cultivated, and therewith an exclusive right 
to the land itself, at least until the next harvest. Continuous 
cultivation may even legitimate continuous possession of the 
land cultivated, but it does not create property right in that 

53. Second Dismtm, pp. 65, 75, 77, 81, 109-10, 115, 118, 120, 125, 129, 130, 134; C.S., I, 6 (beginning); I, 2. 
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land; property right is the creation of positive law; prior to 
the sanction by positive law, land is usurped, i .e., acquired by 
force, and not truly owned. Otherwise, natural right would 
hallow the right of the first occupier to the detriment of the 
right of self-preservation of those who, perhaps through no 
fault of their own, failed to take possession of land; the poor 
retain the natural right to acquire as free men what they need 
for self-preservation. If they are unable to appropriate what 
they need by cultivating a plot of their own because every
thing has already been appropriated by others, they may use 
force. Thus a conflict arises between the right of the first oc
cupiers and the right of those who must rely on force. The 
need for appropriation of the necessities of life transforms the 
latest stage of the state of nature into the most horrible state 
of war. Once this point has been reached, it is to the interest 
of everyone, of the poor as well as of the rich, that right 
should succeed to violence, i.e., that peace be guaranteed 
through convention or compact. This amounts to saying that 
··according to the maxim of the wise Locke, there could not be 
injustice where there is no property" or that in the state of 
nature everyone has "an unlimited right to everything which 
tempts him and which he can get.'' The compact which is at 
the basis of factual societies transformed men's factual posses
sions as they existed at the end of the state of nature into 
genuine property. It therefore sanctioned earlier usurpation. 
Factual society rests on a fraud perpetrated by the rich against 
the poor: political power rests on "economic" power. No im
provement can ever cure this original defect of civil society; it 
is inevitable that the law should favor the haves against the 
have-nots. Yet, in spite of this, the self-preservation of every
one requires that the social contract be concluded and kept .54 

The social contract would endanger the individual's seH
preservation if it did not allow him to remain the judge of the 

54. Semul Discourse, pp. 82, 106, 117, 118, 125, 128-29, 131- 35, 141, 145, 152; C.S., 
I , 2, 8, 9; II, 4 (wward che end); Emile, I, 309; II, 300. 
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Freedom in society is possible only by virtue of the complete 

1
/ surrender of everyone (and in particular of _!he go~nme..!ll) to 
~ the will of a free society. By surrendering all his rights to so

ciety, man loses the right to appeal from the verdicts of so
ciety, i.e. , from the positive law, to natural right: all rights 
become social rights. Free society rests and depends upon the 
absorption of natural right by positive law. Natural right is 
legitimately absorbed by the positive law of a society which is 
constructed in accordance with natural right. The general will 
takes the place of the natural law. ''By the very fact that he is, 
the sovereign is always what he ought to be. " 66 

Rousseau sometimes called the_free society as he conceived 
of it a ·'democracy.'' Democracy is closer to the equality of the 
state otnature than is any other regime. Yet democracy must 
be "wisely tempered." While everyone must have a vote, the 
votes must be "arranged" in such a manner as to favor the 

J( middle class and the rural population as against la canaille of 
the big towns. Otherwise, those who have nothin-g«;' lose 
might sell freedom for bread.5: 

The absorption of natural right by the positive law of a 
properly qualified democracy would be defensible if there were 
a guaranty that the general will-and this means, for all prac
tical purposes, the will of the legal majority-could not err. 
The general will or the will of the people never errs in so far as 
it always wills the good of the people, but the people do not 
always see the good of the people. The general will is there
fore in need of enlightenment. Enlightened individuals may 
see the good of society, but there is no guaranty that they will 
espouse it if it conflicts with their private good. Calculation 

56. C.S., I, 7; II, 3, 6. Cf. ibid., II, 12 (""Division of Laws .. ) with the parallels ill 
Hobbes, Locke, and Montesquieu, to say nothing of Hooker and Suara; Rousseau docs 
not even mendon oarurallaw. 

57. Se,ond Diswme, pp. 66, 143; Julie, pp. 47Q-71; C.S., IV, 4; Monlat,nt, pp. 252, 
3()()-301. Cf. Rousseau·s criticism of the a.ristocratic principle of the classics in Narris11, 
pp. SQ-51, and in the StcomJ Dil(ourse, pp. 179-80. 
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and self-interest are not strong enough as social bonds. Both 
the people as a whole and the individuals are then equally in 
need of a guide; the people must be taught to know what it 
wills, and the individual, who as a natural being is concerned 
exclusively with his private good ;must be transformed into a 
citizeiiWho iiiihesitatingly prefers the common good to his 
private good. The solution of this twofold problem is supplied 
by the legislator, or the father of a nation, i.e., by a man of 
superior intelligence, who, by ascribing divine origin to a code 
which he has devised or by honoring the gods with his own 
wisdom, both convinces the people of the goodness of the laws 
which he submits to its vote and transforms the individual 
from a natural being into a citizen. Only by the action of the 
legislator can the conventional acquire, if not the status, at 
least the force, of the natural. It goes without saying that the 
arguments by which the legislator convinces the citizens of 
his divine mission or of the divine sanction for his code are 
necessarily of doubtful solidity. One might think that, once 
the code were ratified, a "social spirit" developed, and the 
wise legislation accepted on account of its proved wisdom 
rather than its pretended origin, the belief in the superhuman 
origin of the code would no longer be required. But this sug
gestion overlooks the fact that the living respect for old laws, 
"the prejudice of antiquity" which is indispensable for the 
health of society, can only with difficulty survive the public 
questioning of the accounts regarding their origin. In other 
words, the uansformation of natural man into a citizen is a 
problem coeval with society itself, and therefore society has a 
continuous need for at least an equivalent to the mysterious 
and awe-inspiring action of the legislator. For society can be 
healthy only if the opinions and sentiments engendered by 
society overcome and, as it were, annihilate the natural senti
ments. That is to say, society must do everything possible to 
render the citizens oblivious of the very facts that political 
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philosophy brings to the center of their attention as the foun
dations of society. Free society stands or falls by a specific 
obfuscation against which philosophy necessarily revolts. The 

j 
problem posed by political philosophy must be forgotten if the 
solution to which political philosophy leads is to work.5s 

It is true, no doubt, that Rousseau's doctrine of the legisla
tor is meant to clarify the fundamental problem of civil society 
rather than to suggest a practical solution, except in so far as 
that doctrine adumbrates Rousseau's own function. The pre
cise reason why he had to abandon the classical notion of the 
l~gislator was that that notion is liable to obscure the sov
ereignty of the~ople, i.e., to lead, for all practical purposes, 
to the substitution of the supremacy of the law for the full 
sovereignty of the people. The classical notion of the legislator 
is irreconcilable with Rousseau's notion of freedom which 
leads to the demand for periodic appeals from the whole estab
l ished order to the sovereign will of the people or from the will 
of past generations to the will of the living generation. Rous
seau, therefore, had to find a substitute for the action of the 
legislator. According to his final suggestion, the function 
originally intrusted to the legislator must be discharged by a 
civil religion described from somewhat different points of view 
in the Social Contract, on the one hand, and the Emile, on the 
other. Only the civil religion will engender the sentiments re
quired of the citizen. We need not go into the question of 
whether Rousseau himself fully subscribed to the religion 
which he presented in the profession of faith of the Savoyard 
vicar, a question that cannot be answered by reference to what 
he said when he was persecuted on account of that profession. 
What is decisive is the fact that, according to his explicit 
views about the relation of knowledge, faith, and the people, 

58. N,;rcis.re, p. 56; Secmd D;.rcttllr.re, pp. 66-67, 143; C.S., ll, 3, 6-7; Til, 2, 11. Com· 
pare the reference to miracles in the chapter on the legislator (C.S., TI, 7) with the 
explicit discussion of the problem of miracles in Mom,;gne, ii- iii. 
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From this we can understand Rousseau's attitude toward the 
family or, more precisely, toward conjugal and paternal love 
as well as toward heterosexual love simply. Love is closer to 
the original state of nature than is civil society, duty, or vir
tue. Love is simply incompatible with compulsion and even 
self-compulsion; it is free or it is not. It is for this reason that 
conjugal and paternal love can be "the sweetest sentiments," 
or even "the sweetest sentiments of nature," "which are 
known to man" and that heterosexual love simply can be "the 
sweetest of passions" or "the most delicious sentiment which 
can enter the human heart .'' These sentiments give rise to 
"rights of the blood" and "rights of love"; they create bonds 
which are more sacred than any ma~ade bonds. Through 
love, man achieves a closer approximation to the state of na
ture on the level of humanity than he does through a life of 
citizenship or virtue. Rousseau returns from the classical city 
to the family and the loving couple. Using his own language, 
we may say that he returns from the concern of the citizen to 
the noblest concern of the bourgeois.62 

Yet, atleast according to that writing of Rousseau in which 
he revealed his principles ·'with the greatest boldness, not to 
say audacity,·' there is an element of the conventional or of the 
factitious even in love.63 Love being a social phenomenon and 
man being by nature asocial , it becomes necessary to consider 
whether the solitary individual is not capable of the closest 
approximation to the state of nature which is possible on the 
level of humanity. Rousseau has spoken in glowing terms of 
the charms and raptures oD.2li.tan:. contem:platioQ. By "soli
tary contemplation'· he does not understand philosophy or the 
culmination of philosophy. Solitary contemplation, as he un
derstands it, is altogether different from, not to say hostile to, 

62. Second Discoum, pp. 122, 124; D"Aiembtrt, pp. 256-57; Julie, pp. 261, 331, 392, 

411 (cf. also pp. 76, 147-48, 152, 174 n., 193, 273-75); Reveries, x (p. 164). 

63. Second Discourse, pp. 111, 139. 
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thinking or observation. It consists of, or it leads up to, "the 
feeling of existence," i.e., the pleasant feeling of one's own 

extstence. If man lias withdrawn from everything outside him
self, if he has emptied himself of every affection other than the 
feeling of existence, he enjoys the supreme felicity-godlike 
self-sufficiency and impassibility; he finds consolation only in 
himself by being fully himself and by belonging fully to him
self, since the past and the future are extinguished for him. It 
is in giving himself completely to this feeling that civilized 
man completes the return to the primitive state of nature on 
the level of humanity. For, whereas sociable man derives the 
feeling of his existence, as it were, exclusively from the opin
ions of his fellows, natural man-indeed even the savage
feels his existence naturally; he gives himself· 'to the sole feel
ing of his present existence without any idea of the future." 
The feeling of existence is "man· s first feeling." It is more 
fundamental than the desire for self-preservation; man is con
cerned with the preservation of his existence because existence 
itself, mere existence, is by nature pleasant.64 

The feeling ofeXistence as Rousseau experienced and de
scribed it has a rich articulation which must have been lacking 
in the feeling of existence as it was experienced by man in the 
state of nature. Here at last civilized man or those civilized 
men who have returned from civil society to solitude reach a 
degree of happiness of which the stupid animal must have been 
Utterly incapable. In the last analysis it is only this superiority 
of civilized man, or of "the best among civilized men, which 
permits Rousseau to contend without hesitation that, while 
the emergence of civil society was bad for the human species 
or for the common good, it was good for the individual.66 The 
ultimate justification of civil society is, then, the fact that it 
allows a certain type of individual to enjoy the supreme felic
ity by withdrawing from civil society, i.e., by living at its 

64. Ibid., pp. 96, 118, 151, 165; Emile, 1, 286; Rlveries, V and Vll . Sec above, PP· 261-

62. 

65. Second DiHourse, pp. 84, 116, 12.5-26; B•aumonr, p. 471. 
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fringes. Whereas in the earliest of his important writings the \ citizen of Geneva had said that "every useless citizen may be (j regarded as a pernicious man," he says in his last writing that ' f\ he himseli always was indeed a useless citizen, yet that his contemporaries have done wrong in proscribing him from society as a pernicious member, instead of merely removing him from society as a useless member. 66 The type of man foreshadowed by Rousseau, which justifies civil society by transcending it, is no longer the philosopher but what later came to be called the ~st." His claim to privileged treatment is based on his sensitivity rather than on his wisdom, on his goodness or compassion rather than on his virtue. He admits the precarious character of his claim: he is a citizen with a bad conscience. Yet, since his conscience accuses not merely him- ...t.. self but at the same time !Pe-;;ci'ety to which he belon8s, he is inclined to regard himseli as the conscience of society. But he is bound to have a bad conscience for being the bad conscience of society. 
One must contrast the dreamlike character of Rousseau's solitary contemplation with the wakefulness of philosophic contemplation. In addition, one must take into consideration the insoluble conflict between the presuppositions of his solitary contemplation and his natural theology (and therewith the morality based on that theology). Then one realizes that the claim which he raises on behalf of the individual, or of some rare individuals, over against society lacks clarity and definiteness. More precisely, the definiteness of the act of claiming contrasts sharply with the indefiniteness of the content of the claim. This is not surprising. The notion that the good life consists in the return on the level of humanity to the state of nature, i.e., to a state which completely lacks all human traits, necessarily leads to the consequence that the individual claims such an ultimate freedom from society as lacks any definite human content. But this fundamental defect of the 

66. First Diswm•, p. 131; R.lwriu, VI (end). 
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as it were, by Edmund Burke. Burke sided with Cicero and with Suarez against Hobbes and against Rousseau. "We continue, as in the last two ages, to read, more generally than I believe is now done on the Continent, the authors of sound antiquity. These occupy our minds." Burke sided w ith "the authors of sound antiqui_EY" against " the Parisian philosophers" and espeCially against Rousseau, the originators of a "new morality" or ''the bold experimenters in morality." He repudiated with scorn ·'that philosophy which pretends co have made discoveries in the tma australis of morality.68 His political activity was indeed guided by devotion to the British constitution, but he conceived of the British constitution in a spirit akin to that in which Cicero had conceived of the Roman policy. 

Burke did not write a single theoretical work on the principles of politics. All his utterances on natural right occur in statements ad hominem and are meant to serve immediately a specific practical purpose. Accordingly, his presentation of political principles changed, co a certain degree, with the change of the political situation. Hence he might easily appear to have been inconsistent. In fact, he adhered throughout his career to the same principles. A single faith animated his actions in favor of the American colonists, in favor of the Irish Catholics, against Warren Hastings, and against the French Revolution. In accordance with the eminently practical bent of his thought, he stated his principles most forcefully and most dearly when such a statement was most urgently needed, i.e., when these principles were attacked both most intransigently and most effectively- after the outbreak of the French Revolution. The French Revolution affected his expectations in regard to the future progress of Europe; but it hardly af-
68. Tm Wodu of Edmund Btu.U (""Boho's Srandard Library''), ll, 385, 529, 535, 541; VI, 21-23. Ci~d hereaher as "Wow.L ... 
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fected, it hardly did more than confirm, his views of what is 
right or wrong both morally and politically.69 

The practical character of Burke's thought partly explains 
why he did not hesitate to use the language of modern natural 
right whenever that could assist him in persuading his modern 
audience of the soundness of a policy which he recommended. 
He spoke of the state of nature, of the rights of nature or of the 
rights of man, and of the social compact or of the artificial 
character of the commonwealth. io But he may be said to 

integrate these notions into a classical or Thomistic frame
work. 

We must confine ourselves to a few examples. Burke is will
ing to grant that men in the state of nature, ·'uncovenanted" 
men, have natural rights; in the state of nature, everyone has 
·'the right of self-defense, the first law of nature,·' the right to 

govern himself, i .e., "to judge for himself, and to assert his 
own cause," and even "a right to every thing." But "by hav
ing a right to every thing, they want every thing." The state 
of nature is the state of ·: our naked, shi _yering nature" or of 
our nature not yet affected in any way by our virtues, or of 
original barbarism. Hence the state of nature and "the full 
rights of men'' which belong to itE nnot supply the standard 
fg!:_civiJize.!! life. All wants of our nature- certainly, all higher 
wants of our nature- point away from the state of nature to
ward civil society: not "the state of rude nature" but civil so
ciety is the true state of nature. Burke grants that civil society 
is "the offspring oi convention" or "a contract." But it is "a 
contract," "a partnership" of a particular kind- "a partner
ship in every virtue, and in all perfection." It is a contract in 

69. Ibid., ll, 59-62; m, 104; VI, 144-53. As regards the issue of progress, cf. D, 
156; m, 279, 366; VI, 31, 106; VU, 23, 58; vm, 439; Lmm of Edmund Bm!t: A Seltcti«<, 

ed. Harold J. Laski, p. 363 (cited hereafter as ''utters'') ; cf. also Bt~r!t, Selm w,...u, 
ed. E. J. Payne, II, 345. 

70. Cf., e.g., Works, I, 314, 348, 470; II, 19, 29-30, 145, 294-95, 331- 33, 366; ill, 82; 

V, 153, 177, 216; VI, 29. 
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almost the same sense in which the whole providential order, 
"the great primeval contract of eternal society," can be said 
to be a contract. n 

Burke admits that the purpose of civil society is to safeguard 
the rights of man and especially the right to the pursuit of hap
piness. But happiness can be found only by virtue, by the re
straints ''which are imposed by the virtues upon the pas
sions." Hence the subjection to reason, to government, to law, 
or "the restraints on men, as well as their liberties, are to be 
reckoned among their rights.·· Man can never act ''without 
any moral tie," since "men are never in a state of total inde
pendence of each other ." Mao's will must always be under the 
dominion of reason, prudence, or virtue. Burke therefore seeks 
the foundation of government "in a conformity to our duties" 
and not in ''imaginary rights of men.'' Accordingly, he denies 
the contention chat all our duties arise from consent or from 
contract.72 

The discussion regarding the_ "imaginal!. rights of me~" 
centers on the right of everyone to be the sole judge of what is 
conducive to his self-preservation or to his happiness. It was 
this alleged right which seemed to justify the demand that 
everyone must have some share, and, in a sense, as large a share 
as anyone else, in political power. Burke questions this de
mand by going back to the principle on which the alleged 
basic right is founded. He grants that everyone has a natural 
right to self-preservation and to the pursuit of happiness. But 
he denies that everyone's right to self-preservation and to the 
pursuit of happiness becomes nugatory if everyone does not 
have the right to judge of the means conducive to his self
preservation and to his happiness. The right to the satisfaction 
of wanes or to the advantages of society is therefore not neces
sarily a right co participation in political power. For the judg-

71. Ibid., II, 220, 332- 33, 349, 368-70; ill, 82, 86; V, 212, 315, 498. 
72. Ibid., II, 310, 331, 333, 538; m, 109; V, 80, 122, 216, 424. 
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the convention, the original compact, i.e., the established 
constitution, is the highest authority. Since the function of 
civil society is the satisfaction of wants, the established con
stitution derives its authority less from the original conven
tion or from its origin than from its beneficent working 
through many generations or from its fruits. The root of legiti
macy is not so much consent or contract as proved beneficence, 
i.e., prescription. Only prescription, as distinguished from the 
original compact of "uncovenanted" savages, can reveal the 
wisdom of the constitution and therefore legitimate the con
stitution. The habits produced on the basis of the original 
compact, and especially the habits of virtue, are infinitely 
more important than the original act itself. Only prescription, 
as distinguished from the original act, can hallow a given 
social order. The people is so little the master of the constitu
tion that it is its creature. The strict notion of the sovereignty 
of the people implies that the present generation is sovereign: 
·'present conveniency' · becomes the only ·'principle of attach
ment" to the constitution. "The temporary possessors and( 
life-renters" in the commonwealth, "unmindful of what they 
have received from their ancestors,·' inevitably become un
mindful "of what is due to their posterity." The people, or 
for that matter any other sovereign, is still less master of the 
natural law; natural law is not absorbed by the will of the 
sovereign or by the general will. As a consequence, the dis
tinction between just and unjust wars retains i ts full signifi
cance for Burke; he abhors the notion that one should deter
mine the foreign policy of a nation exclusively in terms of its 
"materia~ interest. "74 

Burke does not deny that under certain conditions the people 
may alter the established order. But he admits this only as an 

74. Ibid., II, 58, 167, 178, 296, 30~. 331-32, 335, 349, 359-60, 36~7. 422-23, 
513-14,526,547;Dl,15,44-45,54-55, 76-85,409,497,498;V,203-5,216;V1,3,21-22, 
14H7; VII, 99-103. 
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society is radically artificial. Hence the virtues of the citizen 
cannot be grafted "on the stock of the natural affections." 
But civil society is assumed to be not only necessary but noble 
and sacred. Accordingly, the natural sentiments, aU natural 
sentiments, must be ruthlessly sacrificed to the alleged require
ments of patriotism or of humanity. The French revolutionists 
arrive at these requirements by approaching human affairs in 
the attitude of scientists, of geometricians or of chemists. 
Hence, they a're, from the outset, "worse than indifferent 
about those feelings and habitudes, which are the support of 
the moral world." They "consider men in their experiments, j 
no more than they do mice in an air pump, or in a recipient of 
mephitic gas." Accordingly, "they are ready to declare that J 
they do not think two thousand years too long a period for the 
good that they pursue." "Their humanity is not dissolved. 
They only give it a long prorogation .... Their humanity is 
at their horizon-and, like the horizon, it always flies before 
them." It is this "scientific" attitude of the French revolu
tionists or of their t eachers which also explains why their dis
SO'ruteness, which they oppose as something natural to the 
conventions of earlier gallantry, is "an unfashioned, indeli
cate, sour, gloomy, ferocious medley of pedantism and lewd-
ness. " 77 

Burke opposes, then, not merely a change in regard to the 
substance of the moral teaching. He opposes likewise, and 
even primarily, a change in regard to its mode: the new moral 
teaching is the work of men who think about human affairs 
as geometricians think about figures and planes rather than as 
acting men think about a business before them. It is this funda
mental change from a practical to a theoretical approach 
which, according to Burke, gave the French Revolution its 
unique character. 

"The present revolution in France seems to me ... to bear 
n. WM.U, II, 311, 409, 419, S38-40; V, 138, 140-42, 209-13. 
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little resemblance or analogy to any of those which have been 
brought about in Europe, upon principles merely political. It 
is a revolution of doctrine and theoretic dogma. It has a much 
greater resemblance to those changes which have been made 
upon religious grounds, in which a spirit of proselytism makes 
an essential part.'' The French Revolution, therefore, has a cer
tain resemblance to the Reformation. Yet' 'this spirit of general 
political faction," or this "armed doctrine," is "separated 
from religion" and is, in fact, atheistic; the "theoretic dog
ma" guiding the French Revolution is purely political. But, 
since that revolution extends the power of politics to religion 
and "even to the constitution of the mind of man," it is the 
first "cqmplete revolution" in the history of mankind. Its suc
cess cannot be explained, however, by the political principles 
which animate it . Those principles have at all times had a 
powerful appeal, since they are "most flattering to the natural 
propensities of the unthinking multitude." Hence there have 
been earlier insurrectionary attempts ··grounded on these 
rights of men,'' like theJacquerie and John Ball's insurrection 
in the Middle Ages and the efforts of the extreme wing during 
the English Civil War. But none of these attempts was success
ful. The success of the French Revolution can be explained 
only by that one among its features which distinguishes it 
from all parallels. The French Revolution is the first "philo-

( ~hie revolution." I~ tl!_c:._first~tion which was made .£r me.E_.of letters, philosophers.> "thoroughbred metaphysi
cians," "not as subordinate instruments and trumpeters of sedi
tion, but as the chief contrivers and managers." It is the first 
revolution in which "the spirit of ambition is connected with 
the spirit of speculation. " 78 

In opposing this intrusion of the spirit of speculation or of 
78. Ihia., n, 284-87, m. 300, 302, 338-39, 352, 361-62, 382-84, 403-5, 414, 423-24, 

527; ru, 87-91, 164, 350-52, 354, 376, 377, 379, 442-43, 456-57; v. 73, m. 138, 139, 
141, 245, 246, 259 (the italics are in the original). 
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theory into the field of practice or of politics, Burke may be 
said to have restored the older view according to which theory 
cannot be the sole, or the sufficient, guide of practice. He may 
be said co have returned co Aristotle in particular. But, to say 
nothing of other qualifications, one must add immediately 
that no one before Burke had spoken on chis subject with 
equal emphasis and force. One may even say that, from the 
point of view of political philosophy, Burke's remarks on the 
problem of theory and practice are the most important part of 
his work. He spoke more emphatically and more forcefully on 
this problem than Aristotle in particular had done because he 
had co contend with a new and most powerful form of "specu
latism,' · with a political doctrinairism of philosophic origin. 
That "speculatisc" approach to politics came to his critical 
attention a considerable time before the French Revolution. 
Years before 1789, he spoke of " the speculatists of our specu
lating age." It was the increased political significance of spec
ulation which, very early in his career, most forcefully turned 
Burke's attention to ''the old quarrel between spe~ulati,on and + 
ru-actice.' ' 79 

It was in the light of that quarrel that he conceived his 
greatest political actions: not only his action against the 
French Revolution but his action in favor of the American 
colonists as well. In both cases the political leaders whom 
Burke opposed insisted on certain rights: the English govern
ment insisted on the rights of sovereignty and the French 
revolutionists insisted on the rights of man. In both cases 
Burke proceeded in exactly the same manner: he questioned 
less the rights than the wisdom of exercising the rights. In 
both cases he tried to restore the genuinely political approach 
as against a legalistic approach. Now he characteristically re
garded the legalistic approach as one form of "speculatism," 
other forms being the approaches of the historian, the meta-

79. Tbia., r, 311 ; II, 363; m, 139, 356; v, 76; vn, n . 
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in reaction to the very rules which uncontradicted previous 
experience pronounced to be universally valid: man is inven
tive in good and in evil. Therefore it may happen that "ex
perience upon other data [than the actual circumstances of the 
case], is of all things the most delusive. " 83 

It follows from this that history is only of very limited 
value. From history "much political wisdom may be learned," 
but only ' 'as habit, not as precept.'' History is liable to turn 
man· s understanding from "the business before him" to mis
leading analogies, and men are naturally inclined to succumb 
to that temptation. For it requires a much greater effort to 
articulate a hitherto unarticulated situation in its particular 
character than to interpret it in the light of precedents which 
have been articulated already. " I have constantly observed," 
Burke says, "that the generality of people are fifty years, at 
least, behind hand in their politics ... in books everything is 
settled for them, without the exertion of any considerable dili
gence or sagacity." This is not to deny that the politician 
sometimes needs history for the sake of "the business before 
him." Reason and good sense absolutely prescribe, e.g., 
''whenever we are involved in difficulties from the measures 
we have pursued, that we should take a strict review of those 
measures" or that we should "enter into the most ample his
torical detail.'' History has this in common with practical 
wisdom- that both are concerned with particulars; and it has 
this in common with theory- that the objects of history, i .e., 
past actions or transactions (acta), are not objects of action 
proper (agenda), i.e., things which we have to do now. Thus 

~ 
history, or "retrospective wisdom," creates the delusion that 

).. it could ''serve admirably to reconcile the old quarrel between 
speculation and practice. '' 84 

Another way in which men try tO evade the hardship in-
83. IbiJ., r, 2n-18, 312, 365; II, 372, 374-75, 383; m, 15-17; v. 78, 153-~. 257. 
84. IbiJ., I, 311, 38<HI5; II, 25; ID, 456--57; V, 258. 
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ruin of the constitution," i.e., that one does something which 
in practical thought would bespeak ''a bad habit.·· In contra
distinction to theory, practice is limited by past decisions and, 
therefore, by what is established. In human affairs, possession 
passes for a title, whereas there is no presumption in favor of 
the accepted view in theoretical matters. 90 

'1. J l Speculation, being essentially " private," is concerned with 
the truth without any regard to public opinion. But "national 
measures" or "political problems do not primarily concern 
truth or falsehood. They relate to good or evil.'' They relate to 
peace and " mutual convenience," and their satisfactory han
dling requires ··unsuspecting confidence,· · consent, agreement, 
and compromise. Political action requires "a judicious man
agement of the temper of the people.'' Even in giving ''a direc
tion ... to the general sense of the community," it must 
"follow ... the public inclination." Regardless of what one 
might have to think of "the abstract value of the voice of the 
people, ... opinion, the great support of the State, [depends] 
entirely upon that voice. " Hence it may easily happen that 
what is metaphysically true is politically false. "Established 
opinions,·' ' 'allowed opinions which contribute so much to 
the public tranquillity,' · must not be shaken, although they 
are not "infallible." Prejudices must be "appeased." Political 
life requires that fundamental principles proper, which, as 
such, transcend the established constitution, be kept in a state 
of dormancy. Temporary solutions of continuity must be 
"kept from the eye," or a " politic, well-wrought veil" must 

II be thrown over them. "There is a sacred veil to be drawn over 
the beginnings of all governments." Whereas speculation is 
"innovating," whereas the " waters" of science "must be 
troubled, before they can exert their virtues,'' practice must 
keep as closely as possible to precedent, example, and tradi
tion: "old custom ... is the great support of all the govem-

90. !hid., I , 87, 193, 323, 336, 405; II, 26, 427- 28, 548, 552; VI, 19; VII, 127. 
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ments in the world." Society rests, indeed, on consent. Yet the consent cannot be achieved by reasoning alone, and in particular not by the mere calculation of the advantages of living together- a calculation which may be completed in a brief span of time-but solely by habits and prejudices which grow up only in long periods. Whereas theory rejects error, prejudice, or superstition, the statesman puts these to use. 91 

The intrusion of theory into politics is liable to have an unsettling and inflaming effect. No actual social order is perfect. "Speculative inquiries" necessarily bring to l ight the imperfect character of the established order. If these inquiries are introduced into political discussion, which, of necessity, lacks "the coolness of philosophic inquiry," they are liable "to raise discontent in the people" in regard to the established order, discontent which may make rational reform impossible. The most legitimate theoretical problems become, in the political arena, "vexatious questions" and cause "a spirit of litigation'' and ·'fanaticism.'' Considerations transcending ·'the arguments of states and kingdoms" must be left "to the schools; for there only they may be discussed with safety. "92 As may be inferred from the preceding paragraphs, Burke is not content with defending practical wisdom against the encroachments of theoretical science. He parts company with the \ Aristotelian tradition by disparaging theory and especially metaphysics. He uses "metaphysics" and "metaphysician" frequently in a derogatory sense. There is a connection between this usage and the fact that he regards Aristotle's natural philosophy as "unworthy of him," whereas he considers Epicurean physics to be "the most approaching to rational. "U 
91. Ibid., I, 87, 190, 257, 280, 307, 352, 375, 431, 432, 471, 473, 483, 489, 492, 502; II, 27- 29,33-34,44, 292,293,306,335,336, 349, 429-30,439;III,39-40, 81,109, 110; Y, 230; VI, 98, 243, 306-7; Vll, 44-48, 59, 60, 190; VIII, 274; Lmers, pp. ~300. 92. Wqrks, I, 259-60, 27o-71, 432; ll, 28-29, 331; III, 12, 16, 25, 39, 81, 98-99, 104, 106; VI, 132. 

93. Ibid., VI, 25o-51. 
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There is a connection between his strictures on metaphysics 
and the skeptical tendencies of his contemporaries Hume and 
Rousseau. At least so much must be said that Burke· s distinc-

1 
tion between theory and practice is radically different from 

j / Aristotle's, since it is not based on a clear conviction of the 
ultimate superiority of theory or of the theoretical life. 

For the support of this contention, we do not have to rely 
entirely on a general impression derived from Burke· s usage 
and the bent of his thought. He wrote one theoretical work: 
A PhilosophictJl Inquiry into the Origin of Our [dttJs of the Sublime 

tJnd BetJutiful. In that work he speaks in a nonpolemical tone 
about the limitations of theoretic science: ''When we go but 

} 
one step beyond the immediate sensible qualities of things, we 
go out of our depth. All we do after is but a faint struggle, that 
shows we are in an element which does not belong to us." 
Our knowledge of bodily and mental phenomena is limited to 
the manner of their operation, to their How; it can never reach 
their Why. The very title of the inquiry reveals the ancestry of 
Burke's sole theoretic effort; it is reminiscent of Locke and of 
Burke's acquaintance, Hume. Of Locke, Burke says that "the 
authority of this great man is doubtless as great as that of any 
man can be." The most important thesis of the Sublime tJnd 

BetJutiful is in perfect agreement with British sensualism and in 
explicit opposition to the classics; Btifke denies that there is a 
connection between beauty, on the one hand, and perfection, 
proportion, virtue, convenience, order, fitness, and any other 
such "creatures of the understanding," on the other. That is to 
say, he refuses to understand visible or sensible beauty in the 
light of intellectual beauty. 94 

The emancipation of sensible beauty from its traditionally 
assumed directedness toward intellectual beauty foreshadows 
or accompanies a certain emancipation of sentiment and in
stinct from reason, or a certain depreciation of reason. It is this 

94. Ibid., I, 114 lf. , 122, 129, 131, 143-44, 155; II, 441; VI, 98. 
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novel attitude toward reason which accounts for the nonclassical overtones in Burke's remarks on the difference between theory and practice. Burke's opposition to modern "rationalism" shifts almost insensibly into an opposition to "rationalism" as such. 95 What he says about the deficiencies of reason is indeed partly traditional. On some occasions he does not go beyond depreciating the judgment of the individual in favor of "the judgment of the human race," the wisdom of "the species" or "the ancient, permanent sense of mankind," i.e ., the consensus gentium. On other occasions he does not go beyond depreciating the experience which the individual can acquire in favor of the much more extensive and varied experience of ''a long succession of genera dons'' or of ''the collected reason of ages. " 96 The novel element in Burke's critique of reason reveals itself least ambiguously in its most important practical • consequence: he rejects the view that constitutions can be "made'' in favor of the view th~t the.y.must "grow"; he therefOre rejects in particular the view that the best social order can be or ought to be the work of an individual , of a wise ''legislator" or founder.97 
To see this more clearly, it is necessary to contrast Burke's view of the British constitution, which he regarded, co say the 
95. In the Sublime and Btautijul, Bur .Ice says that "our gardc:os, ii nothing else, declare we begin to feel that mathematical ideas are not the true measures of beauty," and that this wrong view ''arose from the Platonic theoty of 6mess and apcirude" (Works, 1,122). In cbe Reftettion.r 1m tht RttJolution in Frt~ntt, he compares the French revolutionists to the French "ornamental gardeners" (Work.r, II, 413). Cf. ibid., II, 306, 308; I, 280. 

96. Work.r, II, 359, 364, 367, 435, 440; VI, 146-47. 
97. Friedrich von Gentz, the German translator of the Refttction.r on tht RttJo/ution in Fr11me, says: "Kooscirucionco .lcoooco schlcchcerdings niche gemachr werden, sie I miissen sich, wie Narur-Werke, durch allmahHche Entwicklung von selbst bildco .... Diese Wahrheit isc die kostbarste, tJitllticht dit ein'{.it,t wirlt.lich nttit (dmn hOchstens t,ealnll, aher nkht tJollstandit, trllannt w~~rdt sit tuvw ), um welche die franz.Osische Revolution die habere Staatswissenschaft bercichert hat" (Stat~tmhrijtm und Britje [Munich, 1921], I, 3-44) (the icilies are not in the original). 
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least, as second to none, with the classical view of the best 

constitution. According to the classics, the best constitution is 

a contrivance of reason, i.e., of conscious activity or of plan

ning on the part of an individual or of a few individuals. It is 

in accordance with nature, or it is a natural order, since it ful

fils to the highest degree the requirements of the perfection of 

human nature, or since its structure imitates the pattern of 

nature. But it is not natural as regards the manner of its pro

duction: it is a work of design, planning, conscious making; 

it does not come into being by a natural process or by the imi

tation of a natural process. The best constitution is directed 

toward a variety of ends which are linked with one another by 

nature in such a manner that one of these ends is the highest 

end; the best constitution is therefore directed particularly to

ward that single end which is by nature the highest. Accord

ing to Burke, on the other hand, the best constitution is in ac-

l
cordance with nature or is natural also and primarily because 

V it has come into being not through planning but;_through the_ 

/\ U imit~ion of natural prg.cess, i.e., because it has come into 

:1 being without guiding reflection, continuously, slowly, not to 

1 say imperceptibly, "in a great length of time, and by a great 

variety of accidents"; all "new fancied and new fabricated re-

publics" are necessarily bad. The best constitution is therefore 

not "formed upon a regular plan or with any unity of design" 

but directed toward "the greatest variety of ends. " 98 

One goes beyond what Burke himself says if one ascribes to 

him the view that a sound political order must be the product 

\ 

of History. What came to be called "historical" was, for 

Burke, still "the local and accidental." What came to be 

called " historical process" was for him still accidental causa-

} tion or accidental causation modified by the prudential han-

dling of situations as they arose. Accordingly, the sound po

litical order for him, in the last analysis, is the unintended out-

98. W.w.b, ll, 33, 91, 305, 307-8, 439-40; V, 148, 253-54. 
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come of accidental causation. He applied to the production of 
the sound political order what modern political economy had 
taught about the production of public prosperity: the common 
good is the product of activities which are not by themselves 
ordered toward the common good. Burke accepted the prin
ciple of modern political economy which is diametrically op
posed to the classical principle: ··the love of lucre,·· ··this nat
ural, this reasonable ... principle,·· ·· is the grand cause of 
prosperity to all states.· ' 99 The good order or the rational is the 
result of forces which do not themselves tend toward the good 
order or the rational. This principle was first applied to the 
planetary system and thereafter to "the system of wants," 
i.e ., to economics.100 The application of this principle to the 
genesis of the sound political order was one of the two most 
important elements in the "discovery" of History. The other, 
equally important, element was supplied by the application of 
the same principle to the understanding of man's humanity; 
man's humanity was understood as acquired by virtue of acci
dental causation. This view, of which the classic exposition is 
to be found in Rousseau's Second Discourse, led to the conse
quence that ''the historical process'' was thought to culminate 
in an absolute moment: the moment in which man, the prod
uct of blind fate, becomes the seeing master of his fate by un
derstanding for the first time in an adequate manner what is 
right and wrong politically and morally. It led to a "complete 
revolution," to a revolution extending "even to the constitu
tion of the mind of man." Burke denies the possibility of an 
absolute moment; man can never become the seeing master of 

99. Ibid., II, 33; V, 313; VI, 160; Ltttm, p. 270. As for Burke's agreement with the 
modern "economical politicians," see especially w .... .tr, l, 299, 462; II, 93, 194, 351, 
431-32; V, 89, 100, 124, 321; Vlll, 69. Ooe of the few things which Burke seems to have 
learned through the French Revolution is that power and io11uence do not necessarily 
go with property. Compare: Wowlt, ill, 372, 456-57; V, 256, with VI, 318; sec: :tlso 
Barker, 1p. ~it., p. 159. 

100. a. Hegel, 'RPhuphius11phi,, sec. 189 Zusacz. 
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ern political economy, could appear to have emerged through 
a modification of the traditional belief in Providence. That 
modification is usually described as "secularization." "Secu
larization" is the "temporalization" of the spiritual or of the 
eternal. I t is the attempt to integrate the eternal into a tem
poral context. It therefore presupposes that the eternal is no 
longer understood as eternal. "Secularization," in other 
words, presupposes a radical change of thought, a transition 
of thought from one plane to an entirely different plane. This 
radical change appears in its undisguised form in the emer
gence of modern philosophy or science; it is not primarily a 
change within theology. What presents itself as the "secu
larization" of theological concepts will have to be under
stood, in the last analysis, as an adaptation of traditional the
ology to the intellectual climate produced by modern philoso
phy or science both natural and political. The "seculariza
tion'' of the understanding of Providence culminates in the 
view that the ways of God are scrutable to sufficiently en
lightened men. The theological tradition recognized the mys
terious character of Providence especially by the fact that God 
uses or permits evil for his good ends. It asserted, therefore, 
that mao cannot take his bearings by God's providence but 
only by God's law, which simply forbids man to do evil. In l 
proportion as the providential order came to be regarded as \ 
intelligible to man, and therefore evil came to be regarded as 
evidently necessary or useful, the prohibition against doing ! 
evil lost its evidence. Hence various ways of action which 
were previously condemned as evil could now be regarded as 
good. The goals of human action were lowered. But it is pre
cisely a lowering of these goals which modern political phi
losophy consciously intended from its very beginning. 

Burke was satisfied that the French Revolution was thor
oughly evil. He condemned it as strongly and as unqualifiedly 
as we today condemn the Communist revolution. He regarded 
it as possible that the French Revolution, which conducted ··a 
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prepared an approach to human affairs which is even more 
foreign to classical thought than was the very "radicalism" of 
the theorists of the French Revolution. Political philosophy 
or political theory had been from its inception the quest for 
civil society as it ought to be. Burke's political theory is, or / tends to become, identical with a theory of the British consti
tution, i.e., an attempt to "discover the latent wisdom which 
prevails" in the actual. On? might think that Burke would 
have to measure the Brltish constitution by a standard tran
scending it in order to recognize it as wise, and to a certain ex-
tent he undoubtedly does precisely this: he does not tire of 
speaking of natural right, which, as such, is anterior to the 
British constitution. But he also says that ·'our constitution is 
a prescriptive constitution; it is a constitution whos~ sole au
thority is that it has existed time out of mind" or that the 
British constitution claims and asserts the liberties of the 
British "as an estate especially belonging to the people of this 
kingdom, without any reference whatever to any other more 
general or prior right.·· Prescription cannot be the sole au
thority for a constitution, and therefore recourse to rights 
anterior to the constitution, i.e., to natural rights, cannot be 
superfluous unless prescription by itself is a sufficient guaranty 
of goodness. Transcendent standards can be dispensed with if 
the standard is inherent in the process; "the actual and the 
present is the rational. " What could appear as a return to the 'l. primeval equation of the good with the ancestral is, in fact, a 
preparation for HegeJ.t04 

We have noted before that what appeared later on as the 
discovery of History was originally rather the recovery of the 
distinction between theory and practice. That distinction had 
been blurred by the doctrinairism of the seventeenth and eight
eenth centuries or, what is fundamentally the same thing, by 

104. Works, Il, 306, 359, 443; ill, 110, 112; VI,l46; Hegel, 1p. cit., Vorrcde; cf. also Barker, 1p. cit ., p. 225. 
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the understanding of all theory as essentially in the service of 
practice (scientia propter potentiam). The recovery of the distinc
tion between theory and practice was from the outset modified 
by skepticism in regard to theoretical metaphysics, a skepti
cism which culminated in the depreciation of theory in favor 
of practice. In accordance with these antecedents, the highest 
form of practice- the foundation or formation of a political 
society-was viewed as a quasi-natural process not controlled 
by reflection; thus it could become a purely theoretical theme. 
Political theory became understanding of what practice has 
produced or of the actual and ceased to be the quest for what 
ought to be; political theory ceased to be "theoretically prac
tical" (i.e., deliberative at a second remove) and became 
purely theoretical in the way in which metaphysics (and phys
ics) were traditionally understood to be purely theoretical. 
There came into being a new type of theory, of metaphysics, 
having as its highest theme human action and its product 
rather than the whole, which is in no way the object of hu
man action. Within the whole and the metaphysic that is 
oriented upon it, human action occupies a high but subordi
nate place. When metaphysics came, as it now did, to regard 
human action and its product as the end toward which all 
other beings or processes are directed, metaphysics became phi
losophy of history. Philosophy of history was primarily the
ory, i.e., contemplation, of human practice and therewith 
necessarily of completed human practice; it presupposed that 
significant huma,.o action, History, was completed. By becom
ing the highest theme of philosophy, practice ceased to be 
practice proper, i.e., concern with agenda. The revolts against 
Hegelianism on the part of Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, in so 
far as they now exercise a strong influence on public opinion, 
thus appear as attempts to recover the possibility of practice, 
i.e., of a human life which has a significant and undetermined 
future. But these attempts increased the confusion, since they 
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destroyed, as far as in them lay, the very possibility of theory. "Doctrinairism" and "existentialism" appear to us as the two faulty extremes. While being opposed to each other, they agree with each other in the decisive respect- they agree in ignoring prudence, ·'the god of this lower world.· ' 105 Prudence and ''this lower world'' cannot be seen properly without some knowledge of "the higher world"- without genuine theoria. 

Among the great theoretical writings of the past, none ~ seems to be nearer in spirit to Burke's statements on the British constitution than Cicero's Republic. The similarity is all the more remarkable '""since Burke cannot have known Cicero· s masterpiece, which was not recovered until 1820. Just as Burke regards the British constitution as the model, Cicero contends that the best polity is the Roman polity; Cicero chooses to describe the Roman polity rather than to invent a new one, as Socrates had done in Plato's Republic. These contentions of Burke and of Cicero are, if taken by themselves, in perfect agreement with the classical principles: the best polity being essentially ·'possible,'' it could have become actual at some place and at some time. One should note, however, that, whereas Burke assumed that the model constitution was actual in his time, Cicero assumed that the best polity had been actual in the past but was no longer actual. Above all, Cicero made it perfectly clear that the characteristics of the best polity can be determined without regard to any example, and especially to the example of the Roman polity. In the respect under discussion, there is no difference between Cicero and Plato in particular; Plato commenced a sequel to his Repttblic, namely the Critias, in which the "invented" polity of the Republic was to be shown to have been actual in the Athenian past. The following agreement between Burke and Cicero seems to be more important: just as Burke traced the excellence of the British constitution to the fact that it had come into 
105. w.,.h, n, 2s. 
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